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In many kinds of buildings, the ventilation sys-
tem constitute a well known source of broad-
band noise. Traditionally, duct born noise is at-
tenuated using passive resistive silencers which 
produce a high level of attenuation over a broad 
frequency range. However, they tend to become 
large and bulky if designed for low frequency 
attenuation.

The active noise control (ANC) technique is 
known for its ability to produce high levels of 
attenuation in the low frequency range even 
with a relatively moderate sized ANC system. 
Accordingly, a combination of active- and pas-
sive techniques, i.e. the construction of a hybrid 
active/passive silencer, provides a duct silencer 
solution of manageable size which also covers 
the low frequency range. However, adequate le-
vels of attenuation are not likely to be obtained 
if the installation of the ANC system is not de-
signed to account for the physical factors that 
may degrade its performance.

This thesis focuses on applying ANC in ventila-
tion systems, with particular emphasis on analy-
zing the limiting effect of some of these physical 
factors on the controller, and installation design 
for the purpose of reducing the influence of 
them. The degrading factors of particular inte-
rest include: flow induced noise in the microp-
hone signals, acoustic feedback between the 
control loudspeaker and reference microphone, 
and standing waves and higher order acoustic 
modes inside the ducts. With respect to instal-

lation design, focus is also placed upon industry 
requirements for the ANC system. This has led 
to a module based approach, in which the mi-
crophones and the loudspeaker are installed in 
separate modules based on standard duct parts.

This thesis is comprised of six parts. The first 
and third parts analyze the influence of flow-
induced noise on the adaptive digital controller 
theoretically, through simulations and experi-
ments. The second part describes investigations 
of several microphone installations intended to 
reduce flow induced noise. Further, results of 
measurements conducted in an acoustic labo-
ratory according to an ISO-standard are pre-
sented. The attenuation produced by the ANC 
system was approximately 15-25 dB between 
50-315 Hz, even for airflow speeds up to 20 m/s.

The fourth part focuses on the possibility of 
using a passive silencer in combination with 
ANC, to reduce acoustic feedback and standing 
waves, while the fifth part investigates the pos-
sibility of using a passive silencer to reduce stan-
ding waves in the duct when the ANC system 
is not installed near the duct outlet. In ducts 
of larger dimensions, higher order acoustic mo-
des may be in the frequency range adequate for 
ANC. The final part presents initial investiga-
tions concerning the feasibility of dividing a duct 
of large dimension into two more narrow ducts 
to remove higher order acoustic modes in the 
ANC frequency range, and the feasibility of app-
lying single-channel ANC in each duct.
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Abstract

In many kinds of buildings, the ventilation system constitute a well known
source of broadband noise. Traditionally, duct born noise is attenuated us-
ing passive resistive silencers which produce a high level of attenuation over
a broad frequency range. However, they tend to become large and bulky
if designed for low frequency attenuation. The active noise control (ANC)
technique is known for its ability to produce high levels of attenuation in
the low frequency range even with a relatively moderate sized ANC system.
Accordingly, a combination of active- and passive techniques, i.e. the con-
struction of a hybrid active/passive silencer, provides a duct silencer solution
of manageable size which also covers the low frequency range. However, ade-
quate levels of attenuation are not likely to be obtained if the installation of
the ANC system is not designed to account for the physical factors that may
degrade its performance.
This thesis focuses on applying ANC in ventilation systems, with particular
emphasis on analyzing the limiting effect of some of these physical factors
on the controller, and installation design for the purpose of reducing the in-
fluence of them. The degrading factors of particular interest include: flow
induced noise in the microphone signals, acoustic feedback between the con-
trol loudspeaker and reference microphone, and standing waves and higher
order acoustic modes inside the ducts. With respect to installation design,
focus is also placed upon industry requirements for the ANC system. This
has led to a module based approach, in which the microphones and the loud-
speaker are installed in separate modules based on standard duct parts.
This thesis is comprised of six parts. The first and third parts analyze the in-
fluence of flow-induced noise on the adaptive digital controller theoretically,
through simulations and experiments. The second part describes investi-
gations of several microphone installations intended to reduce flow induced
noise. Further, results of measurements conducted in an acoustic laboratory
according to an ISO-standard are presented. The attenuation produced by
the ANC system was approximately 15-25 dB between 50-315 Hz, even for
airflow speeds up to 20 m/s.
The fourth part focuses on the possibility of using a passive silencer in com-
bination with ANC, to reduce acoustic feedback and standing waves, while
the fifth part investigates the possibility of using a passive silencer to reduce
standing waves in the duct when the ANC system is not installed near the
duct outlet. In ducts of larger dimensions, higher order acoustic modes may
be in the frequency range adequate for ANC. The final part presents initial
investigations concerning the feasibility of dividing a duct of large dimension
into two more narrow ducts to remove higher order acoustic modes in the
ANC frequency range, and the feasibility of applying single-channel ANC in
each duct.
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Preface

This doctoral thesis summarizes my work within the field of applied signal
processing, conducted at Blekinge Institute of Technology. The thesis is comprised
of an introduction followed by six parts:

Part

I A Module Based Active Noise Control System for Ventilation Systems, Part
I: Influence of Measurement Noise on the Performance and Convergence of
the Filtered-x LMS Algorithm.

II A Module Based Active Noise Control System for Ventilation Systems, Part
II: Performance Evaluation.

III Effects of Measurement Noise on the Performance and Convergence Properties
of the Filtered-x LMS Algorithm: Theory and Simulations.

IV A Feedforward Active Noise Control System for Ducts using a Passive Silencer
to Reduce Acoustic Feedback.

V A System Implementation of an Active Noise Control System Combined with
Passive Silencers for Improved Noise Reduction in Ducts.

VI An Active Noise Control Approach for Attenuating Noise Above the Plane
Wave Region in Ducts.
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1 Introduction

Low frequency noise may have negative effects on human well-being, it frequently
causes annoyance, and can also affect our ability to perform different tasks, for ex-
ample when working. Amongst other findings, research carried out by Bengtsson [1]
found that, under a high workload, low frequency noise impairs performance when
carrying out tasks that place moderate to high demands on cognitive processing.
Moreover, it was reported that low frequency noise has a negative influence on the
performance when carrying out some low demand tasks, and moderately demand-
ing verbal tasks, under low workload. Bengtsson [1] asserted that, for acoustic
noise to be considered more pleasant, it should have low energy in the frequency
range below 500 Hz.
Ventilation systems constitute a well known source of low frequency noise in envi-
ronments such as schools, factories, hospitals, office buildings etc., as well as in our
homes. The demand for quiet ventilation installations have increased as a conse-
quence of the increasing awareness of the negative effects that low frequency noise
have on human well-being.
Traditionally, the noise propagating in ventilation systems is attenuated using pas-
sive silencers [2–5]. Passive silencers typically produce high broadband noise at-
tenuation, from mid to high frequencies [3, 6]. The noise attenuation provided by
passive silencers is primarily dependent on the length of the silencer, the thickness
and the flow resistance of the sound absorbing material, the air passage and the
wavelength of the sound [2]. Such silencers, however, tend to become bulky and
generally unfeasible from an installation point of view, if designed for low frequency
noise attenuation.
Active noise control (ANC) is suitable for attenuation of low frequency noise [7,8]
and is likely to be a favorable alternative to the passive silencer in terms of size
and weight. Hence, a solution for attenuating ventilation noise from low to high
frequencies may involve the combination of passive and active techniques, resulting
in a hybrid active/passive silencer of manageable size [7, 8]. In active noise con-
trol, unwanted ”primary” acoustic noise (generated by some kind of noise source),
is attenuated using a single, or multiple controlled secondary sources [7, 8]. The
secondary sources are commonly loudspeakers which are controlled by a control
unit. The control unit controls the secondary sources based on knowledge of the
primary noise which is usually provided by the output signals from microphones
sensing the primary noise.

1.1 A Comparison Between the Performance of a Passive-
and an Active Silencer

In resistive passive silencers, the interior surface of the duct is covered with porous,
sound-absorbing material [9–11]. The noise attenuation is primarily dependent on
the wavelength of the incident sound, the thickness and flow resistance of the sound-
absorbing material, the length of the silencer, and the size of the air passage [6,9,10].
Conventional passive silencers tend to have little impact on noise in the lower
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frequency range [6, 9]. The attenuation produced by a passive silencer is generally
insignificant when the acoustic wave length is large compared to the dimensions
(e.g. the length) of the silencers. Due to the long acoustic wavelength in the
low-frequency range, more efficient passive low frequency silencers tend to be very
large and bulky, which often makes them impractical from an installation point
of view. Table 1 shows the octave band attenuation for a conventional circular
passive silencer (as illustrated in Fig. 1) with a duct diameter of 315 mm and a
sound-absorbing material thickness of 100 mm [6]. Passive silencers produce high
attenuation over a relatively broad frequency range, from mid frequencies up to
higher frequencies, while they tend to have little impact on noise in the lower
frequency range. However, the attenuation decreases for higher frequencies where
the ratio of the duct diameter to the wavelength of sound is approximately greater
than one [9], which can be observed in Table 1.

Duct Diameter 
      315 mm

Sound Absorbing Material   100 mm

Length

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of a conventional circular passive silencer.

Length Weight Attenuation [dB] for octave band [Hz]
[m] [kg] 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
0.60 12 2 6 9 14 12 8 4 5
0.90 18 3 8 13 20 19 10 6 7
1.20 25 4 8 16 27 25 15 9 10

Table 1: Octave band attenuation in dB for a conventional circular passive silencer,
SLU 100, with different lengths and with a duct diameter of 315 mm and a sound-
absorbing material thickness of 100 mm [6].

Table 2 summarizes the attenuation in the octave bands 63, 125 and 250 Hz ob-
tained with the active silencer used in some of the work presented in this thesis for
an airflow of 10 m/s. For each of the three octave bands the table also presents
estimates of the length of a passive silencer -duct diameter 315 mm and sound-
absorbing material thickness of 100 mm- required to produce a noise attenuation
that corresponds to the active silencers.
In the 63 Hz octave band, a silencer of approximately 6 to 7 meters is needed to
obtain a noise attenuation of 19 dB. A silencer with these dimensions is obviously
impractical from an installation point of view. The active silencer is a comple-
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Octave band Noise attenuation (ANC) Corresponding length
[Hz] [dB] of passive silencer [m]
63 19 6-7
125 17 3
250 17 1,2

Table 2: Noise attenuation in octave bands achieved with active noise control
(ANC) for an airflow speed of 10 m/s and the corresponding length of a passive
silencer, SLU 100 (with a duct diameter of 315 mm and a sound-absorbing material
thickness of 100 mm) needed to produce an equal attenuation [12].

ment to passive noise control and results in significantly higher low-frequency noise
attenuation compared with the conventional passive silencers generally used in in-
stallations. An active silencer is, in general, more practical concerning both its
weight and size. Thus, active and passive techniques complement each other; com-
bining an active and a passive silencer (creating a hybrid active/passive silencer)
results in high attenuation over a broader frequency range, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

0
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Octave band center frequency [Hz]

A
tte

nu
at
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[d
B

]
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Figure 2: Total attenuation in octave bands achieved with an active silencer com-
bined with a circular passive silencer, and the corresponding attenuation using only
the passive silencer. The passive silencer was a SLU 100, with a duct diameter of
315 mm, a length of 900 mm and a sound-absorbing material thickness of 100 mm,
airflow speed: 10 m/s. The frequency range in which the ANC system was set to
operate was 0-400 Hz.

1.2 Propagation of Sound Waves in Ducts

In order to determine the type of ANC system, the positioning of the sensors and
secondary sources, and possible modifications to the duct system, it is important
to be able to determine whether (for instance) the sound propagates only as plane
waves in the frequency range where ANC is applied in a certain duct system.
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For sound waves propagating in ducts, the sound pressure is almost constant over
the cross-section of the duct, and only varies along the length of the duct below a
certain frequency [10]. This frequency range is called the plane wave propagation
region. More complicated waveforms, where the sound pressure also varies over
the cross-section of the duct are present above the plane wave propagation region.
For each of these higher order acoustic modes, a cut-on frequency exists, below
which the mode is strongly attenuated. Accordingly, it is important to investigate
whether the frequency range in which ANC will be applied is within the plane
wave propagation region of the ducts used. Otherwise the different higher order
modes generally need to be controlled, implying the need for a multiple-channel
ANC system based on several control sources and error sensors [7, 8]. The cut-
on frequencies of the acoustic modes can be calculated from the modified wave
equation and are dependent on the shape of the cross section of the duct. The ducts
used in ventilation systems commonly feature either a rectangular or a circular cross
section; hence, these two cases are studied here.
The linearized wave equation can be derived from the linearized equations of mass
continuity, dynamical equilibrium, and the energy equation [10]. For propagation
in three dimensions, cartesian coordinate system, it becomes [2, 10]

∇2p (x, y, z, t)− 1

c2
∂2

∂t2
p (x, y, z, t) = 0, (1)

where p (x, y, z, t) is the sound pressure [Pa], c is the speed of sound which (for air
at 20◦ C) is 343 m/s, and ∇2 is the laplacian operator given by [10]

∇2 =
∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
+

∂2

∂z2
, (2)

for cartesian coordinate systems (rectangular ducts, see Fig. 3). For polar coordi-
nate systems (circular ducts, see Fig. 5) the sound pressure is given by p(r, θ, z, t)
and the laplacian operator is given by [10]

∇2 =
∂2

∂r2
+

1

r

∂

∂r
+

1

r2
∂

∂θ2
+

∂2

∂z2
. (3)

The acoustic modes can be calculated using the linearized wave equation, Eq. (1),
along with boundary conditions that describe the condition at the possible bound-
aries. In the duct case, the influence of the mean air flow in the duct needs to
be taken into consideration [10]. Because of the mean air flow in the duct, the
traditional wave equation is modified and called the modified three dimensional
wave equation, or the convected three dimensional wave equation. Neglecting vis-
cosity and heat transfer within the medium and assuming constant mean air flow
speed over the cross section of the duct, the modified wave equation for the three
dimensional case, cartesian coordinate system, can be written as [10]

∇2p (x, y, z, t)− 1

c2

(
∂

∂t
+ U

∂

∂z

)2

p (x, y, z, t) = 0, (4)
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and similarly for the circular duct. In comparing Eq. (4) with the traditional wave
equation, Eq. (1), it can be seen that the difference between the two is the influence
of the mean air flow speed in the duct, U , which, in the modified wave equation,
is taken into consideration for propagation along the length of the duct, z-axis.

1.2.1 Rectangular Ducts

Figure 3 illustrates a rectangular duct, where z is the direction of sound propaga-
tion, b is the width-, and h is the height of the duct.

x

z

y

b

h

Figure 3: A duct with rectangular cross-section illustrated in a cartesian coordinate
system.

This rectangular duct is assumed to be infinitely long in the z-direction and to have
stiff walls (the assumed wall boundary conditions; the particle speed perpendicular
to the duct walls is zero). A solution to the modified wave equation, Eq. (4), can
be written as [10]

p (x, y, z, t) =
∞∑
m=0

∞∑
n=0

cos
(
mπx
b

)
cos
(
nπy
h

)
×

×
{
P1,m,ne

−jk+z,m,nz + P2,m,ne
jk−z,m,nz

}
ej2πft.

(5)

In Eq. (5) f is the frequency in cycles per second or hertz [Hz]. In Eq. (5), m and
n represent the mode numbers and the number of nodes for the sound pressure
in respective direction, as illustrated in Fig. 4, where (m,n) = (0, 0) corresponds
to plane wave propagation. Further, P1 and P2 are amplitudes. The transmission
wave numbers for longitudinal propagation in positive- and negative direction along
the z-axis are denoted k+z,m,n, and k−z,m,n, respectively.
The transmission wave numbers for longitudinal propagation for the (m,n) mode
are given by [10]
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Figure 4: Nodal lines for the sound pressure in a rectangular duct with stiff
walls [10].

k±z,m,n =

∓Mk +

√
k2 − (1−M2)

{(
mπ
b

)2
+
(
nπ
h

)2}
1−M2

, (6)

where

k =
2πf

c
, (7)

is a wave number, and M is the Mach number defined as

M =
U

c
, (8)

where in turn U is the mean air flow speed in the duct in m/s. Higher order modes
propagate unattenuated if Eq. (6) is real [10]. Accordingly, attenuated modes are
received if Eq. (6) is complex. Hence, higher order modes are attenuated if

k2 −
(
1−M2

){(mπ
b

)2
+
(nπ
h

)2}
< 0, (9)

and cut on if

k2 −
(
1−M2

){(mπ
b

)2
+
(nπ
h

)2}
= 0. (10)

Equation (10) results in

k =

√{(mπ
b

)2
+
(nπ
h

)2}
(1−M2). (11)
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This relation can be used to calculate the cut-on frequency for the higher order
modes and hence to calculate the frequency under which only plane waves propa-
gate. The cut-on frequency for the mode (m,n) = (0, 1) is received by substitution
of (m,n) = (0, 1) into Eq. (10), resulting in the cut-on frequency, fcuton,0,1, for the
mode (m,n) = (0, 1), which is given by

fcuton,0,1 =
c

2h

√
1−M2. (12)

Similarly, the cut-on frequency for the mode (m,n) = (1, 0) is given by

fcuton,1,0 =
c

2b

√
1−M2. (13)

Thus, only plane waves propagate if

f < min (fcuton,0,1, fcuton,1,0) . (14)

1.2.2 Circular Ducts

Figure 5 illustrates a circular duct, where z is the direction of sound propagation,
r0 is the radius of the duct, and p is the sound pressure in a position described by:
r the distance from the center, θ, the angle, and z the longitudinal position.

x

z

y

θ
p0r r

Figure 5: A duct with circular cross-section illustrated in a polar coordinate system.

This circular duct is assumed to be infinitely long in the z-direction and to have
stiff walls (the assumed wall boundary conditions; the particle speed perpendicular
to the duct walls is zero). A solution to the modified wave equation, Eq. (4), can
be written as [10]

p (r, θ, z, t) =
∞∑
m=0

∞∑
n=0

Jm (kr,m,nr) e
jmθej2πft×

×
{
P1,m,ne

−jk+z,m,nz + P2,m,ne
jk−z,m,nz

}
.

(15)
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In Eq. (15), Jm is a Bessel function of the first kind of order m, which is a
part of the general solution to the specific second-order linear differential equation
known as Bessel’s equation [10]. Further, m and n represent the mode numbers and
the number of nodal lines according to Fig. 6, in which (m,n) = (0, 0) corresponds
to plane wave propagation.

0 1 2

n

0

1

2

m

Figure 6: Nodal lines for the sound pressure in a circular duct with stiff walls
from [10]

The transmission wave numbers for longitudinal propagation for the (m,n)
mode in Eq. (15) become [10]

k±z,m,n =
∓Mk +

√
k2 − (1−M2) k2r,m,n

1−M2
. (16)

According to [10] the two first higher order modes will propagate unattenuated
if the transmission wave numbers for longitudinal propagation kz,1,0 and kz,0,1 are
real. Accordingly, the two first higher order modes are attenuated and only plane
waves propagate if kz,1,0 and kz,0,1 are complex. Hence, the higher order modes
are attenuated if

k2 − (1−M2)k2r,m,n < 0, (17)

and cut on if
k2 − (1−M2)k2r,m,n = 0, (18)

or
k = kr,m,n

√
1−M2. (19)

This relation can be used to calculate the cut-on frequency for the higher order
modes and hence to calculate the frequency under which only plane waves propa-
gate. The cut-on wave numbers for the first two higher order modes (m,n) = (1, 0)
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and (m,n) = (0, 1) for a duct with radius r0, are given by [10]

kr,1,0 =
1, 84

r0
, (20)

and

kr,0,1 =
3, 83

r0
, (21)

respectively. Hence, the cut-on frequencies, fcuton,m,n, for the modes (m,n) = (1, 0)
and (m,n) = (0, 1) are received by substitution of Eq. (20) and Eq. (21), into
Eq. (19). Since k = 2πf/c, and the diameter of the duct is D = 2r0, the cut-on
frequency for the mode (m,n) = (1, 0) can, using Eq. (19) and Eq. (20), be written
as

fcuton,1,0 =
1, 84c

πD

√
1−M2. (22)

Similarly the cut-on frequency for the mode (m,n) = (0, 1) becomes

fcuton,0,1 =
3, 83c

πD

√
1−M2. (23)

Since fcuton,1,0 < fcuton,0,1, only plane sound waves will propagate if

f <
1, 84c

πD

√
1−M2. (24)

For example, for a duct with a diameter of 315 mm, the use of Eq. (24) shows
that only plane waves propagate for frequencies up to 636 Hz if the mean air flow
speed U is 20 m/s, and for frequencies up to 637 Hz if U is 3 m/s. Accordingly,
for frequencies up to approximately 636 Hz, a single channel ANC system can be
used to attenuate the low frequency duct noise and the reference and error sensors
may be positioned anywhere on the cross-section. For frequencies above 636 Hz, a
passive silencer of reasonable size can produce a sufficient amount of attenuation.
Hence, if an ANC system is combined with such a silencer, there is no need to
control the higher order modes. Accordingly, a single-channel ANC system may be
used.

1.3 Active Noise Control

Active noise control (ANC) utilizes the principle of destructive interference [13].
Thus, the goal is to produce a secondary sound field that is equal in amplitude
but 180◦ out of phase with the original, ”primary” sound field. The combination
of the primary and secondary sound fields will yield a residual sound field with a
decreased amplitude, where the level is dependent on the accuracy of the amplitude
and phase of the generated secondary sound field [7,14]. The principle is illustrated
in Fig. 7.
An ANC system is needed in order to generate the secondary sound field. In a
United States Patent from 1936, Paul Lueg proposed a design of an acoustic ANC
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Primary Noise

Secondary Noise

Residual Noise

Figure 7: Physical principle of active noise cancellation.

system that used a microphone and a controlled loudspeaker to attenuate primary
sound. If the primary noise changes over time, a feedforward ANC system generally
needs to be adaptive in order to track these changes [7]. The introduction of the
least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm [15], developed by Widrow and Hoff in 1960,
enabled a simple solution to this problem. In 1980 and 1981 Morgan, Burgess and
Widrow worked independently of one another on algorithms compensating for the
physical path between the control sources and error sensors in ANC systems [15].
This physical path often causes instability when using the conventional LMS algo-
rithm [8, 14]. In 1981 Widrow introduced the filtered-x LMS algorithm [15]. This
algorithm is a cornerstone of adaptive algorithms used in active noise and vibration
control. Research on the use of ANC in different situations really took off in the
1980’s, when computers and microprocessors became cheaper and more powerful.
Low frequency noise produced by HVAC systems was one of the first areas in which
ANC was applied and a large number of research articles, proceedings, and book
chapters have described this problem and various solutions for it [16–18]. Even
so, the commercial success of the technique is fairly limited, perhaps because of
the many physical parameters that have to be taken into consideration in order to
successfully design and install an ANC system [19–22]. However, some commer-
cial products designed to attenuate noise in ventilation systems are available, such
as the hybrid active/passive silencer ActA manufactured by TechnoFirst [23], and
ActiveSilencerTM Duct manufactured by Silentium [24].
A single-channel feedforward ANC system commonly uses one reference micro-
phone detecting the sound to be reduced, a loudspeaker, and an error microphone
monitoring the residual sound field. However, ANC applications embracing larger
enclosures with complex acoustic sound fields usually require a multiple-channel
ANC system using several control sources, reference sensors and error sensors. A
typical example is active noise control utilized in airplanes in order to reduce pro-
peller and engine induced noise inside the cabin [25–27]. Multiple-channel ANC
has also been used in the control of tonal components above the plane wave prop-
agation region in duct applications, using a tachometer as reference sensor, and
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multiple secondary sources and error microphones [21, 28]. Above the plane wave
propagation region, where higher acoustic modes are present, multiple secondary
sources and error sensors are needed to control and observe the acoustic modes.
However, if only the plane wave propagation region is considered, a single-channel
ANC system is usually sufficient to produce high levels of attenuation [7, 8].

1.4 Single-channel ANC

Figure 8 shows a simplified schematic illustration of a single-channel feedforward
ANC system installed in a duct. The reference microphone senses the noise propa-

FAN Primary Noise

ANC

Reference 
Microphone

Error 
Microphone

Canceling 
Loudspeaker

x(n) e(n)y(n)

Figure 8: Single-channel feedforward ANC system applied to a duct

gating in the duct, and generates a reference signal which is fed to the control unit
that steers the loudspeaker. The error microphone, placed downstream from the
loudspeaker, senses the residual noise after control and generates an error signal
which is also fed to the controller. The reference and error signals allow the con-
troller to adjust itself to continuously minimize the acoustic noise sensed by the
error microphone. The controller produces an output via the loudspeaker, anti-
sound, that is based on the reference signal. Principally, the anti-sound from the
loudspeaker is approximately 180◦ out of phase with the sound propagating in the
duct by the time it reaches the position of the error microphone.
The path between the output of the adaptive filter to the input signal from the
error microphone (including the D/A converter, reconstruction filter, power am-
plifier, loudspeaker, the acoustic path from loudspeaker to error microphone, error
microphone, preamplifier, antialiasing filter and A/D converter) is often denoted
forward path, secondary path or control path. When the adaptive filter is followed
by a forward path, the conventional LMS algorithm must be modified in order to
ensure convergence [7].
A modified version of the LMS algorithm designed for active control is the filtered-x
LMS algorithm [7, 8]. It uses an estimate of the forward path in the production
of the gradient estimate [7, 8]. The forward path can e.g. be estimated when the
ANC system is turned off using the LMS algorithm, i.e. off-line estimation [7].
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1.4.1 Forward Path Estimation using the LMS Algorithm

The least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm [7,8,14,15] was presented by Widrow and
Hoff in 1960 and is widely used in many different areas and applications where a
fixed optimal filter is not suitable due to, for instance, non-stationary signals. In
the LMS algorithm, the method of steepest descent, modified by using the gradient
of the instantaneous squared error in the weight-vector update equation, is used to
iteratively find an estimate of the solution to the Wiener-Hopf equations.
Figure 9 illustrates a general block diagram for system identification using the LMS
algorithm.

∑Forward 
Path, F

Adaptive 
Filter, W

LMS

Noise 
Generator

+

x(n) d(n)

y(n)

e(n)+

Figure 9: Forward path estimation using the LMS algorithm.

To estimate the forward path F , an input signal x(n), consisting of random
noise within the bandwidth of interest for the subsequent active control, may for
instance be used. The LMS algorithm adjusts the adaptive filter w(n), that filters
the input signal x(n), to form the output signal y(n), as an estimate of the desired
signal d(n). The LMS algorithm minimizes the error signal e(n) in the mean-square
sense.
The output y(n) from the adaptive filter can be written as [29]

y (n) =

L−1∑
l=0

wl (n)x (n− l), (25)

where L is the number of weights, wl (n), in the adaptive FIR-filter. Using Eq. (25)
the error signal can be written as

e (n) = d (n) + y (n) = d (n) +

L−1∑
l=0

wl (n)x (n− l). (26)

The filter weight vector at time n can be defined as

w (n) =
[
w0 (n) w1 (n) ... wL−1 (n)

]T
, (27)
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and the input signal vector can be defined as

x (n) =
[
x (n) x (n− 1) ... x (n− L+ 1)

]T
, (28)

where T denotes the transpose.

The complete LMS algorithm can be written using vector notation as [29]

y (n) = wT (n) x (n)
e (n) = d (n) + y (n)
w (n+ 1) = w (n)− 2µx (n) e (n)

(29)

In order for the LMS algorithm to converge in the mean-square, it is recommended
that the step size should be selected according to [29]

0 < µ <
1

LE [x2 (n)]
. (30)

1.4.2 Filtered-x LMS Algorithm

In the LMS algorithm it is assumed that the error signal is produced by subtracting
the output from the adaptive filter from the desired signal. The product of the
input to the adaptive filter and this instantaneous error is then used to estimate
the gradient used in the adaptation. However, in ANC applications, the output
from the adaptive filter is followed by a forward path, including: D/A-converter,
reconstruction filter, amplifier, loudspeaker, the acoustic path from the loudspeaker
to the error microphone, error microphone, anti-aliasing filter and A/D-converter.
Therefore, the forward path needs to be compensated for in the algorithm. This
can be done by using a filtered version of the input signal xF̂ (n), where the filter
is an FIR-filter estimate of the forward path, to form the gradient estimate. This
results in the well known filtered-x LMS algorithm [7, 8, 14]. The filtered-x LMS
algorithm is illustrated by the block diagram in Fig 10.

∑

Estimate of 
forward 
path, 
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Adaptive 
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Forward 
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+
+

d(n)

e(n)

x(n)

Figure 10: Block diagram of ANC system using the filtered-x LMS algorithm.

To compensate for the forward path, the input signal, x(n), which is the sampled
reference microphone signal, is filtered by an estimate of the forward path, F̂ ,
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to produce a filtered reference signal, xF̂ (n), which becomes the input for the
weight adjustment algorithm. The desired signal, d(n), is the input propagated
through the physical primary path, P . By filtering the input x(n) with the adaptive
FIR-filter W , the output from the adaptive filter denoted y(n), is obtained. The
output y(n) is input to the canceling loudspeaker and the error signal, e(n), is then
obtained in the error microphone by acoustic interference of yF (n), which is y(n)
filtered by the forward path F , with the desired signal d(n). The error signal can
be written as

e (n) = d (n) + yF (n) . (31)

Assuming that the forward path is modeled as an FIR-filter with Lf weights, flf ,
the output after the forward path can be written as

yF (n) ≈
Lf−1∑
lf=0

flf

Lw−1∑
lw=0

wlw (n− lf )x (n− lw − lf ). (32)

where wlw (n) denotes the filter weights of the adaptive filter and Lw is the length of
the adaptive filter. Assuming that the adaptive filter, wlw , varies slowly, the order
of F and W in Fig. 10 can be rearranged, and if F̂ = F , Fig. 10 can rearranged to
Fig. 11 [7].

∑

Plant, P

Adaptive 
filter, W

LMS

+
+

d(n)

e(n)

x(n)

Forward 
path, F

(n)xF (n)yF

Figure 11: Rearranged version of Fig. 10 for slow adaptation.

Hence, if wlw is slowly varying, it can be assumed that the time shift of the adap-
tive filter weights can be neglected so that wlw (n− lf ) ≈ wlw (n). Using this
assumption and reordering the two summations in Eq. (32) yields

yF (n) ≈
Lw−1∑
lw=0

wlw (n)

Lf−1∑
lf=0

flfx (n− lw − lf ). (33)

Further, the filtered reference signal can be written as

xF (n) =

Lf−1∑
lf=0

flfx (n− lf ). (34)
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Thus, the error signal may be expressed as

e (n) = d (n) +

Lw−1∑
lw=0

wlw (n)xF (n− lw) . (35)

The filter weight vector at time n can be defined as

w (n) =
[
w0 (n) w1 (n) ... wLw−1 (n)

]T
, (36)

and the filtered reference input vector can be defined as

xF (n) =
[
xF (n) xF (n− 1) ... xF (n− Lw + 1)

]T
, (37)

which can be calculated as
xF (n) = XT (n) f , (38)

where

X (n) =


x (n) x (n− 1) . . . x (n− Lw + 1)

x (n− 1) x (n− 2) . . . x (n− Lw)
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .

x (n− Lf + 1) x (n− Lf ) . . . x (n− Lw − Lf + 2)

 (39)

and
f =

[
f0 f1 ... fLf−1

]T
. (40)

Rewriting Eq. (35) using the inner product of the vectors in Eq. (36) and Eq. (37)
results in the expression of the error signal using vector notation

e (n) = d (n) + wT (n) xF (n) . (41)

As in the LMS algorithm, the goal is to minimize the instantaneous squared error,
i.e the cost function

ξ̂ (n) = e2 (n) , (42)

Hence, the gradient vector estimate when using the filtered-x LMS algorithm be-
comes

∇w(n)ξ̂ (n) = 2xF (n) e (n) . (43)

Thus, the filtered-x LMS algorithm can be written using vector notation as [7]

y (n) = wT (n) x (n)
e (n) = d (n) + yF (n)
w (n+ 1) = w (n)− 2µxF̂ (n) e (n)

(44)

For convergence in the mean-square of the filtered-x LMS algorithm it has been
found that the step size should be selected according to [13]

0 < µ <
1

E
[
x2
F̂

(n)
]

(Lw + ∆)
, (45)
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where Lw is the length of the adaptive filter and ∆ is the number of samples corre-
sponding to the overall delay in the forward path. Hence, the delay in the forward
path reduces the maximum step size in the filtered-x LMS algorithm.
In practice, the filtered input signal used to form the gradient estimate is gen-
erated using an estimate, F̂ , of the true forward path. This is illustrated in
Fig. 10. The impulse response of the estimated forward path is given by f̂ =[
f̂0 f̂1 ... f̂Lf̂−1

]T
and the filtered reference signal based on the forward

path estimate is generated as xF̂ (n) = XT (n) f̂ . This produces the update equa-
tion in Eq. (44). The length of the estimate depends on the physical properties of
the forward path; e.g. the distance between the control loudspeaker and the error
sensor, and the sampling frequency. For stability and high performance it is im-
portant that the model of the forward path accurately estimates the true forward
path [7, 30].

1.4.3 Leaky Filtered-x LMS Algorithm

A more robust variant of the original filtered-x LMS algorithm is recommended for
practical system implementations. Introducing a leakage factor, v, in the algorithm
results in the leaky filtered-x LMS algorithm [7,15]

w (n+ 1) = vw (n)− 2µxF̂ (n) e (n) , (46)

where the leakage factor is in the range of 0 < v ≤ 1 [7]. Introducing a leakage
factor in the adaptive algorithms weight adjustment algorithm will restrain the
energy in the adaptive filter’s weight vector, thus having a stabilizing effect on
the algorithm [7]. Furthermore, the output of the adaptive filter will be slowly
forced to zero if the input- and/or error signal becomes zero. Insufficient spectral
excitation of the common filtered-x LMS algorithm may cause divergence of the
unconstrained adaptive weights, as they may grow without bounds [7]. In duct
applications it may be that the reference microphone is located in pressure nodes for
some frequencies, resulting in insufficient excitation of these frequencies. Instability
caused by insufficient spectral excitation can be avoided by means of a leaky factor
in the weight update equation which indirectly constrains the control output power.

A drawback of the leaky filtered-x LMS algorithm is that the solution will be
biased; hence, the algorithm will not converge to the optimal solution as obtained
with the conventional filtered-x LMS algorithm [7].

1.4.4 Influence of Measurement Noise

In reality, the performance of the ANC system is affected by measurement noise
present in the microphone signals. This measurement noise may be electrical, how-
ever, in this application it is likely that the noise produced by airflow around the
microphones has more impact on the performance of the controller. When mea-
surement noise is present, the ideal block diagram of Fig. 10 can be modified to
the block diagram illustrated in Fig. 12, to which the measurement noise vx(n)
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associated with the reference sensor, and ve(n) associated with the error sensor,
has been added. When ANC is applied to duct noise, it is likely that the micro-
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Figure 12: Modification of Fig. 10 to include measurement noise at the reference
and error sensors.

phones are exposed to airflow, generating high levels of measurement noise in the
microphone signals as the airflow excites the diaphragm of the microphones. This
measurement noise will significantly degrade the performance of the ANC system
by altering the optimal solution of the adaptive filter weights and/or by increasing
the convergence time of the algorithm. Accordingly, it is of the highest importance
to reduce the influence of turbulence. Different solutions to reduce the turbulence
noise in the microphone signals have been reported. One example involves the use
of probe tube microphones, also known as slit-tubes, sampling tubes and turbu-
lence screens. The probe tube microphones were initially developed to increase
the SNR between the desired acoustic sound waves and the undesired turbulent
pressure fluctuations when performing sound measurements in turbulent flow, and
later adopted for use in ANC applications. Probe tube microphones have been
designed and investigated by, among others, Neise [31–33], Wang and Crocker [34],
Munjal and Eriksson [35], Shepherd and Fontaine [36], Nakamura [37], and Lars-
son et. al [38]. Another similar method involves placing the microphones in outer
microphone boxes mounted on the duct and connected to the duct interior via a
small slit [7,39]. As shown in [38,39] the performance of an ANC system applied to
duct noise can be improved by placing the reference and error microphones in outer
microphone boxes. Further, outer microphone boxes are advantageous in the sense
that the components are better protected and easier to maintain, being installed
outside the duct.
Some of the work presented in this thesis deals with analysis of the influence of
measurement noise on the ANC system, and the design of microphone installations
intended to minimize the influence of turbulence.

1.5 Multiple-channel ANC

In ANC applications embracing relatively large enclosures the sound field is gener-
ally complex and exhibits multimodal response to excitation sources [8,14]. Thus,
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these modes must be observable to, and controllable by, the ANC system in order
to achieve global control. That is, the sensors must be positioned as to sense the
modes, and the secondary sources must be positioned to couple with the modes,
or couple directly with the primary noise source [40]. In e.g. such situations and
situations where the aim is to create ”zones of quiet”, a multiple-channel ANC sys-
tem using several control sources, error sensors, and sometimes reference sensors
is required [7, 8, 13, 14]. Multiple-channel ANC systems are used, for example, in
active noise control utilized in airplanes to reduce propeller and engine induced
noise inside the cabin [25–27], and engine induced noise in e.g. cars and fork-lift
trucks [13,41]. In duct applications, active noise control systems for plane wave con-
trol will become decreasingly effective as the frequency of the noise increases [42].
To increase the frequency range, control systems for higher order modes are gener-
ally required. To control the higher order modes a multiple-channel ANC system
is needed [22, 28, 43]. Active noise control of noise radiating from a spray dryer
exhaust stack using a multiple-channel ANC system has been the subject of recent
research [21,22,28].

1.5.1 Multiple-channel Filtered-x LMS Algorithm

In situations where a multiple-channel ANC system is needed, the filtered-x LMS
algorithm can be extended to handle multiple sensors and control sources, re-
sulting in the multiple-channel filtered-x LMS algorithm [7, 8, 13, 27, 30]. The
ANC system may be based either on a single reference sensor or several refer-
ence sensors. A single reference sensor is generally sufficient for tonal distur-
bances [8, 13, 41]. However, for stochastic disturbances, several reference sensors
are generally needed [30]. These two cases are sometimes referred to as using
the single-reference/multiple-output filtered-x LMS algorithm and the multiple-
reference/multiple-output filtered-x LMS algorithm [7].
A multiple-reference controller is generally based on either a filter structure with
an adaptive FIR-filter between each reference signal and secondary source, or on a
filter structure with one adaptive FIR-filter for each secondary source. In the case
in which there is one adaptive FIR-filter for each secondary source, the reference
sensor signals are added, sometimes with different weightings, to form the reference
signal to each of the adaptive FIR-filters [7].
A feedforward multiple-reference ANC system based on the multiple-channel filtered-
x LMS algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 13. Here the effects of possible acoustic
feedback (which might occur when using microphones as reference sensors) are not
considered.
The generalized ANC system in Fig. 13 employs R reference signals, xr (n) , r ∈
{1, ..., R}, L secondary source signals, yl (n) , l ∈ {1, ..., L}, and M error signals,
em (n) ,m ∈ {1, ...,M}. Further, RL adaptive FIR-filters, and ML FIR-filter for-
ward path estimates are used. An error signal vector containing the samples from
each error signal at time n may be formed as

e (n) =
[
e1 (n) e2 (n) · · · eM (n)

]T
. (47)
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Figure 13: Feedforward ANC system based on the multiple-channel filtered-x LMS
algorithm.

The error signal vector can be written as [13,27]

e (n) = d (n) + yF (n) , (48)

where
d (n) =

[
d1 (n) d2 (n) · · · dM (n)

]T
, (49)

is the vector containing the error signals in the absence of control (i.e. the noise to
be controlled at the error sensors) and

yF (n) =
[
yF1

(n) yF2
(n) · · · yFM

(n)
]T
, (50)

is the canceling noise vector. Hence, yFm
(n) is the superposition of the canceling

noise from the L secondary sources at error sensor m. In addition, yFm
(n) can be

seen as the superposition of the outputs from each secondary source ”filtered” by
the forward path transfer function between each secondary source output and the
output of them:th error sensor. The output to each secondary source, l = 1, 2, ..., L,
can be written as [7, 13]

yl (n) =

R∑
r=1

wT
lr (n) xr (n), (51)

where each reference signal vector, xr (n), r = 1, 2, ..., R, is given by

xr (n) =
[
xr (n) xr (n− 1) · · · xr (n− Lw + 1)

]T
, (52)
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where Lw is the length of the adaptive FIR-filters. An output signal vector my be
written as [7, 27]

y (n) = XT (n) w (n) , (53)

where the RLLw × L reference signal matrix is given by [7, 27]

X (n) = diag
[

x (n) · · · x (n)
]
, (54)

with the RLw × 1 reference signal vector

x (n) =
[

xT1 (n) xT2 (n) · · · xTR (n)
]T
, (55)

where, in turn, each vector, xr (n), is given by Eq. (52). Further, in Eq. (53) the
RLLw × 1 vector containing the weights of the RL adaptive FIR-filters is given by

w (n) =
[

wT
1 (n) wT

2 (n) · · · wT
L (n)

]T
, (56)

where each vector, wl (n), given by

wl (n) =
[

wT
l1 (n) wT

l2 (n) · · · wT
lR (n)

]T
, (57)

is comprised of the weights of the adaptive FIR-filters producing the output to
secondary source l.
The cost function for the multiple-channel filtered-x LMS algorithm is given by [7,8]

ξ̂ (n) =

M∑
m=1

e2m (n) . (58)

Updating the adaptive weight vector w (n) by taking a step controlled by the step
size µ in the negative direction of the gradient of the cost function in Eq. (58), and
in analogy with the single-channel case using FIR-filter estimates of the physical
forward paths between the secondary sources and the error sensors to produce a
RLLw ×M filtered reference signal matrix, XF̂ (n), the update equation for the
adaptive filter weights may be written as [7, 30]

w (n+ 1) = w (n)− 2µXF̂ (n) e (n) . (59)

Thus, the multiple-channel filtered-x LMS algorithm is given by [7, 30]

y (n) = XT (n) w (n)
e (n) = d (n) + yF (n)
w (n+ 1) = w (n)− 2µXF̂ (n) e (n)

(60)

In a practical installation, using the leaky version of the multiple-channel filtered-
x LMS algorithm, results in the update equation for the adaptive filter weights
according to [7, 27,30]

w (n+ 1) = vw (n)− 2µXF̂ (n) e (n) , (61)

where v is a real positive leakage factor in the range 0 < v < 1.
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1.6 Advantages with a Module Based ANC System

A goal has been to develop a technology enabling module-based hybrid active/passive
silencers of manageable size and adequate noise attenuation performance, which
will meet ventilation industry requirements. This module-based low-cost hybrid
silencer is based on standard ventilation duct parts and passive silencers, which is
a manufacturing advantage. The module-based design results in a very flexible si-
lencer; the active part can be combined with different kinds of passive silencers, and
circular and rectangular duct configurations. In these cases, the passive silencer
can be adapted to fit the specific control situation. Each loudspeaker and each
microphone is installed separately in its own module. These modules are designed
to have the components, the loudspeaker and the microphones, outside the duct
cross-section, but with sufficient acoustic coupling to the duct interior.
There are several advantages to this approach. For example, since the components

Error 
microphone

Reference 
microphone

Loudspeaker

Noise
Active Silencer

Duct wall

(a)

Error 
microphone

Reference 
microphone

Loudspeaker

Noise

Active Silencer

Microphone
module

Loudspeaker
module

Microphone
module

Duct wall

(b)

Figure 14: Two different principles of installing an ANC system in duct applica-
tions. In (a) with the microphones and the loudspeaker installed inside the duct,
and in (b) with the microphones and the loudspeaker installed in separate modules
outside the duct.

are outside the duct cross-section and not in the air flow in the duct, they are less
exposed to dirt and moisture possibly present in the ducts, than they would be if
they were installed inside the duct. Furthermore, installing the components inside
the duct is likely to cause noise generation downstream of the installation, and it is
also likely that it will lead to an increased pressure drop, resulting in an increased
power consumption of the fan as well as an increased sound level of the noise gen-
erated by the fan. Further, from a maintenance perspective, it is advantageous to
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install components outside the duct in modules where they are easily accessible.
The principle of a conventional hybrid active/passive silencer with the microphones
and the loudspeaker inside the duct, and the principle of the module based hybrid
active/passive silencer with the microphones and the loudspeaker outside the duct,
are illustrated in Fig. 14(a) and Fig. 14(b), respectively. Design of the modules has
aimed to keep manufacturing costs to a minimum. As a consequence, both the mi-
crophone module and the loudspeaker module are based on standard T-duct parts,
thus eliminating the need for the design of new duct parts. The closing covers of
both types of modules is easily clamped on to the T-duct using a standard clamp-
ing. Further, by using low-frequency loudspeaker elements, suitable for installation
in small boxes, loudspeaker modules may be designed conveniently small enough
for the application.

1.7 Thesis Overview

This thesis consists of six different parts. In the following, a short summary of each
part is given.

PART I - A Module Based Active Noise Control System for
Ventilation Systems, Part I: Influence of Measurement Noise
on the Performance and Convergence of the Filtered-x LMS
Algorithm

To insure reliable operation and desirable levels of attenuation when applying ANC
to duct noise, it is highly important to be able to suppress the contamination of
the microphone signals due to turbulent pressure fluctuations, which arise as the
microphones are exposed to the airflow in the duct. This part constitutes the
first paper in a series of two, regarding the problem of turbulence-induced noise
originating from the airflow inside the ducts. In this part, the influence of the
turbulent noise on the filtered-x LMS algorithm is analyzed both theoretically and
experimentally. The results show that a high level of turbulent noise present at
the reference microphone, as compared to the level of acoustic noise, will affect the
optimal filter weight solution and therefore reduce the ability of the ANC system to
cancel the acoustic noise. It is also shown that measurement noise at the reference
sensor will lower the maximum step size and, hence, the maximum convergence
rate. Further, the results show that a high level of turbulent noise at the error
sensor, as compared to the level of acoustic noise, will not affect the filter weights
in mean, but will increase the convergence time of the algorithm.

PART II - A Module Based Active Noise Control System for
Ventilation Systems, Part II: Performance Evaluation

This part constitutes the second paper in a series of two, regarding the problem
of turbulence-induced noise originating from airflow inside the ducts. This part
presents investigations and design of microphone installations intended to reduce
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turbulence-induced noise in the microphone signals, which arises due to airflow in
the duct.
Different types of possible microphone installations intended to reduce the influ-
ence of the airflow are summarized. Outer microphone boxes with a slit are inves-
tigated, using different slit widths. A new type of outer microphone box, based on
a standard T-duct, is proposed in order to incorporate industry requests regarding
microphone installations.
Measurements were performed in two different laboratories: at Blekinge Institute
of Technology (BTH) in Sweden, and in an acoustic laboratory in Denmark. The
acoustic laboratory was used to investigate turbulence suppression obtained by
means of the outer microphone boxes with a slit, and the outer microphone boxes
based on T-duct. The acoustic laboratory was also utilized to investigate the per-
formance of the ANC system using these different types of microphone installations.
This part presents comparative results concerning both turbulence suppression and
the performance of the ANC system using these two different types of microphone
installations. The results show that the proposed microphone box based on T-duct
produces equal or better results compared the microphone box with a slit.
In the acoustic laboratory, measurements were carried out according to the ISO
standard developed for passive silencers. Here, the attenuation achieved with the
ANC system using the microphone boxes based on T-duct was approximately 15-25
dB between 50-315 Hz, even for airflow speeds up to 20 m/s.

PART III - Effects of Measurement Noise on the Perfor-
mance and Convergence Properties of the Filtered-x LMS
Algorithm: Theory and Simulations

This part continues to investigate the effects of measurement noise on the filtered-x
LMS algorithm. The experimental investigations conducted in part I of this the-
sis were carried out on a real duct system with a fan as noise source, where the
signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) of the microphone signals could not be varied. In this
part, a theoretical convergence analysis is performed for convergence in mean with
measurement noise present only at the reference microphone, only at the error mi-
crophone, and at both microphones. Further, a convergence analysis is performed
for convergence in the mean-square sense for measurement noise present only at
the reference microphone, only at the error microphone, and at both microphones.
These cases are compared to the ideal case with no measurement noise present in
the reference and error microphone signals. Furthermore, computer simulations
were performed with different SNR in the reference and error signals, and different
values of the step size, to verify the theoretical results. The results from both
the theoretical investigations and the simulations show that measurement noise
can, depending on the SNR in the sensor signals, degrade the performance of the
filtered-x LMS algorithm with respect both to the filter coefficients the algorithm
converges to in the mean, and the convergence rate of the algorithm.
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PART IV - A Feedforward Active Noise Control System for
Ducts using a Passive Silencer to Reduce Acoustic Feedback

This part considers two other physical factors that can degrade the performance
of the ANC system: namely, acoustic feedback and standing waves. A feedfor-
ward ANC system applied to duct noise normally uses a reference microphone, a
control unit, a loudspeaker (to generate secondary noise created by the controller)
and an error microphone. The secondary noise generated by the loudspeaker will
travel both downstream, canceling the primary noise, and upstream to the reference
microphone. This is usually referred to as acoustic feedback. Acoustic feedback
may result in performance reduction and stability problems for the control system.
Common approaches used to solve the feedback problem often result in a more
complex controller structure and/or system configuration than the simple feedfor-
ward controller. One such approach involves introducing a feedback cancellation
filter in the controller in parallel with the acoustic feedback path. Alternatively, a
dual-microphone reference sensing system may be used.
This part presents a more simple approach intended to reduce acoustic feedback by
using a basic feedforward controller in combination with a passive silencer. Sim-
ulations show that efficient acoustic feedback cancellation is achieved by using a
passive silencer. The use of a passive silencer to attenuate acoustic feedback is also
compared to the use of a feedback neutralization filter in parallel with the acoustic
feedback path, and comparative results are presented. Furthermore, it is shown
that the standing waves in the duct are less pronounced for the actual frequency
range when the passive silencer is used. This, in turn, results in an increased per-
formance of the ANC system. It also means that the forward path becomes less
complex to estimate with high accuracy using an adaptive FIR-filter steered with
the LMS algorithm.

PART V - A System Implementation of an Active Noise Con-
trol System Combined with Passive Silencers for Improved
Noise Reduction in Ducts

In duct installations, either the reference microphone and/or the error microphone
may be located in a pressure node of a standing wave for some frequency. This can
result in a decreased performance of the ANC system for that particular frequency.
This part investigates the possibility of utilizing a passive silencer in order to reduce
the standing waves in the duct, if the ANC system is not positioned near the duct
outlet. Experimental investigations conducted at Blekinge Institute of Technology
(BTH) show less pronounced standing wave patterns in the duct when using the
passive silencers as compared to when not using them. The sound pressure level at
the nodes increases and gives rise to less pronounced nodes. This, in turn, results
in an increased performance of the ANC system.
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PART VI - An Active Noise Control Approach for Attenuat-
ing Noise Above the Plane Wave Region in Ducts

In a narrow duct, a relatively simple single-channel feedforward ANC system may
be used to attenuate noise propagating as plane waves. However, for ducts with
larger dimensions, the cut-on frequencies for one or several higher-order acoustic
modes may be within the frequency range where ANC is applied. In such situa-
tions it is generally necessary to use a multiple-channel feedforward ANC system
with several secondary sources, error sensors, and perhaps reference sensors. Such
a system has a significantly higher complexity than a single-channel ANC system.
This part describes an alternative approach. Instead of using a multiple-channel
feedforward ANC system on a duct of large dimensions, the idea is to divide the
duct into several, more narrow, parallel ducts. In this way the complexity of the
ANC system may be reduced. The experiments conducted in this part involved
the division of a duct into two more narrow ducts. The noise propagating in each
duct was controlled by a feedforward ANC system based on the leaky multiple-
channel filtered-x LMS algorithm, where different reference and error microphone
configurations were used. These different configurations were compared to a con-
figuration where the noise in respective narrow duct was controlled using one basic
single-channel ANC system per duct. The results preliminarily show that high
attenuation of low-frequency noise in a duct of large dimension may be achieved
using this approach.
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Abstract

Low noise level is an essential feature when installing ventilation systems
today. To achieve attenuation over a broad frequency range, the passive
silencers traditionally used to attenuate ventilation noise can be combined
with an active noise control (ANC) system. To insure reliable operation and
desirable levels of attenuation when applying ANC to duct noise, it is highly
important to be able to suppress the contamination of the microphone signals
due to the turbulent pressure fluctuations, which arise as the microphones
are exposed to the airflow in the duct. This paper is the first in a series of
two regarding the problem of turbulence-induced noise originating from the
airflow inside the ducts. Part I is concerned with theoretical and experimental
investigations of the influence of the turbulence-induced noise on the adaptive
algorithm in the ANC system. Part II is concerned with the design and
the investigations of microphone installations for turbulence suppression and
the results concerning the performance of an ANC system with the different
microphone installations are presented. Some of the results were obtained
at an acoustic laboratory according to an ISO-standard. The attenuation
achieved with ANC was approximately 15-25 dB between 50-315 Hz, even for
airflow speeds up to 20 m/s.

1 Introduction

Low-frequency noise can have negative effects on human well-being, is often annoy-
ing, and can also affect our ability to perform different tasks—for example, when
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working [1]. Ventilation systems constitute a well known source of low frequency
noise in environments like, for example, schools, factories, hospitals, office buildings
etc, as well as in our homes. As awareness of the negative effects low frequency
noise have on human well-being has increased, so too has the requirement for qui-
eter ventilation installations.
A technique which has proven to be an effective way to attenuate low-frequency
noise is active noise control (ANC) [2–4]. The basic idea of active noise control
is to let a secondary source generate a secondary sound field, which destructively
interferes with the undesired primary sound field. A single-channel feedforward
adaptive control system [2,3] used to attenuate ventilation noise generally consists
of two microphones, one loudspeaker, and a control unit. Even though the control
unit relies on adaptive digital signal processing, it is of highest importance that
the physical arrangement is designed such to insure reliable operation and desirable
levels of attenuation [3, 5].
Placing the microphones in airflow will result in noise contamination of the mi-
crophone signals, since they will each contain a signal component induced by the
turbulent pressure fluctuations, which arise when the the diaphragm of the micro-
phones are exposed to the airflow in the duct. A high level of turbulence-induced
noise in the reference- and error microphones will lead to a decreased performance
of the ANC system [2,3].
Two papers are presented, which analyze the influence of the turbulence induced
noise on the algorithm used in the controller, as well as the design and investiga-
tions of different microphone installations for the reduction of the turbulent noise
when applying ANC to ducts. In Part I (the present paper), the influence of the
turbulent noise on the algorithm is analyzed both theoretically and experimentally.
The results show that a high level of turbulent noise present at the reference mi-
crophone, as compared to the level of acoustic noise, will affect the optimal filter
weight solution and therefore lower the ability of the ANC system to cancel the
acoustic noise. It is also shown that measurement noise at the reference sensor will
lower the maximum step size, and hence, the maximum convergence rate. Fur-
ther, the results show that a high level of turbulent noise at the error sensor, as
compared to the level of acoustic noise, will not affect the filter weights in mean,
but will increase the convergence time of the algorithm. In Part II [6], different
microphone installations for reducing the turbulent noise are investigated. Further,
comparative results concerning the performance of an ANC system using the dif-
ferent microphone installations are presented. Some of the results were obtained
in an acoustic laboratory according to an ISO-standard.

2 The Active Noise Control System

In this work it was desirable to apply ANC in the frequency range up to 400 Hz,
which is in the plane-wave propagation region for the ducts used. Hence, a single-
channel ANC system could be used instead of a multiple channel ANC system,
which would have to be used if ANC was to be applied above the plane wave
propagation region [7, 8]. The ANC system used was a single-channel feedforward
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adaptive control system based on the time-domain leaky filtered-x LMS (FxLMS)
algorithm [2,3, 9] given by Eq. (1),

y (n) = wT (n) x (n)
e (n) = d (n) + yF (n)
w (n+ 1) = vw (n)− 2µxF̂ (n) e (n) ,

(1)

where y(n) is the output from the adaptive filter, w (n) is the adaptive filter weight
vector, d(n) is the desired signal, yF (n) is the output after the forward path, xF̂ (n)
is a filtered reference signal vector produced by filtering the reference microphone
signal x(n) with an estimate, F̂ , of the forward path F between the loudspeaker
input to the error microphone output, and e(n) is the error microphone signal.
The leaky factor and the step size are given by v and µ, respectively. A simplified
schematic illustration of the ANC system installed in a duct is shown in Fig. 1.

FAN
Primary Noise

ANC

Reference 
Microphone

Error 
Microphone

Loudspeaker

x(n) e(n)y(n)

Figure 1: Single-channel feedforward ANC system applied to a duct.

2.1 Influence of Measurement Noise on the ANC System
Performance

In reality, the performance of the ANC system is affected by the measurement noise
present in the microphone signals. The measurement noise can be electrical but, in
this application, it is likely that the noise due to the airflow around the microphones
have more impact on the performance of the controller. A convergence analysis has
been performed for one case with measurement noise present at the reference sensor
and not at the error sensor, and for one case with measurement noise present at
the error sensor and not at the reference sensor. Also, a frequency domain analysis
of the influence of measurement noise on the ANC system performance with mea-
surement noise present at both the reference sensor and the error sensor has been
performed. In the convergence analysis with measurement noise present only at the
reference sensor it was analyzed if the adaptive filter weights in mean converge to
the optimal filter weight solution. The analysis performed with measurement noise
present only at the error sensor concerns convergence in the mean-square sense,
i.e. the influence of the measurement noise at the error sensor on the variance of
the adaptive filter weights around the optimal filter weight solution. The theory in
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this section applies to all types of uncorrelated measurement noise although here
it is the noise generated due to the airflow around the microphones at which it is
aimed. Further, in the analysis in this section no acoustic feedback between the
output of the adaptive filter and the reference microphone is considered. The ANC
system used for the practical experiments was based on the leaky filtered-x LMS
algorithm and, in the experiments, the leaky factor was chosen to be very close to
one. In the different analyzes of the influence of measurement noise on the ANC
system’s performance the leaky factor was assumed to equal 1. Thus, the analyses
were carried out for the filtered-x LMS algorithm. A block diagram of the filtered-x
LMS algorithm including measurement noise on the reference- and error sensors is
illustrated in Fig. 2, where P is the primary path between the reference- and error
microphones.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the filtered-x LMS algorithm with measurement noise
at the reference- and error sensors, vx(n) and ve(n) respectively.

If the adaptive filter is assumed to be changing slowly compared to the time
constant for the impulse response of the forward path, the order of the adaptive
filter and the forward path in Fig. 2 may be changed [3], and hence, Fig. 2 can
be rearranged to Fig. 3. This assumption was made in the following convergence
analyses, which were thus performed on the system illustrated in Fig. 3.

2.1.1 Convergence Analysis with Measurement Noise at the Reference
Sensor

In this analysis it is assumed that the reference signal x(n), desired signal d(n),
and the measurement noise vx(n) are weakly stationary stochastic processes, and
the measurement noise vx(n) is uncorrelated with both x(n) and d(n). Also, no
measurement noise is present at the error sensor, i.e. ve(n) = 0. Further, it
is assumed that the estimate of the forward path equals the true forward path,
F̂ = F . Under these assumptions, the weight adjustment equation for the filtered-
x LMS algorithm can be written as

w (n+ 1) = w (n)− 2µ (xF (n) + vF (n)) e (n) , (2)
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Figure 3: Rearranged version of Fig. 2

where xF (n) is a vector containing the acoustic noise component, x(n), of the
reference microphone signal filtered with the forward path F , and vF (n) is a vector
containing the measurement noise component, vx(n), of the reference microphone
signal filtered with the forward path F .

Further, the error signal e(n) can be written as

e (n) =
(
xTF (n) + vTF (n)

)
w (n) + d (n) . (3)

Thus, the update equation may be expressed as

w (n+ 1) = w (n)− 2µ (xF (n) + vF (n))
((

xTF (n) + vTF (n)
)
w (n) + d (n)

)
. (4)

Taking the expected value of both sides of the equation and assuming that w (n)
is independent of xF (n) as well as vF (n) [10], and that xF (n) and vF (n), as well
as vF (n) and d(n), are uncorrelated results in

E [w (n+ 1)] = (I− 2µ (RF + VF ))E [w (n)]− 2µpF , (5)

where RF = E
[
xF (n) xTF (n)

]
and VF = E

[
vF (n) vTF (n)

]
are symmetric au-

tocorrelation matrices and pF = E [xF (n) d (n)] is the cross-correlation vector.
Further, assuming that E [w (n+ 1)] = E [w (n)] as n → ∞, yields that the limit
for expectation of the coefficient vector is

lim
n→∞

E [w (n)] = − (RF + VF )
−1

pF . (6)

If no measurement noise is present at the reference sensor, and uncorrelated white
noise with mean-square value σ2 is added to the filtered reference signal xF (n),

Eq. (6) becomes lim
n→∞

E [w (n)] = −
(
RF + σ2I

)−1
pF [10, 11], where I is an iden-

tity matrix. An equivalent result would be produced for the leaky filtered-x
LMS algorithm without any measurement noise, and with a leaky factor equal to
v = 1− 2µσ2, see Eq. (1) [10,11]. Equation (6) is the optimal filter weight solution
with measurement noise at the reference sensor, which the algorithm approaches in
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the mean as n→∞. Comparing this with the optimal solution approached with-
out measurement noise at the reference sensor, lim

n→∞
E [w (n)] = −R−1F pF [10],

it can be seen that the measurement noise at the reference sensor will cause the
adaptive filter to converge in the mean toward a solution that is biased compared
to the Wiener-solution for the case of no measurement noise affecting the reference
sensor. Hence, the measurement noise at the reference sensor will lower the ability
of the ANC system to attenuate the acoustic noise. To investigate the influence of
vx(n) on the convergence rate of the algorithm, the following analysis is performed.
The difference between the expected value of the filter weights and and the filter
weight vectors optimal Wiener-solution, can be defined as [11]

w̃ (n) = E [w (n)]−wopt. (7)

In this case, with measurement noise present at the reference sensor, the optimal
weight vector is given by wopt = − (RF + VF )

−1
pF . Thus, pF = − (RF + VF ) wopt.

Substitution into Eq. (5), subtracting wopt from both sides of the resulting equa-
tion, and using Eq. (7) yields

w̃ (n+ 1) = (I− 2µ (RF + VF )) w̃ (n) . (8)

Defining the sum of the two symmetric autocorrelation matrices RF and VF as
the symmetric matrix UF = RF + VF , Eq. (8) can be written as

w̃ (n+ 1) = (I− 2µUF ) w̃ (n) . (9)

The symmetric matrix UF can be factorized as [10,11]

UF = QUΛUQT
U , (10)

where QU is a unitary matrix that satisfies QT
UQU = I and contains the eigenvec-

tors to UF . Further, ΛU is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of UF .
Thus, Eq. (9) can be written as

w̃ (n+ 1) =
(
I− 2µQUΛUQT

U

)
w̃ (n) . (11)

Multiplying both sides with QT
U from the left and defining

w̃′ (n) = QT
U w̃ (n) , (12)

yields
w̃′ (n+ 1) = (I− 2µΛU ) w̃′ (n) , (13)

where element i of w̃′ (n+ 1) is given by

w̃′i (n+ 1) = (1− 2µλUi
) w̃′i (n) . (14)

Thus, w̃′i (n) will approach zero so that the algorithm in mean will converge to the
optimal solution, given that |1− 2µλUi

| < 1 [11], yielding that

0 < µ <
1

λUi

, (15)
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which should be valid for all i. Since the largest eigenvalue, λUmax, of UF , gives
the most stringent condition of convergence, the algorithm will converge provided
that

0 < µ <
1

λUmax
. (16)

A stronger condition is obtained using the fact that the eigenvalues of the symmetric
correlation matrix UF are λUi ≥ 0, so that the largest eigenvalue is upper bounded
by the trace of UF , which gives the more restrictive bound on the step size: [10]

0 < µ <
1

trace [UF ]
, (17)

where
trace [UF ] = Lw

(
σ2
xF

+ σ2
vxF

)
. (18)

In Eq. (18) σ2
xF

and σ2
vxF

is the power of the acoustic part of the reference signal

filtered with the forward path, and the power of the measurement noise at the refer-
ence sensor filtered with the forward path, respectively. Further, Lw is the length
of the adaptive FIR-filter. Thus, the bound on the step size with measurement
noise at the reference sensor is given by

0 < µ <
1

Lw

(
σ2
xF

+ σ2
vxF

) . (19)

In comparing this with the bound on the step size without measurement noise at
the reference sensor, 0 < µ < 1

/
Lwσ

2
xF

, it can be seen that the maximum step size
for the case of measurement noise at the reference sensor is likely to be reduced,
resulting in a decreased maximum convergence rate.

2.1.2 Convergence Analysis with Measurement Noise at the Error Sen-
sor

When measurement noise uncorrelated with the reference signal x(n) and the de-
sired signal d(n) is present at the error sensor of the ANC system using the filtered-x
LMS algorithm, it can easily be shown that this will not affect the optimal Wiener
filter solution (assuming infinite numerical precision), i.e. in this case, the optimal
filter solution is identical to the case of no measurement noise present at the error
sensor. However, measurement noise present at the error sensor may affect the
statistical properties of the adaptive filter’s weight vector and the time it takes to
converge in the mean-square sense.

Gradient-based algorithms update the filter weights by taking a step of size
µ in the negative direction of the gradient of a cost function. In the filtered-x
LMS algorithm the gradient is instantaneously estimated at each iteration, which
produces noise in the gradient estimate [3]. However, measurement noise at the
error sensor may also cause an increased level of gradient noise. The estimate of
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the gradient vector in filtered-x LMS algorithm may be written as a sum of the
true gradient at time n, ∇ξ (n), and a gradient noise vector n (n), as [10]

∇ξ̂ (n) = ∇ξ (n) + n (n) . (20)

The direction of the gradient estimate in the filtered-x LMS algorithm will not
instantaneously equal the direction of the actual gradient, however, in mean it
will [12]. Based on the steepest descent algorithm, which minimizes the cost

function ξ (n) = E
[
e2 (n)

]
instead of the cost function ξ̂ (n) = e2 (n) as the

filtered-x LMS algorithm minimizes, the true gradient vector is given by ∇ξ (n) =
2 (RFw (n) + pF ) where RF = E

[
xF (n) xTF (n)

]
and pF = E [d (n) xF (n)] [10].

The optimal filter weight solution is given by wopt = −R−1F pF . In this analysis
it is assumed that the reference signal x(n), desired signal d(n), and the measure-
ment noise are weakly stationary stochastic processes, and that the measurement
noise ve(n) is uncorrelated with both x(n) and d(n). Also, no measurement noise
is present at the reference sensor, i.e. vx(n) = 0. Further, it is assumed that the
estimate of the forward path equals the true forward path F̂ = F . The gradient
estimate in Eq. (20) can now be rewritten as

∇ξ̂ (n) = 2RF (w (n)−wopt) + n (n) . (21)

Consider the filter weight update equation given by w (n+ 1) = w (n)− µ∇ξ (n).
Subtracting the optimal Wiener solution wopt, from both sides of the equation,
and substituting the gradient estimate with Eq. (21) yields a recursive equation
describing the error in the adaptive filter weights. Defining a weight error vector
according to w̃ (n) = w (n)−wopt, the equation is given by

w̃ (n+ 1) = (I− 2µRF ) w̃ (n)− µn (n) . (22)

To decouple Eq. (22), a decomposition of the autocorrelation matrix RF is used
and is given by

RF = QΛQT , (23)

where the columns of matrix Q consist of the eigenvectors to RF and satisfies
QTQ = I, and Λ is a diagonal matrix whose elements consist of the eigenvalues to
RF . Defining rotated vectors as

w̃′ (n) = QT w̃ (n)
n′ (n) = QTn (n)

(24)

yields a decoupled form of Eq. (22), where the equation for element i is given by

w̃′i (n+ 1) = (1− 2µλi) w̃
′
i (n)− µn′i (n) . (25)

The mean squared value of w̃′i is denoted as ρi (n) = E
[
w̃′i

2 (n)
]
, and the mean

value of w̃′i is zero, E [w̃′i (n)] = 0. Squaring both sides and taking expectations of
Eq. (25), and assuming that E [w̃′i (n)n′i (n)] = 0, yields

ρi (n+ 1) = (1− 2µλi)
2
ρi (n) + µ2E

[
n′i

2 (n)
]
. (26)
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To find an expression for E
[
n′i

2 (n)
]

it is assumed that the algorithm has con-
verged to a condition where the weight vector w (n) is near the optimal weight
solution wopt. Then, the true gradient vector ∇ξ (n) will be approximately zero.
Hence, the gradient estimate will then equal the gradient estimation noise vector,
∇ξ̂ (n) = n (n); see Eq. (20). The gradient estimate for the filtered-x LMS algo-

rithm is given by ∇ξ̂ (n) = 2xF (n) e (n), which for this condition with ∇ξ (n) = 0,
is equal to the gradient estimation noise vector n (n) [10].
With measurement noise, ve(n), present at the error sensor, the error sensor signal
is given by e(n)+ve(n). The gradient estimate, or gradient noise when ∇ξ (n) = 0,
is thus given by

∇ξ̂ (n) = n (n) = 2xF (n) (e (n) + ve (n)) , (27)

where e(n) and ve(n) are assumed to be uncorrelated. The term 2xF (n) ve (n) due
to the measurement noise in the error signal becomes a disturbance of the gradient
estimate, as it is not present without measurement noise in the error signal. Based
on the assumption that ve(n) and xF (n) are uncorrelated, the weights on the
average will not be affected since the influence of the disturbance term will average
to zero. However, the instantaneous weights with measurement noise in the error
signal will not equal the instantaneous weights without measurement noise in the
error signal. Thus, this can be seen as a disturbance that misleads the convergence
of the algorithm, resulting in a degraded performance of the ANC system.
Assuming that the weight vector w (n) remains in the vicinity of its optimal solution
wopt, results in that the error signal e(n) and the filtered input signal xF (n) not
correlating with each other [10]. Also assume that ve(n) is uncorrelated with e(n)
as well as with xF (n). The covariance of the gradient estimate when ∇ξ (n) = 0
is given by

E
[
n (n) nT (n)

]
= 4E

[
e2 (n)

]
E
[
xF (n) xTF (n)

]
+

+4E
[
v2e (n)

]
E
[
xF (n) xTF (n)

]
= 4

(
ξmin + σ2

ve

)
RF ,

(28)

where ξmin is the minimum mean-square error defined as the mean-square error
obtained when using the optimal filter weights and there is no measurement noise
at the error sensor, and σ2

ve is the power of the measurement noise at the error
sensor [10]. Equation (26) is based on the gradient noise vector n′ (n) in the
eigenvector coordinate system. The corresponding equation for Eq. (28) based on
n′ (n) is given by

E
[
n′ (n) n′T (n)

]
= QTE

[
n (n) nT (n)

]
Q =

= 4
(
ξmin + σ2

ve

)
QTRFQ = 4

(
ξmin + σ2

ve

)
Λ.

(29)

This matrix is diagonal and element i is given by

E
[
n′i

2 (n)
]

= 4
(
ξmin + σ2

ve

)
λi. (30)
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Assume that the expression for E
[
n′i

2 (n)
]

is valid for all n. Accordingly, combining
Eq. (30) with Eq. (26) and applying repeated substitutions results in the solution

ρi (n) = (1− 2µλi)
2n
ρi (0) + 4µ2

n−1∑
j=0

(1− 2µλi)
2j (

ξmin + σ2
ve

)
λi. (31)

If the step size µ is properly chosen for convergence of the weight update equation,
0 < µ < 1

λi
, the term due to ρi(0) decays to zero as time n increases. Accordingly,

Eq. (31) is now given by

lim
n→∞

ρi (n) = 4µ2
(
ξmin + σ2

ve

)
λi

[
1

1− (1− 2µλi)
2

]
=
µ
(
ξmin + σ2

ve

)
1− µλi

. (32)

Thus, an increased power of the measurement noise, σ2
ve , will result in an increased

variance of the weight error vector. A decreased variance can be obtained by
decreasing the step size µ at the expense of an increased convergence time.
Variations of the adaptive weights around its optimal solution in steady state will
lead to variations of the instantaneous mean-square error around the minimum
mean-square error. The average of these increases in mean-square error is denoted
as excess mean-square error, defined as [10]

ξex = E
[
ξ̂ (n)− ξmin

]
, (33)

where ξmin is the minimum mean-square error defined as the mean-square error
obtained when using the optimal filter weights and there is no measurement noise
at the error sensor [10]. An approximation of the excess mean-square error can, for
the filtered-x LMS algorithm, be found from [10]

ξex = E
[
(w (n)−wopt)

T
RF (w (n)−wopt)

]
. (34)

By examining Eq. (33) and Eq. (34), it follows that deviations of w(n) from the
optimal weights wopt, increase the excess mean-square error, i.e. the mean-square
error exceeds ξmin. Hence, random weight variations around the optimal solution
cause an increase in mean-square error, and result in excess mean-square error
even without any measurement noise in the reference signal x(n), and error signal
e(n) [10].
Rewriting Eq. (34), results in the excess mean-square error possibly being found
from ξex = E

[
w̃T (n) RF w̃ (n)

]
= E

[
w̃′T (n) Λw̃′ (n)

]
[10], or as

ξex =

Lw−1∑
i=0

λiE
[
w̃′i

2 (n)
]

=

Lw−1∑
i=0

λiρi (n), (35)

where Lw is the length of the adaptive filter. Substituting ρi (n) with the result in
Eq. (32) gives

ξex =

Lw−1∑
i=0

λiµ
(
ξmin + σ2

ve

) 1

1− µλi
. (36)
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For small step sizes, µ, it can be assumed that µλi << 1 in Eq. (36). Hence,
Eq. (36) may be approximated as

ξex ≈
Lw−1∑
i=0

λiµ
(
ξmin + σ2

ve

)
= µ

(
ξmin + σ2

ve

) Lw−1∑
i=0

λi = µ
(
ξmin + σ2

ve

)
tr [RF ] .

(37)
This equation shows that the excess mean-square error is directly proportional
to the step size µ. With a larger value of the step size, a reduced steady-state
performance is obtained with higher excess mean-square error. On the other hand,
a large value of the step size results in faster convergence. Accordingly, there is a
design trade off between the excess mean-square error and the speed of convergence.
The measurement noise, ve, at the error sensor also has an impact on the excess
mean-square error. The larger the level of measurement noise present at the error
sensor is, the higher the excess mean-square error. However, to reduce the impact
of the measurement noise, a decreased value of the step size can be used. Further,
Eq. (37) yields that the excess mean-square error for the filtered-x LMS algorithm
without measurement noise at the error sensor (σ2

ve = 0) may approximately be
written as [10]

ξex ≈ µξmintr [RF ] = µξminLwσ
2
xF
. (38)

That is, the excess mean-square error will depend on the step size, the minimum
mean-square error, the number of weights in the adaptive filter, and the power of
the filtered reference signal. An approximation of the excess mean-square error
with measurement noise in the error signal may, according to Eq. (37), be written
as

ξexve
≈ µve

(
ξmin + σ2

ve

)
Lwσ

2
xF
, (39)

where µve denotes the step size with measurement noise present at the error sensor.
Assume that the same excess mean-square error is wanted with measurement noise
present at the error sensor as without. Using Eq. (38) and Eq. (39) gives

ξexve
= ξex ⇔ µve

(
ξmin + σ2

ve

)
Lwσ

2
xF

= µξminLwσ
2
xF
. (40)

Solving for the step size with measurement noise at the error sensor, µve , yields

µve =
ξmin

ξmin + σ2
ve

µ. (41)

Accordingly, to achieve an excess mean-square error with the same level with mea-
surement noise present at the error sensor as without, the step size needs to be
decreased with a factor of the power of the measurement noise, σ2

ve . This will also
affect the convergence time. If, for example µve = µ/10, it would take 10 times as
long for the algorithm to converge with measurement noise at the error sensor as
without measurement noise.
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2.1.3 Frequency Domain Analysis of the Influence of Measurement
Noise on the ANC System Performance

Assuming that the system’s transfer paths and the adaptive filter in Fig. 3 are
linear and time invariant, and also that the adaptive FIR-filter is double-sided,
infinite and non-causal; an analysis of this system is carried out in the frequency
domain.

The unconstrained optimal filter in the frequency domain for the system illus-
trated in Fig. 3 is given by [9]

Wopt (f) = −Sdr (f)

Srr (f)
, (42)

where Sdr(f) is the two-sided cross-spectral density between the input to the adap-
tive filter r(n) and the desired signal d(n), and Srr(f) is the two-sided power spec-
tral density of r(n).

By examining Fig. 3, and assuming that the measurement noise vx(n) and
ve(n) are uncorrelated with each other as well as with as with the acoustic signals,
it follows that the power spectral density for the reference signal is given by

Srr (f) = F ∗ (f)F (f) (Sxx (f) + Svxvx (f)) , (43)

and that
Sdr (f) = F ∗ (f)P (f)Sxx (f) , (44)

where Svxvx (f) is the two-sided power spectral density of vx(n). Substitution of
Eqs. (43) and (44) into Eq. (42) yields

Wopt (f) = − P (f)Sxx (f)

F (f) (Sxx (f) + Svxvx (f))
, (45)

which is the optimal unconstrained transfer function for the system illustrated in
Fig. 3. The expression of Eq. (45) can be further examined in terms of the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) at the reference sensor, which can be defined as [9]

SNRx (f) =
Sxx (f)

Svxvx (f)
. (46)

In terms of the SNR defined in Eq. (46), the solution for the optimal filter response
can be written as

Wopt (f) = − SNRx (f)

1 + SNRx (f)

P (f)

F (f)
= − 1(

1
SNRx(f)

+ 1
) P (f)

F (f)
. (47)

Equations (45) and (47) show that the optimal solution is not affected by the noise
associated with the error sensor, but will be affected by the noise associated with
the reference sensor, which will decrease the optimum weight, and hence, lower
the ability to cancel the acoustic noise. However, from practical experience it is
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known that it takes longer time for the adaptive algorithm to converge if there is
measurement noise at the error signal. This is also shown in the previous analysis
concerning the convergence analysis with measurement noise at the error sensor,
in section 2.1.2.
An estimate of the frequency-dependent attenuation achieved by the ANC system
is given by [2, 3]

A (f) = −10 log10

(
1− γ2du (f)

)
[dB] , (48)

where γ2du (f) is the ordinary coherence function given by

γ2du (f) =
|Sdu (f)|2

Suu (f)Sdd (f)
=

|P (f)Sxx (f)|2

(Sxx (f) + Svxvx (f))
(
|P (f)|2 Sxx (f) + Sveve (f)

) ,
(49)

where 0 ≤ γ2du (f) ≤ 1. Hence, the equation for the theoretical attenuation from
the coherence can be written as

A (f) = −10 log10

1− |P (f)Sxx (f)|2

(Sxx (f) + Svxvx (f))
(
|P (f)|2 Sxx (f) + Sveve (f)

)
 .

(50)
Equation (50) indicates a decreased level of achievable attenuation with measure-
ment noise present at the reference sensor, which is in agreement with Eqs. (45)
and (47) for the optimal solution of the adaptive filter Wopt(f). However, Eq. (50)
also indicates that measurement noise present only at the error sensor would de-
crease the achievable attenuation. Equations (45) and (47) do not indicate any
impact on Wopt(f) for measurement noise at the error sensor. Accordingly, it
is important to investigate where the measurement noise is present when investi-
gating the possibility of applying ANC to a certain system, using the coherence
function. For example, if measurement noise is present at the error sensor and
not at the reference sensor, and the coherence is measured between the outputs
of the reference sensor and the error sensor Eq. (48) would indicate a low level of
attenuation, which is not the case according to Eq. (45). If the actual attenuation
is then measured at the error sensor, it would be low since the attenuation of the
acoustic noise would be masked by the measurement noise (depending on the SNR
of the error microphone signal). Therefore, it is also important to use an evalua-
tion microphone that is, if possible, not affected by measurement noise, and with
a different position than the error microphone.

2.1.4 Experimental Investigations of the Influence of Measurement Noise
on the ANC System Performance.

The results obtained in the previous section indicate that measurement noise
present at the reference sensor and not at the error sensor, will affect the opti-
mal weight vector solution. The obtained results also indicate that measurement
noise present at the error sensor will affect the variance of the adaptive weights,
resulting in a design trade-off between convergence rate and excess mean-square
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error. Further, it is shown in the previous section that the use of the coherence
function to investigate the level of achievable attenuation should be treated with
some care, since it would indicate low levels of attenuation with measurement noise
present at the error sensor, which is not necessarily the case. These results have
also been experimentally investigated. This was done by applying ANC in a duct
system for three cases: 1) One case in which no measurement noise was present
at the microphones, 2) one in which measurement noise was present only at the
reference microphone, 3) and one in which measurement noise was present only at
the error microphone. The noise source was a standard axial fan. The measure-
ment noise was flow-induced, by placing the reference microphone and/or the error
microphone in the direct airflow inside the duct, and by using an airflow speed of
6.7 m/s. Thus, with a microphone placed inside the duct, it contains both turbu-
lent noise and acoustic noise. When a microphone was considered measurement
noise free, it was placed inside an outer microphone box based on T-duct. These
microphone boxes are described in Part II [6]. In the current experimental setup,
a standard axial ventilation fan was used as a noise source. The ventilation fan
generated both the acoustic noise and the airflow in the ventilation system. In
other words, the level of the generated acoustic noise and the airflow speed were
not individually adjustable. Therefore, it was not possible to separate the acoustic
noise generated by the fan, and the turbulent noise generated by the airflow in the
duct. Hence, the SNR (acoustic noise to turbulence noise ratio) of the microphone
signals in the experiments could not be found and thus be reported. The attenua-
tion achieved by the ANC system was then measured both in the error microphone
and in an evaluation microphone that was positioned outside the duct at the duct
outlet. The coherence between the error- and reference microphones in absence
of control was also measured. The results from the experimental investigation are
illustrated here. The weights of the adaptive filter were saved after running the
ANC system for twice as long time with measurement noise present at the reference
sensor and at the error sensors as compared to when no measurement noise was
present on either sensor. Also, the attenuation achieved by the ANC system was
measured after running the ANC system for twice as long time with measurement
noise present at the reference sensor and at the error sensor as compared to the
case without measurement noise present on either sensor. The step size with mea-
surement noise at the error sensor was 1/10 of the step size used in the case with no
measurement noise present on either sensor. Several different values of the step size
in the case with measurement noise present only at the reference sensor were used,
including reduced values compared to the case without any measurement noise on
either sensor. However, this did not result in higher attenuation produced by the
ANC system than illustrated in Fig. 4. It can be noted that in the theoretical
analysis no modeling error of the forward path is considered. In Fig. 4 (a), which
shows the level of attenuation at the error microphone, it can be seen that the level
of attenuation measured at the error microphone is decreased both when measure-
ment noise is present at the reference sensor and the error sensor. However, the
level of attenuation of the acoustic noise is masked by the measurement noise in
the error microphone. This can also be seen from Fig. 4 (b), which shows the level
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of attenuation in the evaluation microphone. Here it can be seen that the acoustic
noise is not attenuated with measurement noise at the reference sensor, but it is in
fact attenuated with measurement noise at the error sensor even if it is not to the
degree as when no measurement noise is present at either of the microphones.
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Figure 4: 1/3 octave spectrum of the attenuation achieved with the ANC system
in (a) measured in the error microphone and in (b) measured in the evaluation
microphone at the duct outlet. For both (a) and (b) the circles is with no mea-
surement noise present, squares with measurement noise present only at the error
microphone and triangles with measurement noise present only at the reference
microphone. The measurements were performed after running the ANC system for
twice as long time for the two cases with measurement noise present as compared to
when no measurement noise was present. The measurement noise was flow induced
by using an airflow of 6,7 m/s.

In Fig. 5, the power spectral density of the error microphone signal with the
ANC system off and with the ANC system turned on is illustrated. Here the
reference- and error microphones were placed in the microphone boxes based on
T-ducts. Thus, Fig. 5 corresponds to the upper curve with circles in Fig 4 (a).

In Fig. 6 (a) the weights of the adaptive filter for the three different cases are
illustrated. Observe that this figure is zoomed in to better show the differences:
the actual filter lengths were 256 weights. From this figure, it can be seen that
with measurement noise at the reference sensor the filter weights are smaller as
compared to when measurement noise is not present, which is in agreement with
Eq. (45). They are also somewhat smaller with measurement noise present at the
error sensor. The results in Fig. 4 (b) and Fig. 6 (a) thus show that for this case,
the step size should be decreased even more with measurement noise at the error
sensor to achieve the same weights and level of attenuation as in the case when
measurement noise is not present on either sensor. Finally, Fig. 6 (b) illustrates
the coherence between the error- and reference sensor in the absence of control,
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Figure 5: Power spectral density (PSD) of the error microphone signal with the
reference-and error microphones placed in microphone boxes based on T-duct. Solid
line with the ANC system off, and dashed line with the ANC system on.

for the three different cases. Here, it can be seen that with measurement noise at
the reference sensor as well as at the error sensor the coherence is very low even
though the acoustic noise in fact is attenuated a great deal with measurement noise
present at the error sensor. Accordingly, it has also been shown experimentally that
Eq. (48) should be used with some care.

3 Conclusions

It has been shown both theoretically and experimentally that the performance of
an ANC system based on the filtered-x algorithm and applied to duct noise can be
significantly decreased by the noise generated in the microphone signals due to the
airflow present in ducts. The obtained results from the theoretical analysis show
that measurement noise at the reference sensor will affect the optimal filter weight
solution, resulting in a lowered ability of the ANC system to cancel the acoustic
noise. It is also shown that measurement noise at the reference sensor will lower
the maximum step size, resulting in a decreased maximum convergence rate of the
algorithm. The theoretical analysis also shows that measurement noise present
at the error sensor will affect the variance of the adaptive weights, resulting in a
design trade-off between convergence rate and excess mean-square error. Further,
it is shown that using the coherence function as a theoretical measure of the ability
of the ANC system to cancel the acoustic noise should be treated with some care,
since it would indicate low levels of attenuation with measurement noise noise
present at the error sensor, which is not necessarily the case.
The experimental investigations of measurement noise influence on the ANC system
confirm the theoretical results. It is shown experimentally that measurement noise
at the reference sensor affects the adaptive weights and lowers the attenuation of the
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Figure 6: In (a) the weights of the adaptive filter after convergence for (solid line)
no measurement noise present, (dashed line) measurement noise present at the
error microphone and (dotted line) measurement noise present at the reference
microphone.The filter weights were saved after running the ANC system for twice
as long time for the two cases with measurement noise present as compared to when
no measurement noise was present. In (b) the coherence between the outputs of the
error- and reference sensor in absence of control, for (solid line) no measurement
noise present, (dashed line) measurement noise present at the error microphone
and (dotted line) measurement noise present at the reference microphone.
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acoustic noise produced by the ANC system as compared to when measurement
noise is not present on either sensor (see Figs. 4 and 6 (a)). The results also
indicate that measurement noise at the error sensor somewhat lowers the adaptive
weights and the achievable attenuation as compared to when no measurement noise
is present on either sensor (see figs. 4 and 6 (a)). For the case described here,
the results were obtained after running the ANC system for twice as long with
measurement noise present as without, and a further decreased step size could
result in an increased attenuation of the acoustic noise with measurement noise
present at the error sensor. Further, the experimental results illustrate that the
coherence is low with measurement noise present at the error sensor even if the
acoustic noise is attenuated a great deal at the evaluation microphone (see Figs. 4
and 6 (b)). Thus, the common way of using the coherence function as a measure
of the achievable attenuation should be treated with some care and, if possible, it
should be investigated at which of the sensors the measurement noise is present.
Further, since the attenuation is masked by the measurement noise at the error
sensor even though relatively high at the evaluation sensor, the results illustrate
the importance of using an evaluation sensor which is not affected by measurement
noise, i.e. in this case a sensor positioned away from the direct airflow.
Both the theoretical as well as the experimental results obtained indicate that a high
level of measurement noise compared to the level of acoustic noise at the reference
microphone can result in very low levels of attenuation, if any at all, achieved by the
ANC system. Furthermore, high levels of measurement noise present at the error
microphone are likely to degrade the performance of the ANC system. Hence, when
applying ANC in ducts, it is emphasized that it is important for the performance of
the ANC system to substantially reduce the turbulence-induced noise generated by
the airflow around the microphones. Different microphone installations with this
purpose, and the performance of an ANC system when using them, are investigated
in part II [6] of this article series.
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Abstract

To utilize the full noise-attenuation potential of an active noise control
(ANC) system applied to duct noise, it is important to be able to minimize
the turbulence induced noise in the microphone signals. This is the second
paper in a series of two, that treats the problem of turbulence-induced noise
originating from the airflow inside the ducts, when applying ANC to ducts.
Part I contains theoretical and experimental investigations of the influence
of the turbulence-induced noise on the filtered-x LMS algorithm used in the
ANC system. Part II (the present paper) is concerned with the design and
investigations of microphone installations, which produces a sufficient amount
of turbulence suppression while also meeting industry requirements. These
requirements are, for example, that the microphone installations should be
based on standard ventilation parts, and that they should be easily installed
and maintained. Furthermore, results concerning the performance of an ANC
system with different microphone installations are presented. Some of the
results were obtained at an acoustic laboratory according to an ISO standard.
The attenuation achieved with ANC was approximately 15-25 dB between
50-315 Hz, even for airflow speeds up to 20 m/s.

1 Introduction

The theoretical and experimental investigations presented in Part I show that the
performance of an ANC system based on the filtered-x algorithm and applied to
duct noise can be significantly decreased by turbulence-induced noise generated
in the microphone signals due to the airflow present in ducts [1]. Therefore, it is
essential to reduce the amount of turbulence fluctuations that are not part of the
propagating sound, to enable a high noise-attenuation potential of the active control
system. Many different approaches to do so have been described over the years.
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The work of Åbom and Schiegg describes the use of a hot-wire that measures the
fluctuating velocities, which are then used as a reference signal for the turbulence
at the microphone [2]. This reference is then used to filter out the turbulence
contribution to the microphone signal. Another method is to use a microphone
array consisting of a number of microphones arranged in a line directed toward
the noise source [3,4]. A much more practical and less expensive method is to use
probe tube microphones. Design and investigations of the probe tube microphones
have been performed by, for example, Neise [5, 6], Wang and Crocker [7], Munjal
and Eriksson [8], Shepherd and Fontaine [9], Nakamura [10], and Larsson et.al [11].
A method similar to using probe tube microphones, is to place the microphones in
outer microphone boxes mounted on the duct and connected to the duct interior
via a small slit [12, 13]. As shown in Refs. [11, 13] the performance of an ANC
system applied to duct noise can be improved by placing the reference- and error
microphones in outer microphone boxes. In this paper, a microphone installation
based on a standard T-duct for reducing the airflow around the microphones is
presented. Since the microphone installation is based on a duct piece already
manufactured, eliminating the need for the development of new duct pieces, this
of course makes it an attractive solution to manufacturers of ventilation systems.
Because the microphones are placed in separate duct pieces, i.e. module based, it
makes the ANC system much more flexible when it is to be installed. For example,
it can be installed with different types of passive silencers, circular- or rectangular
ducts, etc. Furthermore, comparative results concerning the performance of an
ANC system with different microphone installations, T-duct configurations, and
microphone boxes with varying slit widths are presented. The results show that the
active noise control performance is almost equal or better when using the suggested
T-duct based microphone installation as compared to when using a microphone
box with a slit. Some of the presented results were obtained in Lindab’s acoustic
laboratory in Denmark. Here, the measurements were performed according to the
standard ISO 7235:2003 developed for ducted silencers and air-terminal units [14].

2 Microphone Installations for Turbulence Rejec-
tion

To successfully apply ANC to duct noise, many factors other than just the opti-
mization of the controller need to be taken into consideration. One factor that
will significantly restrict the effectiveness of the controller is the airflow turbulence
at the microphones. As reported in Part I, high levels of measurement noise will
have a negative impact on the performance of the ANC system and, therefore, it
is important to substantially reduce the uncorrelated turbulence fluctuations that
the microphones are subjected to [1]. As can be observed in Fig. 19, turbulent
noise has broadband energy in the frequency range below 400 Hz, which is of in-
terest in this application. Thus, the acoustic noise and turbulent noise cannot
easily be separated by temporal filtering, and other methods might be suggested.
In this section, different methods and microphone installations with the purpose
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of suppressing the turbulent noise sensed by the microphones are presented and
discussed. In this article, only plane wave propagation is considered.

2.1 Microphone Array

To a single microphone, the turbulent noise and acoustic noise are indistinguish-
able, and as mentioned, temporal filtering cannot simply be used to separate the
two. However, the noise created by the turbulence can be rejected from a space-
time record of the pressure [4]. Hence, by simultaneously measuring the sound
pressure at different positions along the duct, using several microphones where the
microphone outputs are electronically delayed with the acoustic propagation time
and summed together, the acoustic noise will be reinforced, which the turbulent
noise will not due to its lower propagation speed and the microphone spacing [4,15].
This is illustrated in Fig. 1, where an array of microphones are installed along the
duct. The outputs of the microphones are time-delayed and summed together.

z(t)τE τE

Turbulence, n(t)
Acoustic sound, a(t)

+
+

+

+
+
+

+
+

+
+

τA=s/c

τEτE

Figure 1: Microphone array for turbulence rejection.

In Fig. 1, z(t) is the total output from the microphone array, s is the microphone
spacing, c is the speed of sound, τA is the time it takes for the sound to travel the
distance s, τE is the electric delay introduced after each microphone output, a(t)
denotes the acoustic sound, and n(t) is the turbulent noise. The output of the
microphone array z(t) can be divided into two parts, coming from the acoustic
sound and the turbulence, respectively. If the electric delay is chosen to be τE =
τA = s/c, the total output from the microphone array can be written as [16]

z (t) = Ma (t− (M − 1) τA) +

M∑
m=1

nm (t− (M −m) τA), (1)

where the first part is due to the acoustic sound, and the second part is due to
the turbulence. Further, M is the total number of microphones, and nm denotes
the noise generated by the turbulence at microphone m. The signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) is defined as the ratio of signal to noise power which, for the case of a single
microphone, becomes

SNRsingle =
E
[
a2 (t)

]
E [n21 (t)]

=
σ2
a

σ2
n1

. (2)
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In the case of using an array with M sensors the SNR can be written as [16]

SNRarray =
M2σ2

a

E

[(
M∑

m=1
nm (t− (M −m) τA)

)2
] . (3)

A turbulent wavelength for a given frequency component of the turbulent pressure
fluctuations at the wall in a duct is given by [15]

λT =
Uconv

f
, (4)

where Uconv is the velocity at which the pressure fluctuations are convected down-
stream of the duct. The correlation of the turbulent pressure fluctuations at the
wall in a duct, measured at two points separated by a distance s in the direction
of propagation, will be dependent on both space and time [4, 15]. If the separa-
tion distance in the microphone array is chosen such that s ≥ 5λT for the lowest
frequency of interest, the noise induced by the turbulence can be assumed to be
uncorrelated between the microphones so that [15]

E [nm (t)ni (t+ τ)] = 0, m 6= i, and for all τ (5)

Hence, the cross terms of the denominator of Eq. (3) become zero. Further, as-
suming that the noise induced by the turbulence at the different microphones
has the same characteristics with zero mean value and the same power, so that
σ2
n1

= σ2
n2

= ..... = σ2
nm

= σ2
n, the SNR for the microphone array can be written

as [16]

SNRarray =
M2σ2

a

Mσ2
n

= M
σ2
a

σ2
n

. (6)

Thus,

SNRsingle =
σ2
a

σ2
n

. (7)

Thus, the SNR-improvement when using an array of M microphones compared
to when using a single microphone, also known as the array gain, can be written
as [16]

G =
SNRarray

SNRsingle
= M, (8)

or in decibels
G = 10 log10 (M) [dB] . (9)

Hence, 10 microphones would be needed for an SNR-improvement of 10 dB, 100
microphones for 20 dB etc. This solution is, therefore, not very practical since it
would require numerous microphones and a long distance on which to install them.
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2.2 Probe Tube Microphones

The probe tube microphones, also known as slit-tubes, sampling tubes, and tur-
bulence screens, were initially developed to increase the SNR between the desired
acoustic sound waves and the undesired turbulent pressure fluctuations during
sound measurements in turbulent flow. A probe tube microphone is illustrated in
Fig. 2.

Turbulence. Speed: U
Acoustic sound. Speed: c

Airflow

Streamlined nose

Sound from turbulence. Speed: c
 Acoustic sound. Speed: c

Microphone

Slit

Figure 2: Schematic illustration of a probe tube microphone.

In Fig. 2, c denotes the speed of sound and U , the mean air flow speed. A probe
tube microphone generally consists of a long tube which has a streamlined shape at
the end pointing toward the propagating sound. At the other end, a microphone is
inserted, and along the tube there is a slit that allows for the sound waves to enter
the tube. A fluctuating pressure field outside the tube, acoustic or turbulent, will
generate a sound wave inside the tube that will travel from the point of excitation
to the microphone as well as to the opposite end [5]. Assuming that the sound
waves at the tip are absorbed by sound-absorbing material, the sound pressure at
the microphone is built up only by sound waves propagating directly from the point
of excitation to the microphone. A plane sound wave traveling outside the tube
toward the microphone will generate pressure disturbances inside the tube that will
arrive in phase at the microphone since the external- and internal sound fields both
travel with the speed of sound [3,5,9]. Turbulent pressure fluctuations outside the
tube will also generate pressure disturbances inside the tube which will propagate as
sound waves toward the microphone, with the speed sound. However, the external
turbulent pressure fluctuations will travel with the speed of flow. Hence, the sound
waves generated inside the tube by the external turbulent pressure fluctuations will
not arrive in phase at the microphone. Instead, for flow mach numbers M < 1, the
sound waves generated inside the tube by the turbulent pressure fluctuations will
tend to cancel each other out at the microphone due to their random differences in
relative phase [3, 5, 9]. It can also be noted that the actual propagation speed for
the sound waves in turbulent flow will be the speed of sound plus the mean air flow
speed. Thus, for high mean air-flow speeds, the same cancellation as previously
described for the turbulence, will appear for the acoustic sound waves when using
a probe tube microphone. The mean air-flow speed will begin to have an effect on
the acoustic sensitivity of the probe tube at [3]

2πfL

c
>

2

M
, (10)
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where L is the length of the probe tube. However, for reasonable probe tube lengths
and mean air-flow speeds, this will not have an effect in the low frequency range of
interest in ANC applications. Also, for the low frequencies, the mean air-flow speed
will have to be higher than for typical ventilation systems. For example, assuming
a probe tube length of 0.4 m, an airflow speed of approximately 234 m/s and above,
would be required for the acoustic sensitivity to be decreased for frequencies below
400 Hz. Generally, the airflow speed is not above approximately 30 m/s in com-
mercial ventilation systems [3]. To investigate the performance of an ANC system
when using probe tube microphones, two probe tube microphones were designed,
and the results are reported in Ref. [11]. The probe tube microphones are much
more practical, less expensive, and less space-demanding than using microphone
arrays. Even so, a major drawback is that they have to be installed inside the
duct. A better solution might be to use outer microphone boxes, as described in
the following section.

2.3 Outer Microphone Boxes with a Slit

To get around the disadvantages with the probe tube microphones, it is possible
to use a solution in which the microphones are positioned outside the duct. Such a
solution can be achieved by using an outer microphone box mounted on the duct,
as illustrated in Fig. 3(c). The microphone is positioned inside the microphone box
at the downstream end, and a slit is made in the duct to connect the duct interior
and the interior of the microphone box. This design of the microphone boxes with
a slit, used by the authors, is illustrated in Fig. 3.

(a)

Slit

(b)

Slit

(c)

Figure 3: An outer microphone box with a slit. In a) closed and placed on a duct,
in b) open with the slit visible and c) schematic illustration of the outer microphone
box with a slit mounted on a duct piece.

These microphone boxes were made of 12 mm chipboard and mounted outside
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the duct. The height of the boxes were 50 mm, and the cavity was filled with porous
foam plastic for further turbulence rejection. In the design of the microphone boxes
with a slit, the principle of operation was assumed to be approximately that of the
more investigated probe tube microphones. When designing probe tubes, a longer
slit will have more turbulence eddies averaged over it, resulting in an increased
turbulence rejection. However, a tube with a slit length of 400 mm is considered
to be long enough to produce an adequate turbulence rejection of about 10-15
dB [7]. The cut-off frequency below which turbulent pressure fluctuations will not
be attenuated is given by [3, 4]

fc =
cM

L (1−M)
, (11)

where M is the flow mach number, c the speed of sound and L the length of the slit.
Using Eq. (11) gives, assuming the speed of sound is 343 m/s, a cut-off frequency of
approximately 8 Hz at U=3,2 m/s, 17 Hz at U=6,7 m/s, and 53 Hz at U=20 m/s
with a slit length of 400 mm. For low to moderate mean air-flow speeds, the cut-off
frequency will therefore be below 20 Hz. For these outlined reasons, the microphone
boxes were made 400 mm long. To investigate the influence of the slit width on
the turbulence rejection, the microphone boxes were made with three different slit
widths, namely 3, 6, and 9 mm.

2.4 Outer Microphone Boxes based on T-ducts

The microphone boxes with a slit becomes relatively long and call for a new con-
struction of duct pieces. Therefore, microphone boxes based on T-ducts available
on the market were designed. The microphone box construction based on a T-duct
is illustrated in Fig. 4. The vertical duct piece has a diameter of 160 mm and a
height of 50 mm. On top, a tightly closing cover is clamped, and the cavity is filled
with porous foam plastic for further turbulence rejection. In the transition between
the horizontal and vertical duct pieces, a net is riveted to protect the microphone
installation. The basic purpose of these microphone boxes was to construct a mi-
crophone box that allowed the acoustic sound to propagate up to the microphone
while the airflow passed the box without entering it. Different constructions were
investigated. For example, instead of the riveted net, a membrane was used in the
transition between the horizontal and vertical duct pieces. Also, different thickness
of the foam plastic, and different heights of the boxes were investigated. The results
of these investigations are given in the results section. The final design is the one
illustrated in Fig. 4.

2.5 Practical Microphone Installation Consideration

Practical manufacturing aspects have been considered when designing the micro-
phone installations. The microphone installations are either based on a microphone
mounting inside the duct, in the airflow, or on a mounting inside a cavity outside
the duct and the airflow, but with acoustic coupling between the cavity and the
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: An outer microphone box based on a T-duct. In a) view from inside the
duct with riveted net visible and b) schematic illustration of the outer microphone
box based on a T-duct mounted on a duct piece.

duct interior. For a microphone installation inside the duct, the microphone and
its support may also generate turbulence and flow-induced noise downstream from
the microphone. In high air-flows this installation requires probe tubes with high
turbulence noise reduction, and the air flow- generated noise can be significant
downstream from the microphone. The location inside the duct also reduces the
accessibility and maintenance of the microphone setup. Furthermore, it results
in the microphones being exposed to air pollution and moisture inside the duct,
resulting in a decreased lifespan of the microphones. Installing a microphone in a
cavity outside the duct, connecting to the duct interior via a small slit along the
duct, has advantages compared to using a probe tube microphone mounted inside
the duct. The influence of the air-flow on the microphone is reduced. Furthermore,
this configuration simplifies maintenance, and it also makes it easier to protect
the microphone from air pollution and moisture. The configuration of an outer
microphone box using a long slit along the duct to connect the duct interior to
the interior of the box implies a new construction of the duct pieces on which the
box is mounted. The microphone module consists of a duct piece with a length
of approximately 0.4 meters. On the duct piece, a sheet box that can be opened
is mounted, and a slit is milled in the duct. The manufacturing of the sheet box,
milling the slit, and the mounting of the box result in new manufacturing processes
used only to manufacture the microphone modules. Of course, this is negative from
a manufacturing cost point of view. However, the microphone modules which were
designed by the authors and are based on T-ducts are more cost efficient. This
design is based on standard duct pieces already manufactured and available on the
market, eliminating the need to manufacture new duct pieces. Further, the T-duct
pieces are available for both circular and rectangular ducts with different dimen-
sions, which makes this microphone module configuration very simple and flexible.
In the manufacturing of the T-duct, a simple step is added in the process to achieve
the desired microphone module. That is, to protect the microphone, and to reduce
the airflow around the microphone a metal net between the duct and the branch in
which the microphone is positioned needs to be mounted. This extra step is cheap
and will not increase the manufacturing cost much. Also, the metal net is already
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used to manufacture the circular passive silencers. Another advantage with this
design is that this kind of T-duct part is also used in the loudspeaker module for
the ANC system.

3 The Experimental Setup

To investigate the performance of an ANC system using the different types of mi-
crophone installations, measurements were carried out in two different laboratories.
The experiments were performed primarily on a duct system built at Blekinge In-
stitute of Technology (BTH) in Sweden, but also at Lindab’s acoustic laboratory
in Denmark.

3.1 The Experimental Setup at BTH

The basic duct system setup at BTH consists of approximately 21 meters of circular
duct with diameter of 315 mm. It also includes a passive silencer. If needed,
this system can be extended to a length of approximately 33 meters. The noise
source is a standard axial fan, which is installed in a separate room to avoid direct
sound from the fan leaking into the measurement microphones. The airflow is
regulated between 3.2- and 6.7 m/s by a draught valve installed close to the fan.
An ANC system can be applied almost anywhere to this duct system. In the
measurements conducted for this paper, 21 meters of duct was used, and a single-
channel feedforward ANC system was used with the secondary source and the error
microphone installed near the duct outlet. In Fig. 5, parts of the duct system used
at BTH are illustrated.

The core of the single-channel feedforward ANC system used for these experi-
ments was a TMS320C32 DSP from Texas Instruments in which the time-domain
leaky filtered-x LMS algorithm was implemented with a leaky factor very close to
one, v ≈ 1 [3, 12]. The sampling frequency was 1 kHz, and the cut-off frequency
of the anti-aliasing filters and the reconstruction filter was 400 Hz. The adaptive
filter consisted of 256 weights. The forward path was estimated off-line using an
adaptive FIR filter with 128 weights that was steered by the LMS algorithm [3,12].
Two inexpensive omnidirectional microphones were used as reference- and error
sensors. The secondary source was a loudspeaker optimized for installation in
small boxes. To monitor the sound in the room, an evaluation microphone with
a standard foam plastic sleeve with a diameter of 9 cm for turbulence rejection
was placed 25 cm from the duct outlet and away from direct airflow. Figure 6 is a
simplified schematic illustration of this setup, which henceforth will be referred to
as setup1. The low-pass filters illustrated in Fig. 6 also contains signal conditioning
amplifiers enabling the adjustment of the signal levels to the A/D-converters. To
acquire reference- and error microphone signals unaffected by the low-pass filters
and signal conditioning amplifiers, the signal analyzer was connected directly to
the unaltered microphone signals in advance of the low-pass filters.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Pictures illustrating parts of the duct system used at BTH. In (a) the
fan installation, and in (b) the following duct system.

3.2 The Experimental Setup at the Acoustic Laboratory

In Lindab’s acoustic laboratory in Denmark, the measurements were carried out
according to the standard ISO 7235:2003 -”Acoustics - Laboratory measurement
procedures for ducted silencers and air-terminal units - Insertion loss, flow noise,
and total pressure loss” [14]. Figure 7 is a general illustration of the acoustic lab-
oratory in Denmark. The noise generated by the fan was effectively silenced by
large passive silencers denoted (P) in Fig. 7. The reverberation room is connected
to the loudspeaker room with 21 meters of duct, as illustrated in Fig. 8 (a). In the
loudspeaker room, a loudspeaker array containing 32 loudspeaker units is used to
produce pink noise with a maximum A-weighted sound-pressure level of 110 dB(A).
The loudspeaker array is illustrated in Fig. 8 (b). In the reverberation room the
attenuation was measured using a microphone placed on a rotating bar, as illus-
trated in Fig.8 (c). In the reverberation room, the sound field was diffused so that
the microphone could be positioned away from from the airflow. Hence, these mea-
surements were not affected by airflow around the evaluation microphone, which
otherwise can mask the actual attenuation achieved. Between the rooms there were
approximately 21 meters of duct with a diameter of 315 mm, and in the middle,
the active system was installed. This setup made it possible to separate noise and
airflow, i.e the airflow speed and noise level could be individually adjusted. Hence,
it was possible to generate a variety of airflow speeds without noise generation,
noise generation without airflow, and airflow and noise together. The ANC system
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used in the acoustic laboratory was the same as the one used at BTH.

Figure 7: General illustration of the laboratory in Denmark.

4 Results

The measurements presented were, for both experimental setup:s, carried out in
the frequency range of 0-400 Hz, which is well below the cut-on frequency for the
first higher-order mode of the ducts in use.

4.1 Results Obtained at BTH - Setup1

In setup1, the performance of an ANC system using several different microphone
installations was investigated. In the first approach, the reference- and error mi-
crophones were installed inside the duct without any windscreens. In the second
approach, standard foam plastic sleeves, commonly used in public address systems
and acoustic measurement systems, were used as windscreens. The foam plastic
sleeves used were spherical with a diameter of 9 cm, and the microphones were
mounted on a cross sectional bar centered in the duct, as illustrated in Fig. 9.

Results when not using any windscreens, when using foam plastic sleeves, and
also when using probe tube microphones are given in Ref. [11]. In Fig. 16, the at-
tenuation achieved with the ANC system measured in the error microphone when
using foam plastic sleeves and outer microphone boxes based on T-ducts is com-
pared. Without any windscreens, attenuation was only achieved for low airflow
speeds. For higher airflow speeds, the ANC system easily became unstable and
had difficulties in converging. The reason for this is analyzed and discussed in Part
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 8: Pictures illustrating parts of the acoustic laboratory in Denmark. In (a)
the duct between the loudspeaker- and reverberation rooms, in (b) the loudspeaker
array used for noise generation and in (c) the inside of the reverberation room with
the evaluation microphone placed on a rotating bar.

Figure 9: Microphone mounted in a duct on a cross sectional bar with a foam
plastic sleeve as windscreen.
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I of this article series [1]. Using the foam plastic sleeves and probe tubes resulted
in attenuation levels of approximately 10-15 dB measured in the evaluation mi-
crophone between approximately 50-250 Hz for an airflow speed of 2.8 m/s. The
achieved attenuation levels were decreased for an airflow speed of 5.9 m/s. These
obtained attenuation levels were not considered to be sufficient, and also the con-
clusion was drawn that it was not feasible to install the microphones inside the
duct. In setup1, the performance of the ANC system with the reference- and error
microphones mounted in outer microphone boxes having a slit length of 400 mm
and slit widths of 3, 6, and 9 mm was investigated. The microphones were placed
in the positions denoted Reference microphone and Error microphone in Fig. 6.
The attenuation at the error microphone with active control, using microphone
boxes with the different slit widths, for airflow speeds of 3.2 m/s and 6.7 m/s is
illustrated in Fig. 10.
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Figure 10: 1/3 octave spectrum of the attenuation at the error microphone with
active control in setup1. Error- and reference microphones placed in microphone
boxes with 400 mm long and (circles) 3 mm wide slit, (squares) 6 mm wide slit and
(stars) 9mm wide slit. (a) for an airflow speed of 3,2 m/s and (b) for an airflow
speed of 6,7 m/s.

Different designs of the outer microphone boxes based on T-ducts were also
investigated in setup1. Figure 11 illustrates the attenuation achieved with the ANC
system measured in the evaluation microphone when using the outer microphone
boxes based on T-ducts with either a metal net, a thin membrane of paper, or no
cover in the transition between the horizontal- and vertical duct pieces. The height
of the vertical duct pieces was 50 mm for these results. Heights up to 150 mm were
investigated but resulted in equal or lower levels of attenuation produced by the
ANC system. For a height of 150 mm, it was difficult to get the ANC system to
converge. The final design of the microphone boxes based on T-ducts is the one
with a metal net in the transition and a 50 mm vertical duct piece. This design
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was used for all results presented except the results presented in Fig. 11, where
different transition covers were considered.
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Figure 11: 1/3 octave spectrum of the attenuation at the evaluation microphone
with active control in setup1 for an airflow speed of 6,7 m/s. For (circles) error-
and reference microphones placed in microphone boxes based on T-ducts with metal
net in the transition between the horizontal-and vertical duct pieces, (squares) with
a paper membrane in the transition, and (triangles) with no cover in the transition.

The setup illustrated in Fig. 12 was used to investigate if the microphone boxes
based on T-ducts influenced the frequency response of the microphones as com-
pared to when they were positioned inside the duct without windscreens. The
output signal, x, from a noise generator consisting of white noise within the con-
trol bandwidth of 0-400 Hz was sent to a loudspeaker inside the duct as well as to
an input of a signal analyzer. The output of a microphone positioned inside the
duct, e1, and a microphone positioned in a microphone box based on a T-duct, e2,
was also sent to the signal analyzer. The frequency response function between x
and e1, and between x and e2, was then measured using the signal analyzer. The
same microphone was used for all measurements and no airflow was present in the
duct. The results are illustrated in Fig. 13.

In an attempt to investigate how much the airflow influenced the microphone
boxes with a slit and the microphone boxes based on T-ducts, measurements were
carried out both with a loudspeaker as the noise source and with a fan as the noise
source. A loudspeaker was positioned inside the duct and connected to a noise
generator via a 31-band graphic equalizer which was used to adjust the noise level
in the different frequency bands to imitate the noise generated by the fan as sensed
by the error microphone. When the loudspeaker was used as the noise source, no
airflow was present in the duct. In Fig. 14, the coherence between the reference-
and error microphones with the ANC system turned off is illustrated both when
using microphone boxes with a slit and when using microphone boxes based on
T-ducts. In Fig. 15, the attenuation achieved by the ANC system measured at the
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         FRF

Microphone box based
on a T-duct

Microphone
inside duct
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Figure 12: Schematic illustration of the setup used to estimate the frequency re-
sponse functions given in Fig. 13.
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Figure 13: Frequency response functions (FRF) measured using the setup illus-
trated in Fig. 12. For (solid line) between the source output, x, and the output, e1,
from a microphone placed inside the duct, and (dashed line) between the source
output, x, and the output, e2, from a microphone placed inside a microphone box
based on a T-duct.
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evaluation microphone is illustrated. In both Fig. 14, and Fig. 15, either the fan
was used as a noise source for an airflow speed of 6.7 m/s or the loudspeaker was
used as a noise source imitating the noise generated by the fan for an airflow speed
of 6.7 m/s, as sensed by the error microphone.
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Figure 14: Coherence between the reference- and error microphones with the ANC
system turned off in setup1. In (a) with the reference- and error microphones
placed in outer microphone boxes with a 400 mm long and 3 mm wide slit for
(solid line) with the loudspeaker as noise source and for (dashed line) with the fan
as noise source for an airflow speed of 6,7 m/s. In (b) with the reference- and error
microphones placed in outer microphone boxes based on T-ducts for (solid line)
with the loudspeaker as noise source and for (dashed line) with the fan as noise
source for an airflow speed of 6,7 m/s.

Figure 16 illustrates a comparison of the attenuation achieved by the ANC sys-
tem in setup1 using foam plastic sleeves as windscreens for the reference- and error
microphones, and when using the reference- and error microphones positioned in
outer microphone boxes based on T-ducts. The attenuation was measured at the
error microphone. It should be noted that setup1 was modified between measure-
ments using foam plastic sleeves and the outer microphone boxes. That is the
reason for the different airflow speeds. Further, when the reference- and error mi-
crophones were positioned inside the duct without any windscreens, no attenuation
with the ANC system was obtained, despite reduction of the step size. This is the
reason for the lack of this result in Fig. 16.

4.2 Results Obtained in the Acoustic Laboratory - Setup2

In setup2, the performance of the active control system was evaluated with the
reference- and error microphones mounted in T-duct installations and in micro-
phone boxes with a slit width of 9 mm. Only the microphone boxes with a slit
width of 9 mm were used in setup2 since this configuration resulted in the highest
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Figure 15: 1/3 octave spectrum of the attenuation at the evaluation microphone
with active control in setup1. For (circles) error- and reference microphones placed
in outer microphone boxes with a 400 mm long and 3 mm wide slit, and a loud-
speaker was used as source i.e. no airflow was present, (squares) the same as for
circles but the fan was used as source with an airflow speed of 6,7 m/s, (triangles)
error- and reference microphones placed in T-ducts and loudspeaker as source, no
airflow present, and (stars) same as triangles but the fan was used as source with
an airflow speed of 6,7 m/s.
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Figure 16: 1/3 octave spectrum of the attenuation at the error microphone with
active control in setup1. For (squares) with the reference- and error microphones
positioned inside the duct with foam plastic sleeves as windscreens for an airflow
speed of 5,9 m/s, and (circles) with the reference- and error microphones placed in
outer microphone boxes based on T-ducts for an airflow speed of 6,7 m/s.
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attenuation in setup1. When T-ducts were used, the airflow speed was regulated
from 0 m/s, i.e only noise generated from the loudspeaker array was present, up to
20 m/s. When the microphone boxes were used, the airflow speeds used were 0 m/s
and 10 m/s. Figure 17 illustrates the attenuation achieved with active control at
the evaluation microphone in the reverberation room when the reference- and error
microphones were mounted in T-duct installations.
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Figure 17: 1/3 octave spectrum of the attenuation at the evaluation micro-
phone with active control for (circles) noise without airflow, (stars) noise plus
airflow with a speed of 2 m/s, (triangles) noise plus airflow with a speed of 10 m/s
and (squares) noise plus airflow with a speed of 20 m/s. Error- and reference
microphones mounted in T-duct installations in setup2.

The attenuation at the evaluation microphone in the reverberation room with ac-
tive control when the reference- and error microphones were mounted in T-duct
installations and in microphone boxes is illustrated in Fig. 18.
The power spectral density (PSD) of the noise generated at a microphone when
it was mounted inside the duct without any windscreen, inside a microphone box
with a slit width of 9 mm, and inside a T-duct installation, was measured and is il-
lustrated in Fig. 19, when only airflow was generated in the duct. This gives a good
measure of the turbulence rejection achieved by the different microphone installa-
tions, since the acoustic noise generated by the fan is silenced, which otherwise
would mask the actual amount of turbulence rejection.
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Figure 18: 1/3 octave spectrum of the attenuation at the evaluation microphone
with active control in setup2 using (circles) T-duct installations and (squares)
microphone boxes with a 9 mm wide slit.(a) noise without airflow and (b) noise
plus airflow with a speed of 10 m/s.
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Figure 19: Power spectral density (PSD) of the turbulent noise when only airflow
was generated, with the microphone placed inside the duct, with the microphone
placed inside a T-duct installation and with the microphone placed inside a micro-
phone box with 400 mm long and 9 mm wide slit. (a) for an airflow speed of 3 m/s
and (b) for an airflow speed of 6 m/s. Results obtained in setup2.
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5 Summary and Conclusions

It has been shown both theoretically and experimentally in Part I that the perfor-
mance of an ANC system applied to duct noise can be significantly decreased by
the noise generated in the microphone signals due to the airflow present in ducts [1].
Several microphone installations for the purpose of minimizing the effect of the air-
flow on the microphones have been designed and investigated. The investigations
of the outer microphone boxes with a slit made in setup1 show that the slit width of
the microphone boxes made no significant difference in acoustic noise attenuation
produced by the ANC system for the airflow speed 3.2 m/s (see Fig. 10). For the
airflow speed of 6.7 m/s however, the attenuation between 50 Hz and 315 Hz was
approximately 5 dB higher when using the slit width 9 mm as compared to using
the slit width 3 mm (see Fig. 10). Different designs of the outer microphone boxes
based on T-ducts have been investigated. The results obtained in setup1 show that
using a thin membrane in the transition between the vertical and horizontal duct
pieces can increase the attenuation produced by the ANC system by approximately
5-10 dB between 50-315 Hz, as compared to not using any cover in the transition
(see Fig. 11). Using a metal net as a transition cover somewhat further increased
the attenuation between 250-315 Hz. This illustrates that a transition cover that
keeps the airflow from entering the microphone box while the acoustic sound can
propagate to the microphone, can increase the performance of the ANC system.
The results in Fig. 13 show that placing the microphones in outer microphone boxes
based on T-ducts did not influence the frequency response of the microphones to
any certain extent in the actual frequency range, as compared to placing the mi-
crophones inside the duct. In setup1, the influence of the airflow was investigated
by using either a loudspeaker as a noise source with no airflow present in the duct,
or by using the fan as a noise source for an airflow speed of 6.7 m/s. The results
show that the coherence between the reference- and error microphones when using
outer microphone boxes with a slit was decreased with airflow present in the duct
(see Fig. 14). However, the coherence was insignificantly decreased when using
microphone boxes based on T-ducts (see Fig. 14). This indicates that the micro-
phones are less affected by the airflow when placed in the microphone boxes based
on T-ducts as compared to when they are placed in the microphone boxes with a
slit. This is also confirmed by the results in Fig. 15, where it can be seen that the
attenuation produced by the ANC system decreased more when using microphone
boxes with a slit compared to when using microphone boxes based on T-ducts,
when airflow was introduced to the duct. Further, the attenuation produced by
the ANC system with airflow present in the duct was approximately 4-5 dB higher
when using the microphone boxes based on T-ducts as compared to when using
the microphone boxes with a slit. The attenuation achieved by the ANC system
measured in the error microphone in setup1 was increased approximately 10-20 dB
between 50-315 Hz when using the outer microphone boxes based on T-ducts as
compared to when using microphones inside the duct and standard foam plastic
sleeves as windscreens (see Fig. 16). With the microphones mounted in micro-
phone boxes based on T-ducts in setup2, the attenuation was approximately the
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same when no airflow was present as when airflow was present, even up to airflow
speeds of 20 m/s (see Fig. 17). The comparison between microphone boxes with a
9 mm wide slit and the T-duct installations show, both for an airflow of 0 m/s and
10 m/s, that the attenuation was approximately the same, or even increased using
T-ducts, except for the 160 Hz band (see Fig. 18). Furthermore, the turbulence
rejection when using a T-duct installation compared to when using a microphone
box with a 9 mm wide slit, was approximately 5 dB higher between 50- and 200 Hz
for an airflow of 3 m/s (see Fig. 19). For an airflow of 6 m/s, the turbulence rejec-
tion was approximately 5-10 dB higher (depending on the frequency) between 50-
and 300 Hz with the T-duct installation compared to the microphone box with a
9 mm wide slit (see Fig. 19). Finally, placing the microphones in outer microphone
boxes can increase the turbulence rejection and, thereby, the attenuation produced
by the active control system. The T-duct installations can further increase the
turbulence rejection and also the achievable attenuation from the active system as
compared to the microphone boxes with a slit. Since the T-ducts also make the
duct construction easier, these are the attractive, recommended type of microphone
installation.
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Abstract

In active noise control (ANC) applications the sensor signals feeding the
controller may be contaminated by signal components not correlated with the
actual noise to be controlled; e.g. measurement noise. The disturbance in
the reference and error microphone signals generated by airflow turbulence
when applying ANC to ducts is one example of measurement noise. Such
measurement noise may significantly degrade the performance of an ANC
system. This paper is concerned with theoretical investigations of the in-
fluence of measurement noise on the performance and convergence behavior
of the filtered-x LMS algorithm. Further, computer simulations have been
performed to verify the theoretical results. In the theoretical investigations,
the convergence of the filtered-x LMS algorithm is derived for different cases,
with measurement noise affecting the different sensor signals. These cases are
compared to the ideal case in which no measurement noise is present in the
reference- and error microphone signals. Results from both the theoretical
investigations and the simulations show that, depending on the signal-to-
noise-ratio (SNR) of the sensor signals, measurement noise can degrade the
performance of the filtered-x LMS algorithm with respect to both the filter
coefficients the algorithm converges to in the mean, and the convergence rate
of the algorithm.

1 Introduction

A single-channel feedforward ANC system is normally comprised of two sensors, a
control unit, and a loudspeaker [1]. In reality, the sensor signals may be contam-
inated by measurement noise, which may substantially degrade the performance
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of the ANC system [1–3]. The measurement noise can for example be electrical.
Another typical example comes from applying ANC to heating, ventilation, and
air-conditioning (HVAC) systems. In such applications microphones are often used
as sensors. Normally, the microphones are then subjected to airflow in the ducts.
The airflow excites the diaphragm of the microphones, resulting in high levels of
turbulence noise in the microphone signals [1,4,5]. In the controller, the measure-
ment noise in the reference signal will be processed as if it was acoustic sound.
However, at the canceling loudspeaker, there will be no counterpart with which the
measurement noise can destructively interfere [2]. Further, the measurement noise
at the reference sensor will not generally be correlated with the measurement noise
at the error sensor, lowering the coherence between the reference and error sen-
sors. Accordingly, it is important to minimize the measurement noise in the sensor
signals. One solution may be to use probe tube microphones [1, 4–8]. Another
solution may be to place the microphones in outer microphone boxes where the
microphones are outside the duct but with acoustic coupling to the duct interior
via a small slit [1, 9, 10]. The authors have reported a successful implementation
of outer microphone boxes based on T-ducts, with an attenuation of acoustic noise
produced by the ANC system of 15-25 dB between 50-315 Hz, even for airflow
speeds as high as 20 m/s [11]. These results were obtained in an acoustic labora-
tory according to the present ISO-standard for ducted silencers and air-terminal
units [12].
The effects of measurement noise on a single-channel feedforward ANC system are
studied in frequency domain in [1,13]. That is, these works consider how measure-
ment noise affects the frequency function of the optimal controller. However, since
the adaptive filter in the controller is time variant, it may also be of interest to
study the effects of measurement noise on the statistical properties of the adap-
tive filter; e.g. the variance of the adaptive filter weights around the optimal filter
weight solution. Kuo investigates the effects of the original noise to be controlled at
the error sensor, on the excess mean-square error and the step size when perform-
ing on-line secondary path modeling [1]. In this case, the noise to be controlled
becomes a disturbance when identifying the secondary path, in much the same way
as measurement noise is a disturbance in the normal control case.
Common algorithms in ANC applications is the filtered-x LMS algorithm and its
relatives, e.g. the leaky filtered-x LMS algorithm [1, 4]. The influence of measure-
ment noise on the filtered-x LMS algorithm was earlier investigated by the authors,
both theoretically and experimentally for two cases; one with measurement noise
present only at the reference sensor, and one with measurement noise present only
at the error sensor [3]. In the convergence analysis with measurement noise present
only at the reference sensor, it was investigated whether the adaptive filter weights
in the mean converged to the optimal filter weight solution. The other case investi-
gated the influence of measurement noise at the error sensor on the variance of the
adaptive filter weights around the optimal filter weight solution. The experimental
investigations were carried out on a real duct system with a fan as noise source,
where the SNR of the microphone signals could not be varied. In this paper, a con-
vergence analysis is performed for convergence in mean with measurement noise
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present only at the reference microphone, only at the error microphone, and at both
microphones. Further, a convergence analysis is performed for convergence in the
mean-square sense for measurement noise present only at the reference microphone,
only at the error microphone, and at both microphones. Furthermore, computer
simulations were performed with different SNR of the reference- and error signals,
and different values of the step size, to verify the theoretical results.
Both theoretical investigations and results from the simulations show that mea-
surement noise at the reference sensor will bias the optimal filter weight solution
which the adaptive algorithm converge to in mean, but will also increase the vari-
ance of the adaptive filter weights, resulting in an increased excess mean-square
error. The results also show that measurement noise at the error sensor will not
affect the optimal filter weight solution, but will lead to an increased variance of
the adaptive filter weights. Further, the results show that with measurement noise
at both sensors, the optimal filter weight solution will be biased due to the mea-
surement noise at the reference sensor. Additionally, variance will be increased
due to both the measurement noise at the reference sensor and the error sensor.
However, by decreasing the step size of the adaptive algorithm, it is possible to
reduce the excess mean-square error, and improve the attenuation achieved by the
ANC system. These improvements are achieved at the expense of an increased
convergence time.

2 Influence of measurement noise on the filtered-x
LMS algorithm

Figure 1 illustrates a block diagram of the filtered-x LMS algorithm with measure-
ment noise at the reference and error sensors. In the figure, x(n) is the reference

∑

P

 W

LMS
( )uF̂

F̂

( )nvx F

x(n)

n

+
+

+
++

d(n)
( )nve

e(n) - ( )ne2

∑

∑+

u(n) y(n)

Figure 1: Block diagram of the filtered-x LMS algorithm with measurement noise
at the reference and error sensors.

signal, vx(n) the measurement noise at the reference sensor, ve(n) the measurement
noise at the error sensor, d(n) the desired signal, e(n) the error signal including
the measurement noise ve(n), and e2(n) the error signal with the measurement
noise ve(n) removed. The signal e2(n) was used to plot the actual attenuation
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of the noise to be controlled, which otherwise may be masked by ve(n). Fur-
ther, F is the forward path, F̂ the estimate of the forward path, W the adaptive
filter, uF̂ (n) = xF̂ (n) + vF̂ (n) the output from the forward path estimate, and
y(n) the output of the adaptive filter. The update equation for the filter weights
based on the filtered-x LMS algorithm without measurement noise is given by
w (n+ 1) = w (n)− 2µxF̂ (n) e (n), where µ is the step size [1].
In the following analyses, it is assumed that the adaptive filter is slowly varying
so that the order of the forward path and adaptive filter may be changed [1]. It is
also assumed that the estimate of the forward path equals the true forward path,
F̂ = F . Accordingly, the output from the forward path estimate in Fig. 1 becomes
uF̂ (n) = uF (n) = xF (n) + vF (n). In the analyses it is assumed that the reference
signal x(n), desired signal d(n), and the measurement noises vx(n) and ve(n), are
weakly stationary stochastic processes. Further, it was assumed that the measure-
ment noises vx(n) and ve(n) are uncorrelated with x(n) and d(n) as well as with
each other. Furthermore, no acoustic feedback from the output of the adaptive
filter to the input of the reference sensor was considered.
A convergence analysis has been performed for three different cases: measurement
noise present only at the reference sensor, measurement noise present only at the
error sensor, and measurement noise present at both sensors. For each case, two
different analyses were performed: one investigating whether the adaptive filter
weights in the mean converge to the optimal wiener filter weight solution as given
without measurement noise, and one investigating the effect of measurement noise
on the variance of the filter weights.

2.1 Convergence analysis with measurement noise only at
the reference sensor

The optimal filter weight solution with measurement noise at the reference sensor
which the algorithm approaches as n→∞ is given by [3]

woptvx
= lim

n→∞
E [w (n)] = − (RF + VF )

−1
pF , (1)

where RF = E
[
xF (n) xT

F (n)
]

and VF = E
[
vF (n) vT

F (n)
]
, are symmetric auto-

correlation matrices, and pF = E [xF (n) d (n)] is a cross-correlation vector. Again,
it is assumed that F̂ = F . Further, xF (n) is a Lw× 1 vector containing the acous-
tic noise component, x(n), of the reference sensor signal filtered with the forward
path F of length Lf , and vF (n) is a Lw × 1 vector containing the measurement
noise component, vx(n), of the reference sensor signal filtered with the forward
path F . Here, Lw is the length of the adaptive filter. Comparing Eq. (1) with the
optimal solution approached without measurement noise at the reference sensor,
lim
n→∞

E [w (n)] = −R−1F pF [14], shows that the measurement noise at the reference

sensor will cause the adaptive filter to converge in the mean toward a solution that
is biased compared to the Wiener-solution for the case in which no measurement
noise affects the reference sensor. Hence, the measurement noise at the reference
sensor will lower the ANC system’s ability to attenuate the acoustic noise. Fur-
ther, the bound on the step size with measurement noise at the reference sensor
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for convergence in the mean of the adaptive filter weights is given by [3]

0 < µ <
1

Lw

(
σ2
xF

+ σ2
vF

) , (2)

where σ2
xF

is the power of the acoustic component of the reference signal filtered
with the forward path, and σ2

vF is the power of the filtered measurement noise at
the reference sensor. In comparing Eq. (2) with the bound on the step size without
measurement noise, 0 < µ < 1

/
Lwσ

2
xF

, it can be seen that the maximum step size
for the case of measurement noise at the reference sensor is likely to be reduced,
resulting in a decreased maximum convergence rate. Measurement noise present
at the reference sensor may affect the statistical properties of the adaptive filter’s
weight vector, and the time it takes to converge in the mean-square sense. Gradient-
based algorithms update the filter weights by taking a step with a size controlled
by the step size µ, in the negative direction of the gradient of a cost function.
In the filtered-x LMS algorithm the gradient is instantaneously estimated at each
iteration, which produces noise in the gradient estimate [1]. However, measurement
noise at the reference sensor may also cause an increased level of gradient noise.
The estimate of the gradient vector in the filtered-x LMS algorithm may be written
as a sum of the true gradient at time n, ∇ξ (n), and a gradient noise vector n (n),
as [15]

∇ξ̂ (n) = ∇ξ (n) + n (n) . (3)

Based on the steepest descent algorithm, which minimizes the cost function ξ (n) =

E
[
e2 (n)

]
(instead of the cost function ξ̂ (n) = e2 (n) minimized by the filtered-x

LMS algorithm), the true gradient vector with measurement noise at the reference
sensor is given by ∇ξvx (n) = 2 (UFw (n) + pF ). Here, the sum of the two sym-
metric autocorrelation matrices RF and VF is defined as the symmetric matrix
UF = RF +VF . The optimal filter weight solution with measurement noise at the
reference sensor can thus be written as woptvx

= −U−1F pF . The gradient estimate
in Eq. (3) may now be rewritten as

∇ξ̂vx (n) = 2UF

(
w (n)−woptvx

)
+ nvx

(n) , (4)

where nvx (n) denotes the gradient noise vector with measurement noise at the ref-
erence sensor. Consider the filter weight update equation given by w (n+ 1) =

w (n) − µ∇ξ̂ (n). Subtracting the optimal Wiener solution with measurement
noise at the reference sensor included woptvx

, from both sides of the equation,
and substituting the gradient estimate with Eq. (4), yields a recursive equation
describing the error in the adaptive filter weights compared to the biased optimal
solution given with vx(n) included. Defining a weight error vector according to
w̃vx (n) = w (n)−woptvx

, the equation is given by

w̃vx (n+ 1) = (I− 2µUF ) w̃vx (n)− µnvx (n) . (5)

To decouple Eq. (5) a decomposition of the autocorrelation matrix UF is used and
is given by [14]

UF = QUΛUQT
U , (6)
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where the columns of matrix QU consist of the eigenvectors to UF and satisfy
QT

UQU = I, where I is a Lw × Lw identity matrix. Further, ΛU is a Lw × Lw

diagonal matrix whose elements consist of the eigenvalues to UF . Defining rotated
vectors as [14]

w̃′vx (n) = QT
U w̃vx (n)

n′vx (n) = QT
Unvx (n)

(7)

yields a decoupled form of Eq. (5), where the equation for element i is given by

w̃′vxi (n+ 1) = (1− 2µλUi
) w̃′vxi (n)− µn′vxi (n) . (8)

The mean squared value of w̃′vxi is denoted as ρvxi (n) = E
[
w̃′2vxi (n)

]
, and the mean

value of w̃′vxi is zero, E
[
w̃′vxi (n)

]
= 0. Squaring both sides and taking expectations

of Eq. (8), and assuming that E
[
w̃′vxi (n)n′vxi (n)

]
= 0, yields

ρvxi (n+ 1) = (1− 2µλUi
)
2
ρvxi (n) + µ2E

[
n′2vxi (n)

]
. (9)

To find an expression for E
[
n′2vxi (n)

]
it is assumed that the algorithm has con-

verged to a condition where the weight vector w (n) is near the biased optimal
weight solution woptvx

, Eq. (1). Then, the true gradient vector ∇ξvx (n) will be
approximately zero. Hence, the gradient estimate will equal the gradient estima-
tion noise vector, ∇ξ̂vx (n) = nvx (n), see Eq. (3). The gradient estimate for the

filtered-x LMS algorithm is given by ∇ξ̂ (n) = 2xF (n) e (n) [15], which for this
condition (in which the true gradient vector is zero), is equal to the gradient es-
timation noise vector n (n). With measurement noise at the reference sensor, this

will yield ∇ξ̂vx (n) = 2uF (n) e (n) = nvx (n), where uF (n) = xF (n)+vF (n). The
covariance of the gradient estimate when ∇ξvx (n) = 0 is given by

E
[
nvx (n) nT

vx (n)
]

= 4E
[
e2 (n) uF (n) uT

F (n)
]
. (10)

The error signal in Eq. (10) can be written as e(n) = d(n) + uT
F (n) w (n). Mul-

tiplication of the error signal equation with uF (n) from the left and taking the
expected value of both sides yields

E [e (n) uF (n)] = E [d (n) uF (n)] + E
[
uF (n) uT

F (n) w (n)
]
. (11)

The adaptive filter can be assumed to be independent of the reference signal [15].
Extending this assumption to yield also when the reference signal contains mea-
surement noise so that w (n) is assumed to be independent of uF (n), and also
assuming that E [e (n) vF (n)] = 0, and utilizing that uF (n) = xF (n) + vF (n),
results in

E [e (n) uF (n)] = E [d (n) xF (n)] + UFE [w (n)] . (12)

Substitution of the optimal solution with measurement noise at the reference sensor,
lim
n→∞

E [w (n)] = −U−1F pF , yields

E [e (n) uF (n)] = E [d (n) xF (n)]−UFU−1F pF = pF − pF = 0. (13)
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Accordingly, e(n) and uF (n) can be assumed to be uncorrelated and Eq. (10) may
be written as

E
[
nvx (n) nT

vx (n)
]

= 4E
[
e2 (n)

]
E
[
uF (n) uT

F (n)
]

= 4ξminvx
UF , (14)

where ξminvx
is the minimum mean-square error obtained with the optimal filter

weights with measurement noise at the reference sensor. Equation (9) is based
on the gradient noise vector n′vx (n) in the eigenvector coordinate system. The
equation corresponding to Eq. (14) based on n′vx (n) is given by

E
[
n′vx (n) n′

T
vx (n)

]
= QT

UE
[
nvx (n) nT

vx (n)
]
QU =

= 4ξminvx
QT

UUFQU = 4ξminvx
ΛU .

(15)

This matrix is diagonal and element i is given by

E
[
n′2vxi (n)

]
= 4ξminvx

λUi. (16)

Assume that the expression for E
[
n′2vxi (n)

]
is valid for all n. Accordingly, com-

bining Eq. (16) with Eq. (9) and applying repeated substitutions results in the
solution

ρvxi (n) = (1− 2µλUi
)
2n
ρvxi (0) + 4µ2

n−1∑
j=0

(1− 2µλUi
)
2j
ξminvx

λUi
. (17)

If the step size µ is properly chosen for convergence of the weight update equation,
the term due to ρvxi (0) decays to zero as time n increases. Accordingly, Eq. (17)
is now given by

lim
n→∞

ρvxi (n) = 4µ2ξminvx
λUi

(
1

1− (1− 2µλUi)
2

)
=

µξminvx

1− µλUi

. (18)

Thus, an increase of ξminvx
due to a biased optimal filter weight solution, will result

in an increased variance of the weight error vector. A decreased variance can be
obtained by decreasing the step size µ on the expense of an increased convergence
time.
Variations of the adaptive weights around their optimal solution in steady state will
lead to an increase in the mean-square error and it will exceed the minimum mean-
square error. This increase in the mean-square error is denoted excess mean-square
error, defined as

ξex = E
[
ξ̂ (n)− ξmin

]
, (19)

where ξ̂ (n) = e2 (n) is the instantaneous square error (i.e. the cost function which
the filtered-x LMS algorithm minimizes), and ξmin is the minimum mean-square er-
ror defined as the mean-square error obtained when using the optimal filter weights
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and there is no measurement noise at the sensors [15]. An approximation of the
excess mean-square error can for the filtered-x LMS algorithm be found from [15]

ξex = E
[
(w (n)−wopt)

T
RF (w (n)−wopt)

]
. (20)

By examining Eq. (19) and Eq. (20) it follows that deviations of w(n) from the
optimal weights wopt, increase the excess mean-square error (i.e. the mean-square
error exceeds ξmin). Hence, random weight variations around the optimal solution
cause an increase in mean-square error, and results in excess mean-square error
even without any measurement noise in the reference signal x(n), and error signal
e(n) [15].
Rewriting Eq. (20) and including measurement noise at the reference sensor, makes
it possible to find the excess mean-square error with measurement noise at the
reference sensor from

ξexvx
= E

[
w̃T

vx (n) UF w̃vx (n)
]

= E
[
w̃′Tvx (n) ΛU w̃′vx

(n)
]
, (21)

or as

ξexvx
=

Lw−1∑
i=0

λUiE
[
w̃′2vxi (n)

]
=

Lw−1∑
i=0

λUiρvxi (n), (22)

where Lw is the length of the adaptive filter. Substituting ρvxi (n) with the result
in Eq. (18) gives

ξexvx
=

Lw−1∑
i=0

λUi
µξminvx

1

1− µλUi

. (23)

For small step sizes, µ, it can be assumed that µλUi
<< 1 in Eq. (23). Hence,

Eq. (23) may be approximated as

ξexvx
≈

Lw−1∑
i=0

λUiµξminvx
= µξminvx

Lw−1∑
i=0

λUi =µξminvx
tr [UF ] =

= µξminvx
Lw

(
σ2
xF

+ σ2
vF

)
,

(24)

where σ2
xF

is the power of the acoustic component of the reference signal filtered
with the forward path and σ2

vF is the power of the filtered measurement noise at
the reference sensor.
To find an expression for the minimum mean-square error with measurement noise
at the reference sensor, ξminvx

, the following derivations are performed. The
squared error signal may be written as

e2 (n) =
(
d (n) + wT (n) uF (n)

) (
d (n) + uT

F (n) w (n)
)

=

= d2 (n) + 2d (n) uT
F (n) w (n) + wT (n) uF (n) uT

F (n) w (n) .
(25)

Utilizing that uF (n) = xF (n) + vF (n), taking the expected value of both sides
of the equation, assuming that w (n) is independent of uF (n) [15], and that the
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measurement noises are uncorrelated with one another, as well as with the acoustic
signals, results in

E
[
e2 (n)

]
= E

[
d2 (n)

]
+ E

[
wT (n)

]
E
[
uF (n) uT

F (n)
]
E [w (n)] +

+2E
[
d (n) xT

F (n)
]
E [w (n)] .

(26)

Substitution of lim
n→∞

E [w (n)] = −U−1F pF , and pT
F yields

ξminvx
= E

[
d2 (n)

]
+
(
U−1F pF

)T
UFU−1F pF − 2pT

FU−1F pF . (27)

Utilizing that, UFU−1F = U−1F UF = I,
(
U−1F pF

)T
= pT

F

(
U−1F

)T
,
(
U−1F

)T
=

U−1F [15], and that U−1F = (RF + VF )
−1

, yields

ξminvx
= E

[
d2 (n)

]
− pT

F (RF + VF )
−1

pF = E
[
d2 (n)

]
+ pT

Fwoptvx
. (28)

Substitution of Eq. (28) into Eq. (24) gives

ξexvx
≈ µvx

(
E
[
d2 (n)

]
− pT

F (RF + VF )
−1

pF

)
Lw

(
σ2
xF

+ σ2
vF

)
, (29)

where µvx is the step size with measurement at the reference sensor.
The excess mean-square error for the filtered-x LMS algorithm without mea-

surement noise at the sensors may approximately be written as [15]

ξex ≈ µξmintr [RF ] = µξminLwσ
2
xF
, (30)

where [15]
ξmin = E

[
d2 (n)

]
− pT

FR−1F pF . (31)

Thus
ξex ≈ µ

(
E
[
d2 (n)

]
− pT

FR−1F pF

)
Lwσ

2
xF
. (32)

By examining Eq. (29) it can be seen that ξexvx
will increase, when the level of vx(n)

is increased. This is due both to the increase of σ2
vF , and due to the biased filter

weight solution resulting from the increase of VF . Further, by comparing Eq. (29)
and Eq. (32) it follows that the presence of vx(n) results in ξexvx

being higher than
ξex. However, the excess mean-square error can be decreased by decreasing the
step size µvx , at the expense of an increased convergence time. Assume that the
same excess mean-square error is desirable with measurement noise present at the
reference sensor as without. Using Eq. (30) and Eq. (24) then gives

ξexvx
= ξex ⇔ µvxξminvx

Lw

(
σ2
xF

+ σ2
vF

)
= µξminLwσ

2
xF
. (33)

Solving for the step size with measurement noise at the reference sensor, µvx , yields

µvx =
ξminσ

2
xF

ξminvx

(
σ2
xF

+ σ2
vF

)µ. (34)
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2.2 Convergence analysis with measurement noise only at
the error sensor

Following the derivations in [3], but with measurement noise at the error sensor
instead of the reference sensor, it can be shown that the measurement noise at the
error sensor will not affect the optimal filter weight solution, so that

woptve
= wopt = lim

n→∞
E [w (n)] = −R−1F pF . (35)

Even though the optimal solution will not be affected, the measurement noise at
the error sensor may affect the statistical properties of the adaptive filter’s weight
vector, and the time it takes to converge in the mean-square sense. The equation
corresponding to Eq. (18), but with measurement noise only at the error sensor
becomes [3]

lim
n→∞

ρvei (n) = 4µ2ξminve
λi

[
1

1− (1− 2µλi)
2

]
=
µξminve

1− µλi
, (36)

where the minimum mean-square error with measurement noise only at the error
sensor becomes ξminve

= ξmin + σ2
ve , using Eqs. (25)-(28). Accordingly, Eq. (36)

may be written as

lim
n→∞

ρvei (n) = 4µ2
(
ξmin + σ2

ve

)
λi

[
1

1− (1− 2µλi)
2

]
=
µ
(
ξmin + σ2

ve

)
1− µλi

. (37)

Thus, an increased power of the measurement noise at the error sensor, σ2
ve , will

result in an increased variance of the weight error vector. A decreased variance can
be obtained by decreasing the step size µ on the expense of an increased convergence
time.

An approximation of the excess mean-square error with measurement noise at
the error sensor is presented in [3] and is given by

ξexve
≈ µve

(
ξmin + σ2

ve

)
Lwσ

2
xF
, (38)

where µve denotes the step size with measurement noise present at the error sensor.
Assume that the same excess mean-square error is desirable with measurement noise
present at the error sensor as without. Using Eq. (30) and Eq. (38) then gives

ξexve
= ξex ⇔ µve

(
ξmin + σ2

ve

)
Lwσ

2
xF

= µξminLwσ
2
xF
. (39)

Solving for the step size with measurement noise at the error sensor, µve , yields

µve =
ξmin

ξmin + σ2
ve

µ. (40)

Accordingly, to achieve an excess mean-square error which has the same level with
measurement noise present at the error sensor as it does without, the step size
needs to be decreased with a factor of the power of the measurement noise, σ2

ve .
This will also affect the convergence time. If, for example µve = µ/10, it would
take 10 times as long for the algorithm to converge with measurement noise at the
error sensor as it would without.
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2.3 Convergence analysis with measurement noise at both
the reference sensor and the error sensor

Utilizing the derivations in [3], but with measurement noise present at both the
reference sensor and the error sensor, it can be shown that the optimal filter weight
solution with measurement noise at both sensors can be written as

woptvxve
= lim

n→∞
E [w (n)] = − (RF + VF )

−1
pF . (41)

Thus, the filter weights in mean converge to the same solution as with measurement
noise present only at the reference sensor. Following Eqs. (3)-(18), the equation
corresponding to Eq. (18), but with measurement noise at both sensors becomes

lim
n→∞

ρvxvei (n) = 4µ2ξminvxve
λUi

(
1

1− (1− 2µλUi
)
2

)
=
µξminvxve

1− µλUi

, (42)

where ξminvxve
is the minimum mean-square error obtained with measurement noise

at both sensors which utilizing Eqs. (25)-(28) can be written as

ξminvxve
= E

[
d2 (n)

]
− pT

F (RF + VF )
−1

pF + E
[
v2e (n)

]
= ξminvx

+ σ2
ve . (43)

Substitution of Eq. (43) into Eq (42) yields

lim
n→∞

ρvxvei (n) =
µ(ξminvx

+ σ2
ve)

1− µλUi

. (44)

Thus, an increase of ξminvx
due to a biased optimal filter weight solution as well as

an increased power of the measurement noise at the error sensor, σ2
ve , will result

in an increased variance of the weight error vector.
Using Eqs. (19)-(24) but with measurement noise at both the reference sensor and
the error sensor, the excess mean-square error may be approximately written as

ξexvxve
≈ µvxve

ξminvxve
Lw

(
σ2
xF

+ σ2
vF

)
, (45)

where µvxve denotes the step size with measurement noise present at both sensors.
Substitution of Eq. (43) into Eq. (45) gives

ξexvxve
≈ µvxve

(
E
[
d2 (n)

]
− pT

F (RF + VF )
−1

pF + σ2
ve

)
Lw

(
σ2
xF

+ σ2
vF

)
=

= µvxve

(
ξminvx

+ σ2
ve

)
Lw

(
σ2
xF

+ σ2
vF

)
.

(46)
Thus, ξexvxve

will exceed ξex due to σ2
ve , σ2

vF , and due to the biased filter weight
solution resulting from the increase of VF . Further, ξexvxve

will exceed ξexvx
due

to σ2
ve .

Assume that the same excess mean-square error is desirable with measurement
noise present at both sensors, as without measurement noise. Using Eq. (30) and
Eq. (46) then gives

ξexvxve
= ξex ⇔ µvxve

(
ξminvx

+ σ2
ve

)
Lw

(
σ2
xF

+ σ2
vF

)
= µξminLwσ

2
xF
. (47)
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Solving for the step size with measurement noise at both sensors, µvxve , yields

µvxve =
ξminσ

2
xF(

ξminvx
+ σ2

ve

) (
σ2
xF

+ σ2
vF

)µ. (48)

2.4 The coherence function as a measure of the achievable
attenuation

A commonly used estimate of the level of attenuation that can be achieved by a
feedforward ANC system is given by [4, 13]

A (f) = −10 log10

(
1− γ2eu (f)

)
[dB] , (49)

where γ2eu (f) is the ordinary coherence function between the outputs of the error
sensor and reference sensor (e(n) and u(n) in Fig. 1) in the absence of control, where
0 ≤ γ2eu (f) ≤ 1. Equation (49) provides a simple way to investigate the possibility
of successfully applying ANC to a certain system, by means of a simple measure-
ment between the outputs of the reference- and error sensors. Equation (49) can
be rewritten as [3]

A (f) = −10 log10

1− |P (f)Sxx (f)|2

(Sxx (f) + Svxvx (f))
(
|P (f)|2 Sxx (f) + Sveve (f)

)
 ,

(50)
where P (f) is the primary path, Sxx(f) the two-sided power spectral density of the
input reference signal without measurement noise, Svxvx(f) the two-sided power
spectral density of the measurement noise at the reference microphone, and Sveve(f)
the two-sided power spectral density of the measurement noise at the error mi-
crophone. Comparative results concerning the attenuation levels estimated using
Eq. (49) and those obtained using the ANC system in the simulations are given in
the results section.

3 Simulations

Computer simulations were performed in MATLAB to verify the theoretical results.
The algorithm structure illustrated in Fig. 1 was used to mimic the operation of a
real ANC system. The primary path P , and forward path F were measured in a
real duct system using cross-correlation, and re-calculated to FIR-filters which were
used in the simulations to filter the signals as they would in a real duct system.
The length of P and W was 128 coefficients, and the length of F was 64 coefficients.
White Gaussian noise was used as reference signal x(n), and as the measurement
noise vx(n) and ve(n). The desired signal d(n) was produced by filtering x(n) with
P . The measurement noise signals were uncorrelated with both x(n) and d(n) as
well as with each other. Further, as in the theoretical investigations, the forward
path estimate was set to equal the true forward path, F̂ = F . The measurements
and simulations were carried out in the frequency range 0-400 Hz, and the sampling
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frequency was 1024 Hz.
ANC simulations were carried out without any measurement noise, with measure-
ment noise present only at the reference sensor, only at the error sensor, and at
both sensors. The SNR of both the error sensor signal (SNRe) and the filtered
reference sensor signal (SNRxF

) alternated between three different values in order
to investigate the impact on the variance of the adaptive filter weights, the excess
mean-square error, the minimum mean-square error, and the impact on the atten-
uation achieved by the ANC system. The largest step size used (µ = 0.15) was
chosen to the value where the ANC system produced the highest attenuation of
acoustic noise without measurement noise present.
In the case in which measurement noise was present at either the reference sensor
or the error sensor, the highest SNR was selected to a value (30.4 dB), where the
measurement noise did not influence the attenuation produced by the ANC system
to any certain extent (compared with the case without measurement noise in the
reference and error sensor signals). The lowest SNR for the case in which measure-
ment noise was present at only the reference sensor (SNRxF

= 0.45 dB), or the
error sensor (SNRe = −3 dB), was selected to a value at which the attenuation
produced by the ANC system was low (compared with the case without measure-
ment noise in the reference- and error sensor signals). An SNR in between the
highest (SNRxF

= SNRe = 30.4 dB) and lowest (SNRxF
= 0.45 dB or SNRe = −3

dB) value was chosen to 10.4 dB which was used for the case with measurement
noise at the reference sensor, error sensor and at both sensors.
The step size, µ, was calculated using Eq. (34) for the case with measurement noise
only at the reference sensor and SNRxF

= 10.4 dB, and using Eq. (40) for the case
with measurement noise only at the error sensor and SNRe = 10.4 dB. Further,
the step size was calculated using Eq. (48) for the case with measurement noise at
both the reference and error sensors for SNRxF

= SNRe = 10.4 dB. This was done
in order to investigate if the excess mean-square error was decreased to the same
value as without measurement noise in the reference- and error sensor signals, if a
step size given by these equations respectively was used.
The settings concerning the measurement of P and F and settings used in the
simulations are given in Table 1.

Parameter Value
Excitation signal for measuring P and F White Gaussian noise

Sampling frequency for measuring P and F 1024 Hz
Sampling frequency used in the simulations 1024 Hz

Frequency range used in the simulations 0-400 Hz
Length of P and W 128 coefficients

Length of F 64 coefficients
Measurement noise vx(n), ve(n), and reference signal x(n) White Gaussian noise

Table 1: Settings for measuring P and F , and settings used in the simulations.

The settings concerning SNR and step size for the different cases used in the
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simulations are given in Table 2 and Table 3.

Quantity No meas.noise Meas. noise at the reference sensor

SNRxF [dB] - 30.4 10.4 10.4 0.45
Step size µ 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.00585 0.15

Table 2: Values of step size, µ, and SNR, used in the simulations for the cases
without measurement noise and with measurement noise present at the reference
sensor.

Quantity Meas.noise at the error sensor Meas.noise at both sensors

SNRxF [dB] - - - - 10.4 10.4
SNRe [dB] 30.4 10.4 10.4 -3 10.4 10.4
Step size µ 0.15 0.15 0.00588 0.15 0.15 0.00286

Table 3: Values of step size, µ, and SNR, used in the simulations for the cases
with measurement noise present at the error sensor and with measurement noise
present at both sensors.

4 Estimation of excess mean-square error and min-
imum mean-square error

To estimate the minimum mean-square error, ξ̂min, for the different cases (with-
out measurement noise, with measurement noise at respective sensor and at both
sensors) for the different SNRxF

and SNRe, the optimal FIR-Wiener filter was cal-
culated for each case using Wiener Hopf’s equations. The mean-square value of
the error signal with the measurement noise at the error sensor subtracted, e2(n),
was then estimated when using the optimal filter for each case according to

ξ̂min =
1

N

N−1∑
n=0

e22 (n), (51)

using N = 500000 samples. The calculated optimal FIR-filter had the same
length as the adaptive filter; i.e. 128 coefficients. The mean-square error, ξ2(n) =
E[e22(n)], was estimated by ensemble averages based on I = 100 independent ANC
simulations for each of the ANC cases, according to

ξ̂2(n) =
1

I

I∑
i=1

e22i (n). (52)

For each simulation a separate set of the mutually uncorrelated random signals
xi(n), di(n), vxi

(n), and vei (n), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , I}, was produced. The signals of
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each signal set i were uncorrelated with the signals in the I − 1 other signal sets.
The excess mean-square error for the different simulation cases was estimated as

ξ̂ex =
1

N

N−1∑
n=0

ξ̂2 (n)−ξ̂min. (53)

In each simulation the last N = 500000 samples of the mean-square error estimate
ξ̂2 (n), where it was considered that the algorithm had converged, were used. Esti-

mates of the excess mean-square error, ξ̂ex, and the minimum mean-square error,
ξ̂min, are summarized in Tables 4 - 6 for the different SNRxF

, SNRe, and step sizes
µ.

5 Results

The results from the simulations are illustrated in Figs. 2-11. Figure 2 illustrates
the attenuation achieved with ANC with measurement noise at the reference sensor,
error sensor, and both sensors, with different values of the SNR and step size.
Figure 3 and Fig. 4, illustrate filter coefficient w12 (n) in the adaptive FIR-filter
w(n) as a function of the number of iterations of the adaptive algorithm with
measurement noise present at the reference sensor or the error sensor respectively.
Figure 5 illustrates filter coefficient w12 (n) in the adaptive FIR-filter w(n) as a
function of the number of iterations of the adaptive algorithm without measurement
noise, and with measurement noise present at both sensors.
The learning curves in Figs. 6 - 8, illustrate estimates of the mean-square error of
the error signal (the measurement noise at the error sensor is removed, e2(n) in
Fig. 1), as a function of the number of iterations of the adaptive algorithm. Fig-
ure 6 shows the learning curves for the cases without measurement noise, and with
measurement noise present at the reference sensor, for different SNRxF

and µ.
Figure. 7 illustrates the learning curves for the cases with measurement noise
present at the error sensor, for different SNRe and µ. Figure 8 shows the learn-
ing curves for the cases with measurement noise at both sensors for different µ.
Figures 6 - 8 also illustrate the estimated minimum mean-square error for the
respective cases.
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Figure 2: 1/3 octave spectrum of the attenuation achieved with ANC in the error
signal e2(n) in Fig. 1 without the measurement noise component ve, for different
values of the SNR and step size. In (a) with measurement noise at the reference
sensor, in (b) with measurement noise at the error sensor, and in (c) with mea-
surement noise at both sensors.
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Figure 3: Filter weight w12(n) in the adaptive FIR-filter w(n) as a function of the
number of iterations, n, of the adaptive algorithm with measurement noise present
at the reference sensor. In (a) for different SNRxF

and the same µ, and in (b) for
different µ and the same SNRxF

, and without measurement noise.
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Figure 4: Filter weight w12(n) in the adaptive FIR-filter w(n) as a function of
the number of iterations, n, of the adaptive algorithm with measurement noise
present at the error sensor. In (a) for different SNRe and the same µ, and in (b)
for different µ and the same SNRe, and without measurement noise.
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Figure 5: Filter weight w12(n) in the adaptive FIR-filter w(n) as a function of the
number of iterations, n, of the adaptive algorithm without measurement noise, and
with measurement noise present at both sensors for different step sizes and the
same SNRxF

.

Estimates of the excess mean-square error, ξ̂ex, and the minimum mean-square
error, ξ̂min, obtained from the simulations are summarized in Tables 4 - 6 for the
different SNRxF

, SNRe, and step sizes µ. The low step sizes, µ = 0.00585 for
SNRxF

=10.4 dB, µ = 0.00588 for SNRe=10.4 dB, and µ = 0.00286 for SNRxF
=

SNRe=10.4 dB, were calculated using Eq. (34), Eq. (40), and Eq. (48) respectively.

Quantity No meas.noise Meas. noise at the reference sensor

SNRxF [dB] - 30.4 10.4 10.4 0.45

Step size µ 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.00585 0.15

ξ̂min 2.41 · 10−4 2.99 · 10−4 57 · 10−4 57 · 10−4 306 · 10−4

ξ̂ex 4.33 · 10−5 6.59 · 10−5 270 · 10−5 4.96 · 10−5 21000 · 10−5

Table 4: Estimates of minimum mean-square error, ξ̂min, excess mean-square error,
ξ̂ex, and step size, µ, obtained from the simulations for the cases without mea-
surement noise and with measurement noise at the reference sensor for different
SNRxF

.

The ordinary coherence function between the signals e(n) and u(n) in the ab-
sence of control was estimated for the different SNR. The coherence functions are
illustrated in Fig. 9. The attenuation estimated from the coherence was then calcu-
lated using Eq. (49) and compared to the attenuation achieved by the ANC system
in the simulations. These results are given in Fig. 10 and 11.
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Figure 6: Estimate of the mean-square error of the signal e2(n) without the mea-
surement noise component ve(n), as a function of the number of iterations, n, of
the adaptive algorithm, and minimum mean square error, without measurement
noise and with measurement noise present at the reference sensor. In (a) for
SNRxF

=30.4 dB, in (b) for SNRxF
=10.4 dB and different step sizes, and in (c) for

SNRxF
=0.45 dB.

Quantity Meas.noise at the error sensor

SNRe [dB] 30.4 10.4 10.4 -3
Step size µ 0.15 0.15 0.00588 0.15

ξ̂min 2.41 · 10−4 2.41 · 10−4 2.41 · 10−4 2.42 · 10−4

ξ̂ex 5.18 · 10−5 95.3 · 10−5 4.46 · 10−5 1900 · 10−5

Table 5: Estimates of minimum mean-square error, ξ̂min, excess mean-square error,
ξ̂ex, and step size, µ, obtained from the simulations for the cases with measurement
noise at the error sensor for different SNRe

.
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Figure 7: Estimate of the mean-square error of the signal e2(n) without the mea-
surement noise component ve(n), as a function of the number of iterations, n, of
the adaptive algorithm, and minimum mean square error, without measurement
noise and with measurement noise present at the error sensor. In (a) for different
SNRe with the same step size, and in (b) for SNRe=10.4 dB and different step
sizes.
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Quantity Meas.noise at both sensors

SNRxF [dB] 10.4 10.4
SNRe [dB] 10.4 10.4
Step size µ 0.15 0.00286

ξ̂min 57 · 10−4 57 · 10−4

ξ̂ex 370 · 10−5 4.89 · 10−5

Table 6: Estimates of minimum mean-square error, ξ̂min, excess mean-square error,
ξ̂ex, and step size, µ, obtained from the simulations for the cases with measurement
noise at both sensors.
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Figure 9: Coherence functions between the error signal e(n) and reference signal
u(n) in the absence of control. In (a) with measurement noise present only at the
reference sensor, in (b) with measurement noise only at the error sensor, and in
(c) without measurement noise and with measurement noise at both sensors.
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Figure 10: The attenuation levels achieved using ANC, and the attenuation esti-
mated from the ordinary coherence function using Eq. (49), both with measure-
ment noise present only at the reference sensor. In (a) for SNRxF

= 30.4 dB, in
(b) for SNRxF

= 10.4 dB and two different values of the step size µ, and in (c) for
SNRxF

= 0.45 dB.
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Figure 11: The attenuation levels achieved using ANC, and the attenuation esti-
mated from the ordinary coherence function using Eq. (49). In (a)-(c) with mea-
surement noise present only at the error sensor, and in (d) with measurement noise
present at both sensors. In (a) for SNRe = 30.4 dB, in (b) for SNRe = 10.4 dB
and two different values of the step size µ, in (c) for SNRe = −3 dB, and in (d) for
SNRxF

= SNRe = 10.4 dB for two different values of the step size µ.
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6 Summary and Conclusions

Simulation results show that for the case in which measurement noise was present
only at the reference sensor, SNRxF

= 30.4 dB, and for the case in which measure-
ment noise was present only at the error sensor, SNRe = 30.4 dB, the measurement
noise do not affect the performance of the ANC system to any definite extent when
using a step size of µ = 0.15, see Figs. 2, 6(a), 7(a), and compare Fig. 3(a) and
Fig. 3(b), and Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b), respectively.
In the case in which measurement noise was present only at the reference sensor, de-
creasing SNRxF

(i.e. increasing σ2
vF ), while keeping the step size fixed at µ = 0.15,

results in a decreased attenuation produced by the ANC system (see Fig. 2(a)).
It also results in an increased bias of the optimal filter weights, resulting in an
increased minimum mean-square error (see Table 4). Further, an increased vari-
ance of the adaptive filter weights around the biased filter weight solution which
the adaptive algorithm converges to in the mean is obtained (see Fig. 3(a)). This,
in turn, leads to an increased excess mean-square error (see Fig. 6 and Table 4).
When the step size is decreased from µ = 0.15 to µ = 0.00585, as given by Eq. (34),
for SNRxF

= 10.4 dB, the algorithm converges to the biased filter weight solution
in the mean after a longer time, but the variance of the filter weights is decreased
as compared to using µ = 0.15 (see Fig. 3(b)). These results correspond to the
theoretical results given in Eq. (1) and Eq. (29).
When adjusting the step size from µ = 0.15 to µ = 0.00585, as given by Eq. (34),
while keeping SNRxF

fixed at SNRxF
= 10.4 dB, the excess mean-square error is

reduced to approximately the same level as for the case without measurement noise
(see Table 4). However, the decrease in excess mean-square error when the step size
is decreased from µ = 0.15 to µ = 0.00585, does not result in any definite increase
in the attenuation produced by the ANC system (see Fig.2(a)). This is probably
due both to the biased filter weight solution, and the fact that the measurement
noise at the reference sensor is filtered by the adaptive filter and thus included in
the error signal, which is the signal used to measure the attenuation.
For the case with measurement noise at only the error sensor, decreasing SNRe

(i.e. increasing σ2
e , while keeping the step size fixed at µ = 0.15), results in a de-

creased attenuation produced by the ANC system (see Fig. 2(b)). It also results in
an increased variance of the filter weights around the filter weight solution which
the algorithm converges to in the mean (see Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b)). This, in
turn, leads to an increased excess mean-square error (see Fig. 7 and Table 5). The
minimum mean-square error is approximately unaffected by the measurement noise
present at the error sensor (see Table 4 and Table 5), indicating that the optimal
filter weight solution is not biased by the measurement noise present at the error
sensor. By decreasing the step size from µ = 0.15 to µ = 0.00588, as given by
Eq. (40), for SNRe = 10.4 dB, the algorithm converges to the same solution in
the mean as it does without measurement noise present, and the variance of the
filter weights is decreased (see Fig. 4(b)). However, in this case, the algorithm
takes a longer time to converge. When adjusting the step size from µ = 0.15 to
µ = 0.00588 as given by Eq. (40), while keeping SNRe fixed at SNRe = 10.4 dB,
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the excess mean-square error is reduced to approximately the same level as for the
case without measurement noise (see Table 4 and Table 5). Further, adjusting the
step size from µ = 0.15 to µ = 0.00588 as given by Eq. (40), for SNRe = 10.4
dB, results in an increased attenuation produced by the ANC system, reaching
approximately the same level as without measurement noise present, except at the
315 Hz band (see Fig. 2(b)). These results correspond to the theoretical results
given in Eq. (35), Eq. (38), and Eq. (40).
When measurement noise is present at both sensors, with SNRxF

= SNRe = 10.4
dB, and µ = 0.15, the attenuation produced by the ANC system is decreased com-
pared to the case with measurement noise only at the reference sensor for SNRxF

=
10.4 dB and µ = 0.15 (compare Fig. 2(a) and (c)). With SNRxF

= SNRe = 10.4
dB, the minimum mean-square error is the same as for the case with measurement
noise only at the reference sensor for SNRxF

= 10.4 dB (see Table 4 and Table 6),
indicating no further bias of the optimal filter weights as compared to the case with
measurement noise only at the reference sensor. However, the variance of the adap-
tive filter weights is increased, resulting in an increased excess mean-square error
compared to the cases with measurement noise present only at the reference sensor,
or only at the error sensor (see Table 4 - Table 6). For SNRxF

= SNRe = 10.4 dB,
adjusting the step size from µ = 0.15 to µ = 0.00286, as given by Eq. (48), the algo-
rithm converges to the same solution in the mean as for the case with measurement
noise at only the reference sensor and the variance of the filter weights is decreased
(see Fig. 3 and Fig. 5). However, the algorithm takes longer time to converge. For
SNRxF

= SNRe = 10.4 dB, adjusting the step size from µ = 0.15 to µ = 0.00286 as
given by Eq. (48), reduces the excess mean-square error to approximately the same
level as in the case without measurement noise present (see Table 4 and Table 6).
It also results in an increase in attenuation level to approximately the same as
produced by the ANC system with measurement noise at only the reference sensor
for SNRxF

= 10.4 dB (compare Fig. 2(a) and (c)). These results correspond to the
theoretical results given in Eq. (46), Eq. (48), and that woptvxve

= woptvx
.

The attenuation levels achieved with ANC and those estimated from the coherence
function using Eq. (49) are fairly well correlated for the case in which measurement
noise is present only at the reference sensor (see Fig. 10). When measurement noise
is present only at the error sensor, ANC attenuation levels and those estimated
from the coherence are similar for SNRe = 30.4 dB and SNRe = 10.4 dB, using
a step size of µ = 0.15 (see Figs. 11 (a) and (b)). However, for the lowest SNR,
SNRe = −3 dB, the attenuation achieved with ANC is lower compared to the at-
tenuation estimated from the coherence (see Fig. 11 (c)). On the other hand, for
SNRe = 10.4 dB, the attenuation achieved with ANC is higher compared to the at-
tenuation estimated from the coherence, if the step size is reduced from µ = 0.15 to
µ = 0.00588, as calculated using Eq. (40) (see Fig. 11 (b)). Accordingly, with mea-
surement noise present only at the error sensor, and for high to moderate SNRe:s,
it is likely that estimating the attenuation from the coherence using Eq. (49), will
result in lower values than actually achieved by an ANC system. This is provided
that the step size is chosen to a value that keeps the variance of the filter weights
sufficiently low.
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With measurement noise at both sensors for SNRxF
= 10.4 dB, and SNRe = 10.4

dB, reducing the step size from µ = 0.15 to µ = 0.00286 as calculated using
Eq. (48), results in an ANC attenuation level that exceeds the attenuation esti-
mated from the coherence (see Fig. 11 (d)). In this case, the ANC attenuation
reaches approximately that level achieved when measurement noise was present
only at the reference sensor (compare Figs. 11 (d) and 10 (b)).
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Abstract

Passive silencers commonly used to attenuate ventilation noise are not ef-
fective in the low frequency range, meaning that ventilation systems installed
in buildings often generate low frequency noise. A method proven to effec-
tively reduce low-frequency noise in a wide variety of applications is active
noise control (ANC). A feedforward ANC system applied to duct noise nor-
mally uses a reference microphone, a control unit, a loudspeaker to generate
the secondary noise created by the controller, and an error microphone. The
secondary noise generated by the loudspeaker will travel both downstream
canceling the primary noise, and upstream to the reference microphone, (i.e.
acoustic feedback). The acoustic feedback may result in performance re-
duction and stability problems for the control system. Common approaches
to solve the feedback problem result in more complex controller structures
and/or system configurations than the simple feedforward controller. For in-
stance, one such approach involves introducing a feedback cancellation filter
in the controller in parallel with the acoustic feedback path. Alternatively a
dual-microphone reference sensing system may be used. This paper presents
a simple approach which reduces acoustic feedback through the use of a basic
feedforward controller in combination with a passive silencer. Simulations
show that the use of a passive silencer provides efficient acoustic feedback
cancellation. Additionally, in the experimental setup, use of a passive si-
lencer provides a smoother frequency response function of the forward path.
In other words, most of the dominant frequency peaks in the frequency re-
sponse function (which occur in the absence of a passive silencer) are reduced.
This, in turn, results in an acoustic path that is simpler to estimate (with a
high degree of accuracy) using an adaptive FIR-filter steered with the LMS
algorithm.
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1 Introduction

Normally, an acoustic single-channel feedforward ANC system applied to duct noise
consists of a reference microphone (to pick up the noise propagating through the
duct), a controller in which an adaptive algorithm is implemented, a loudspeaker
(to generate the secondary noise created by the controller) and an error micro-
phone (to monitor the residual noise after control) [1]. The reference microphone
generates a reference signal which is fed to the controller. In the controller the
reference signal is filtered with an adaptive FIR-filter to create an output sent to
the loudspeaker. The output is in anti-phase with the primary noise by the time
it reaches the placement of the error microphone. Primary noise which correlates
with the reference signal will be attenuated downstream of the loudspeaker; a high
correlation is required to obtain a high level of noise attenuation. The error micro-
phone generates an error signal, which is sent to the controller. In the controller,
the adaptive algorithm uses the error signal to update the filter coefficients of the
adaptive filter with the purpose of continuously minimizing the noise sensed by the
error microphone in the mean-square sense.
When applying feedforward ANC to attenuate ventilation noise, the secondary
noise produced by the loudspeaker not only travels downstream (attenuating the
primary noise), but also upstream to the reference microphone. This is a common
problem often referred to as acoustic feedback [1, 2]. Acoustic feedback corrupts
the reference signal and may, depending on the gain in the feedback loop, result
in controller instability [1]. Accordingly, it is of highest importance to reduce the
acoustic feedback in order to utilize the full noise reduction potential of the ANC
system. There have been many proposed approaches to the reduction of acoustic
feedback, including the use of a feedback neutralization filter in parallel with the
feedback path [1], and dual-microphone sensing [3]. However, these solutions entail
an increase in the complexity of the controller structure and/or system configura-
tion.
The passive silencers commonly used to attenuate ventilation noise [4] are rela-
tively ineffective in the low frequency range but provide high attenuation in the
higher frequency range where ANC is relatively inefficient. Therefore, combining
these two, to form a hybrid passive/active silencer, provides an attractive solution,
resulting in attenuation over a broad frequency range.
This paper presents simulations of a hybrid passive/active silencer. These simula-
tions show that, with the proper choice and placement of the passive silencer, the
silencer can be used to attenuate acoustic feedback, preserving the simple configu-
ration of a single-channel feedforward ANC system. The method of using a passive
silencer to attenuate acoustic feedback is also compared to the use of a feedback
neutralization filter in parallel with the acoustic feedback path.
Furthermore, it is shown that when using the passive silencer the standing waves
in the duct are less pronounced for the actual frequency range, resulting in an
increased coherence between the reference- and error microphones. This, in turn,
leads to an increased performance of the ANC system.
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2 Effects of acoustic feedback

Figure 1 illustrates a block diagram of a feedforward ANC system without acoustic
feedback, using the filtered-x LMS algorithm. Here, the primary path is denoted
P (z), the forward path F (z), the estimate of the forward path F̂ (z), the adaptive
filter W (z), the reference signal x(n), the output from the adaptive filter y(n), the
primary noise signal d(n), and the error signal e(n). Assuming that the adaptive
filter is time invariant, the error signal of the system in Fig. 1 may in the z-domain
be written as

∑P(z)

 W(z)

LMS
( )xF̂F(z)ˆ

F(z)

x(n)

n

+

d(n) e(n)

+

y(n)

Figure 1: Block diagram of a feedforward ANC system without acoustic feedback
using the filtered-x LMS algorithm.

E (z) = P (z)X (z) + F (z)Y (z) = [P (z) + F (z)W (z)]X (z) . (1)

The goal of the adaptive filter, W (z), is to minimize the error, E(z), which in an
ideal case will equal zero after the convergence of W (z). Hence, setting E(z) = 0
in Eq. (1) gives the optimal filter as

Wo (z) = −P (z)

F (z)
. (2)

Figure 2 illustrates a block diagram of an ANC system with acoustic feedback,
using the filtered-x LMS algorithm. Here, the feedback path is denoted B(z), and
the transfer function of the feedback loop is denoted H(z).
Assuming that the adaptive filter is time invariant, the output from the adaptive
filter in Fig. 2 is given in z-domain by

Y (z) = W (z) [X (z) +B (z)Y (z)]⇔ Y (z) =
W (z)

1−W (z)B (z)
X (z) . (3)

Hence, the transfer function of the feedback loop, dashed and denoted H(z) in
Fig. 2, is given by

H (z) =
W (z)

1−W (z)B (z)
. (4)
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∑P(z)

 W(z)

LMS
( )uF̂F(z)ˆ

F(z)

x(n)

n

+
d(n) e(n)

+

y(n)

B(z)∑
+

+

u(n)

H(z)

Figure 2: Block diagram of an ANC system with acoustic feedback using the
filtered-x algorithm. The signal x(n) is the reference signal related to the pri-
mary noise source and the signal u(n) is the reference microphone signal including
the contribution based on the acoustic feedback.

Equation (4) indicates that acoustic feedback is a source of instability. The open-
loop transfer function associated with the feedback loop is given by W (z)B(z),
which is related both to the control filter and the acoustic feedback path. According
to the Nyquist stability criterion, instability will occur when the open-loop gain is
greater than unity while the open-loop phase lag reaches 180◦ [5].
The system can be stabilized by restricting the magnitude of the coefficients in
the control filter by using the leaky filtered-x LMS algorithm, if necessary with a
high leakage [1]. This results in reduced noise attenuation due to the fact that the
controller does not converge to the optimum solution. If H(z) becomes unstable it
will result in an instability of the ANC system [1].
The error signal E(z) in Fig. 2 is given by

E (z) = P (z)X (z) + F (z)Y (z) = X (z)

[
P (z) +

F (z)W (z)

1−W (z)B (z)

]
. (5)

Setting E(z) = 0 in Eq. (5) gives the optimal filter for the case with acoustic
feedback as

Wo (z) = − P (z)

F (z)− P (z)B (z)
. (6)

In comparing Eq. (6) and the optimal filter for feedforward control given by
Eq. (2), the optimal filter coefficients for the system with acoustic feedback differ
from the case with without acoustic feedback.
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2.1 Feedback neutralization filter

In this method, a filter which is an estimate of the feedback path, B̂(z), is intro-
duced in parallel with the actual feedback path, B(z), as illustrated in Fig. 3. If
B̂(z) = B(z) the contribution from the feedback is removed and hence the opti-
mal filter of Eq. (6) becomes equal to Eq. (2). Hence a stable feedforward system
without feedback is achieved.

2.2 Effects of introducing a passive silencer

When installing a passive silencer so that it is a part of the feedback- and primary
paths, the primary path can be written as PSP

(z) = SP (z)P (z) where SP (z) is the
transfer path modification introduced in the primary path by the passive silencer
and P (z) is the primary path excluding the passive silencer. Consequently, the
feedback path may be written as BSB

(z) = SB(z)B(z) where SB(z) is the transfer
path modification introduced in the feedback path by the passive silencer and B(z)
is the feedback path excluding the passive silencer. Further, the forward path may
be written as FSF

(z) = SF (z)F (z) where SF (z) is the transfer path modification
introduced in the forward path by the passive silencer, and F (z) is the forward
path excluding the passive silencer. Rewriting Eq. (6) in terms of these expressions
results in

Wo (z) = − SP (z)P (z)

SF (z)F (z)− SP (z)SB (z)P (z)B (z)
. (7)

The passive silencer affects the paths PSP
(z), FSF

(z), and BSB
(z). Accordingly,

installing a passive silencer that produces high enough attenuation can remove the
effects of the acoustic feedback, resulting in a stable feedforward system. Compare
Eq. (7) with the pure feedforward controller given in Eq. (2).
The standing waves in the duct become less pronounced when installing the passive
silencer. As shown in Fig. 5, this leads to an increased coherence between the
reference signal and the primary noise.
The attenuation of the propagating sound can be related to the coherence between
these two signals [1, 2]. For example, a simple estimate of the noise reduction
achievable by an ANC system at frequency f is given by−10 log10

(
1− γ2dx (f)

)
dB,

where γ2dx (f) is the coherence function between the primary noise signal and the
reference signal in absence of control [1, 2]. Accordingly, the noise attenuation
produced by the ANC system is likely to be increased if installing a passive silencer
even if a feedback neutralization filter is used to remove the acoustic feedback, as
illustrated in Fig. 4.

3 Simulation

The simulation of an ANC system in operation was performed in MATLAB using
the time-domain leaky filtered-x LMS algorithm [1,2]. Figure 3 is a block diagram
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∑P(z)

 W(z)

LMS
( )uF̂F(z)ˆ

F(z)

x(n)

n

+
d(n) e(n)

+

y(n)

B(z)∑
+

+

u(n)

B(z)ˆ∑
+

-

Acoustic
Domain

Electric
Domain

Figure 3: Block diagram illustrating the construction of the ANC system used in
the simulations.

illustrating the construction of the ANC system used in the simulations, including
both the acoustic- and electric domain.
In the feedback through the filters B(z) and B̂(z) there is included one sample
delay, due to the fact that when calculating the signal u(n), the output y(n) has
not yet been calculated.
The feedback path B(z), and forward path F (z), were measured in a real duct sys-
tem. These were then estimated off-line using the LMS algorithm which gave the
estimates of the feedback path B̂(z), and forward path F̂ (z). The reference signal
x(n), and the primary noise signal d(n), were also measured in the duct system.
The measured impulse responses of the feedback- and forward paths were then used
in the simulation to filter the signals as they would in the real duct system.
In Fig. 3 the primary path is denoted P (z), the adaptive FIR-filter W (z), and
the error signal is denoted e(n). The reference- and primary noise signals and
the forward- and feedback paths were measured both with and without a pas-
sive silencer installed near the duct outlet. The simulations were conducted both
including and excluding the passive silencer. Additionally, the simulations were
performed with- and without the feedback neutralization filter B̂(z).
The impulse responses of the forward- and feedback paths were estimated by means
of cross-correlation in the duct-system using a HP 35670A dynamic signal analyzer.
The duct system consisted of approximately 21 meters of circular duct, with a
diameter 315 mm. The noise source was a standard axial fan (Lindab CK315). A
draught valve was placed near the fan to regulate the airflow.
The forward path was measured between the source output sent to the loudspeaker,
and the error microphone. The feedback path was measured between the source
output sent to the loudspeaker, and the reference microphone. In both paths two
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anti-aliasing filters, one amplifier and the loudspeaker were included. Broadband
noise with constant spectral density level within the analysis bandwidth was used
as the identification signal. Both the forward- and feedback paths were estimated
based on cross-correlation and recalculated to FIR-filters having the lengths of 256
coefficients.
The reference- and primary noise signals used in the simulation were simultaneously
measured in the reference microphone and error microphone respectively, using
the fan as source for an airflow of 3,2 m/s. Both the acoustic paths and the
reference- and primary noise signals were measured with- and without a passive
silencer (Lindab SLU 100) installed near the duct outlet.

4 Results

The measurements and simulations were carried out in the frequency range 0-
400 Hz which is well below the cut-on frequency for the first higher order mode
of the ducts in use. Figure 4 illustrates the power spectral density (PSD) of the
primary noise signal and the error signal for different configurations.
Figure 5 illustrates the coherence between the reference- and the primary noise
signals, both with and without the passive silencer installed in the duct system.
In Fig. 6 (a) the learning curves, (i.e. mean-square error as a function of number
of iterations with the ANC system in operation), are plotted for the different con-
figurations. In Fig. 6 (b) the mean-square error is plotted as a function of the filter
length of F̂ (z) when estimating the forward path using the LMS algorithm.
Figure. 7 illustrates the frequency response functions of F (z) and F̂ (z) with and
without passive silencer.
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Figure 4: Power spectral density of the primary noise signal d(n) (dash-dotted),
and the error signal e(n) (solid), when using (a) the passive silencer and a feedback
neutralization filter, (b) the passive silencer and no feedback neutralization filter,
(c) no passive silencer and a feedback neutralization filter, and (d) no passive
silencer and no feedback neutralization filter.
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Figure 5: Coherence between the reference signal x(n), and the primary noise signal
d(n), in (a) when using the passive silencer and in (b) when not using the passive
silencer.
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Figure 6: In (a) mean square error as a function of number of iterations with the
ANC system in operation. In (b) mean square error as a function of filter length
when estimating the forward path using the LMS algorithm.
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Figure 7: Frequency response functions of the measured (solid line) forward path
F (z) with 256 coefficients and the estimated (dash-dotted line) forward path F̂ (z)
with 32 coefficients in (a) with passive silencer and in (b) without passive silencer.
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5 Summary and Conclusions

When a passive silencer is used in combination with the filtered-x LMS algorithm,
the ANC produces a similar level of noise attenuation as does a feedback neutral-
ization filter used in combination with the filtered-x LMS algorithm (see Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b)). This indicates that the passive silencer may render the use of a feedback
neutralization filter superfluous. Without passive silencer the ANC noise attenua-
tion is increased by using a feedback neutralization filter (see Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)).
Further, the noise attenuation is approximately 5-10 dB higher between 50-350 Hz
when using a passive silencer compared with the results produced using a feedback
neutralization filter and no passive silencer (see Fig. 4). This is probably due to the
increased coherence between the reference- and error microphone signals when us-
ing the passive silencer (see Fig. 5). The adaptive algorithm converges faster when
using the passive silencer than it does when the passive silencer is not used (see
Fig. 6(a)). Furthermore, using a feedback neutralization filter in combination with
a passive silencer means that the convergence rate is not significantly influenced.
However, in the absence of a passive silencer, the feedback neutralization filter will
significantly influence the convergence rate. It is also worth noting that the filter
used as an estimate of the forward path may have a lower order when using a
passive silencer as compared to the cases without passive silencer (see Fig. 6 (b)
and Fig. 7). The standing waves in the duct are less pronounced when using a pas-
sive silencer, leading to an increased coherence between the reference- and primary
noise signals. This, in turn, produces an increase in the performance of the ANC
system. Finally, the adaptive algorithm displays the highest convergence rate in
combination with the passive silencer plus feedback neutralization filter. However,
the improvement in convergence rate introduced by the feedback neutralization
filter is negligible.
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Abstract

This paper presents a feedforward active noise control system combined
with passive silencers for reducing acoustic noise propagating through ventila-
tion ducts. This work investigates whether passive silencers can increase the
noise attenuation potential of the active noise control system. Experimental
results are presented, indicating that installing a passive silencer results in
less pronounced standing waves in the duct and hence to the increased perfor-
mance of the active noise control system. Evaluating measurements regarding
the performance of the active noise control system have been conducted in
an acoustic laboratory according to an ISO-standard.

1 Introduction

Investigating the use of active noise control (ANC) in overcoming the problems of
low-frequency background noise caused by heating, ventilating and air condition-
ing (HVAC) systems in different kinds of buildings (e.g. office buildings, meeting
rooms, classrooms, hospital and living rooms, etc.) has been an area of interest for
many years.
In most HVAC installations, conventional resistive passive silencers are used to
attenuate the duct-borne noise [1–8]. Passive silencers dissipate the incident sound
energy as heat and are usually based on porous sound-absorbing material covering
the interior surface of the duct [1–3]. In order to improve the noise attenuation,
parallel baffles of sound-absorbing material inside the duct are used. The noise
attenuation is preliminary dependent on the length of the silencer, the thickness
and flow resistance of the sound-absorbing material, the size of the air passage
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and the wavelength of the sound [1, 2]. Conventional passive silencers have the
advantage of producing high attenuation over a broad frequency range, from mid
frequencies up to high frequencies; on the other hand, the passive silencers tend
to have little impact on the noise in the lower frequency range. A passive silencer
produces a low attenuation when the acoustic wave length is large in comparison
to the silencer’s dimensions (e.g. the length of the silencers or the thickness of
the sound-absorbing material). Due to the long acoustic wavelength, more efficient
passive low frequency silencers tend to be very large. From an installation perspec-
tive, these large silencers may prove highly impractical.
Instead of using specially designed passive silencers for low frequency duct noise, a
silencer based on ANC technology can be used. Since ANC produces high attenu-
ation in the lower frequency range, passive silencers can be designed to attenuate
the noise at mid- and high frequencies, resulting in passive silencers of more prac-
tical sizes. Accordingly, active noise control can be an effective complement to
passive silencers. Additionally, combining active and passive techniques can result
in a noise control system with high noise attenuation over a broad frequency range,
and with a small enough size for the ANC system to be accommodated in duct
system installations with space constraints [9–13].
An acoustic single-channel feedforward active noise control system [9,10], (as used
in the experiments presented in this paper), normally uses a reference microphone
which measures the undesired noise propagating in the duct. The reference signal
generated by the reference microphone is sent to a controller where it is processed by
an adaptive filter (in this case a time-varying finite-impulse-response (FIR) filter)
to produce an output which is sent to a loudspeaker. The secondary noise gener-
ated by the loudspeaker interferes destructively with the primary noise, resulting
in reduced noise downstream in the duct. Downstream from the loudspeaker an
error microphone measures the residual noise after control and generates an error
signal which is sent to the controller, where it is used to adapt the coefficients of
the adaptive FIR filter to minimize the residual noise over time. In duct installa-
tions, either the reference microphone and/or the error microphone may be located
in a pressure node of a standing wave for some frequency. This can result in a
performance decrease of the ANC system for that particular frequency.
This paper presents an ANC system installation combined with passive silencers, a
hybrid active/passive silencer. Experimental investigations conducted at Blekinge
Institute of Technology (BTH) show less pronounced standing wave patterns in
the duct when passive silencers were used, compared to when the silencers were
not used. The sound pressure level at the nodes increases and gives rise to less
pronounced nodes. This in turn results in a performance increase of the ANC
system. In addition to the measurements carried out at BTH, measurements were
conducted in an acoustic laboratory in Denmark. Here, measurements were per-
formed according to the standard ISO 7235:2003 developed for ducted silencers
and air-terminal units [14]. The noise attenuation achieved by the ANC system
was measured in a reverberation room and amounted to approximately 15-25 dB
between 50- and 315 Hz.
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2 Effects of Installing a Passive Silencer

As mentioned, in some cases, active noise control and passive silencers are com-
bined to attenuate duct noise over a broad frequency range. However, no extensive
work seems to have been carried out to investigate whether passive silencers may
also be used to increase the performance of the ANC system with which they are
combined.
Larsson et. al [15] investigated the possibility of using a passive silencer to reduce
acoustic feedback between the secondary source and the reference microphone.
They found that, when the secondary source and the error microphone were placed
near the duct outlet, and a passive silencer was installed (so that it was a part of
both the feedback path and the primary path between the reference- and error mi-
crophones), the attenuation produced by the passive silencer could render the use
of a feedback neutralization filter superfluous. This in turn results in a less com-
plex controller structure which can be based on a simple feedforward controller.
In addition, Larsson et. al found that the standing waves in the duct were less
pronounced when the passive silencer was installed, producing an increase in the
performance of the ANC system, even if a feedback neutralization filter was used
in the controller. Furthermore, they found that, with the passive silencer installed,
the forward path between the loudspeaker and the error microphone could be es-
timated using an FIR-filter with fewer coefficients than if the passive silencer was
not installed. This, in turn, resulted in a reduced number of calculations in the
control algorithm.
However, if the active noise control system is not positioned near the duct outlet
and the passive silencer is installed upstream from the error microphone, the error
microphone is likely to be positioned in the pressure nodes of standing waves for
some frequencies. The objective of the controller is to minimize the noise sensed by
the error microphone in the mean-square sense. If the error microphone is located
in pressure nodes for some frequencies it cannot observe these frequencies. Accord-
ingly these frequencies have no impact on the cost function which the controller
minimizes; hence, they are not controlled [9, 16]. The noise downstream from the
error microphone will thus contain these frequencies.
To prevent the placement of microphones in nodal locations, multiple microphones
can be used. The microphones are then spaced such that, if a microphone is posi-
tioned in a node another is positioned in an anti-node for that particular frequency.
However, multiple microphones entails a multiple-channel ANC system [9, 10, 16],
resulting in increased complexity of the controller structure. Also, using several
microphones results in a more space demanding ANC system since the microphones
are spread over a larger distance. This also increases the complexity from an in-
stallation point of view.
On the other hand, installing an additional passive silencer downstream from the
error microphone can result in less pronounced standing waves in the position of
the error microphone, rendering additional frequencies observable. For the duct
system used in this paper, this is shown if comparing the power spectral den-
sity (PSD) of the error microphone signal with- and without an additional passive
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silencer installed downstream from the error microphone, with the ANC system
turned off, (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively). This implies that, if an additional
passive silencer is installed downstream from the error microphone (instead of a
multiple-channel ANC system), a simple single-channel feedforward controller may
be used.

3 Experimental Setup

The measurements were carried out on a duct system built in a laboratory at the
Department of Signal Processing at Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH) in
Sweden, and in an acoustic laboratory in Denmark.

3.1 The experimental setup at BTH

The basic setup of the physical system utilized for the ANC experiments at BTH
consists of approximately 21 meters of circular duct with a diameter of 315 mm.
This setup can then be extended to a length of approximately 33 meters. The noise
source is a standard axial fan (Lindab CK 315). The fan is located in a separate
room in order to reduce the direct sound from the fan sensed by the evaluation
microphone placed at the duct outlet. To regulate the airflow a draught valve is
installed near the fan, allowing airflow speeds between 3, 2 m/s and 6, 7 m/s.
The core of the single-channel feedforward ANC system used in these experiments
was a TMS320C32 DSP from Texas Instruments, in which the time domain leaky
filtered-x LMS algorithm [9,10] was implemented. The adaptive control filter con-
sisted of 256 coefficients. The forward path (the path between the loudspeaker
input and the error microphone output) was estimated off-line using an FIR-filter
with 128 coefficients which was steered by the LMS algorithm [9, 10]. The sec-
ondary source was a loudspeaker optimized for installation in small boxes. This
loudspeaker was driven by a QSC USA370S amplifier with a maximum power of
185 W per channel into 4 ohms. Two omnidirectional microphones were used as
reference- and error sensors, with the reference microphone positioned to fulfill the
causality constraint for feedforward control systems [10, 17]. In addition, one mi-
crophone of model TMS130A10 with a pre-amplifier TMS130P10 manufactured by
PCB Piezotronics, fitted with a standard foam plastic sleeve with a diameter of 9
cm for turbulence rejection, was positioned 10 cm from the duct outlet to monitor
the sound in the room.
The reference-, error-, and secondary source signals were low-pass filtered using
three Kemo VBF10M filters. The filters were set to a cutoff frequency of 400 Hz,
ensuring an operation of the ANC system in the plane wave region of the duct
system in use.
One passive silencer (P1) was installed between the reference microphone and the
loudspeaker, and one (P2) was installed downstream from the error microphone.
When the passive silencer downstream of the error microphone (P2) was removed,
it was replaced with a duct piece of the same length as the passive silencer. Figure 1
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is a schematic illustration of the experimental setup at BTH which henceforth will
be referred to as setup1.

Ref. mic. Error mic.

Evaluation mic.

Fan

Controller

Loudspeaker

Passive silencer, P1 Passive silencer, P2

Figure 1: The experimental setup at BTH, setup1.

4 The experimental setup in the acoustic labora-
tory in Denmark

In addition to the measurements carried out at BTH, measurements were carried
out in an acoustic laboratory in Denmark. Here, measurements were performed
according to the standard ISO 7235:2003 ”Acoustics - Laboratory measurement
procedures for ducted silencers and air-terminal units - Insertion loss, flow noise
and total pressure loss” [14].
Figure 2 is a schematic illustration of the experimental setup in the acoustic labora-
tory in Denmark which henceforth will be referred to as setup2. In this laboratory,
the noise generated by the fan was effectively silenced by large passive silencers and
noise was instead generated by a loudspeaker array positioned in the room to the
left in Fig. 2. This made it possible to separate airflow and noise; i.e. the airflow
and noise level could be individually adjusted.
The attenuation achieved by the ANC system was measured using a rotating mi-
crophone placed in a reverberation room to which the duct system led. The sound
field in the reverberation room was diffuse, so that the evaluation microphone could
be positioned away from the airflow. Hence these measurements were not affected
by turbulence around the evaluation microphone.
Between the room for noise generation and the reverberation room was approxi-
mately 20 meters of circular duct having a diameter of 315 mm, with the ANC
system installed in the middle.
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The ANC system used in these measurements was identical to that used at BTH
except that no additional passive silencer was installed downstream from the error
microphone, due to the fact that the duct system had an anechoic termination.

Fan

Passive silencer Passive silencer

Loudspeaker
Array

Reverberation Room

Duct system

Evaluation
Microphone

Air flow

Controller

LoudspeakerReference 
Microphone

Error
Microphone

Passive Silencer

Air flow

Figure 2: The experimental setup in the acoustic laboratory in Denmark, setup2.

5 Results

For the results obtained in setup1 and presented in Figs. 3 to 7, the airflow speed
was 3, 2 m/s and there was approximately 14 m of duct between the error micro-
phone and the duct outlet.
In order to determine how installing a passive silencer downstream from the error
microphone affects the performance of the ANC system, the PSD of the error mi-
crophone signal was measured, using a HP 35670A dynamic signal analyzer, when
the ANC system was off and when it was turned on. This was done both with and
without the passive silencer (P2) installed (see Figs. 3 and 4).
However, the ANC system minimizes the noise in the point where the error mi-
crophone is positioned. Furthermore, if the error microphone is positioned in a
pressure node of a standing wave of a certain frequency, the sound pressure of
this frequency is likely to be higher at another position downstream of the duct.
Therefore, the PSD of the signal generated by the evaluation microphone was also
measured with the ANC system turned on and off, both with and without the
passive silencer (P2), installed (see Figs. 5 and 6).
Figure 7 illustrates the PSD of the evaluation microphone signal with active con-
trol, with and without the passive silencer (P2) installed.
Measurements were carried out in the acoustic laboratory (setup2 ), to evaluate the
performance of the ANC system according to the standard currently used for ducted
silencers and air-terminal units. Figure 8 illustrates the attenuation achieved at
the evaluation microphone in setup2 for two different airflow speeds.
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Figure 3: Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the error microphone signal in setup1
(dash-dotted line) without- and (solid line) with active control. A passive silencer
(P2) was installed in both cases.
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Figure 4: Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the error microphone signal in setup1
without (dashed line) and with (solid line) active control. Both cases without a
passive silencer (P2) installed.
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Figure 5: Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the evaluation microphone signal in
setup1 without (dash-dotted line) and with (solid line) active control. A passive
silencer (P2) was installed in both cases.
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Figure 6: Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the evaluation microphone signal in
setup1 without (dash-dotted line) and with (solid line) active control. Both cases
without a passive silencer (P2) installed.
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Figure 7: Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the evaluation microphone signal
in setup1 with active control, without (solid line) and with (dash-dotted line) a
passive silencer (P2) installed.
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6 Conclusions

When the passive silencer (P2) in setup1 is installed downstream from the error
microphone, the noise attenuation at the error microphone is approximately 25-30
dB between 50- and 350 Hz (see Fig. 3). When the passive silencer (P2) is removed
and replaced with a duct piece, the sound pressure measured by the error micro-
phone is low for numerous frequencies when the ANC system turned off (see Fig. 4).
This indicates that the error microphone is located in pressure nodes of standing
waves for these frequencies. Also, the sound pressure at the error microphone with
the ANC system turned on is approximately the same between 50- and 150 Hz,
and approximately 10-20 dB higher between 150- and 400 Hz, when the passive
silencer (P2) is not used, as compared to when using it (compare Figs. 3 and 4).
At the evaluation microphone the noise attenuation is approximately 10-20 dB be-
tween 50- and 400 Hz with the passive silencer (P2) installed (see Fig. 5).
Without the passive silencer installed the PSD of the evaluation microphone sig-
nal with active control shows numerous tonal components between 150- and 400
Hz (see Fig. 6). These tonal components are likely to be the result of the ANC
system’s inability to control these frequencies, since they are not observable by the
error microphone.
When the PSD of the error microphone signal without active control in Fig. 4 is
compared with the PSD of the evaluation microphone signal with active control in
Fig. 6, it can be seen that the tonal components in Fig. 6 have the same frequen-
cies as the frequencies having a low sound pressure in Fig. 4. When the PSD of
the evaluation microphone signal with the passive silencer installed and the ANC
system turned on, is compared to the PSD of the evaluation microphone signal
without the passive silencer (P2) installed and the ANC system turned on, it can
be seen that the tonal components between 150- and 400 Hz are not present when
using the passive silencer (see Fig. 7).
In the acoustic laboratory in Denmark (setup2) the noise attenuation was approx-
imately 15-25 dB between 50- and 315 Hz both for the airflow 2 m/s and 10 m/s
(see Fig. 8). In conclusion, the obtained experimental results for the duct con-
figuration used in setup1 show that installing a passive silencer can result in less
pronounced standing waves upstream from the passive silencer. This, in turn, re-
sults in an increased attenuation produced by the ANC system for the frequencies
where the error microphone would be placed in pressure nodes in absence of the
passive silencer. Finally, the ANC system shows good noise attenuation when the
standardized measurement procedure is utilized, even for high airflow speeds.
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Abstract

In a narrow duct, a relatively simple single-channel feedforward ANC sys-
tem may be used to attenuate noise propagating as plane waves. However, for
ducts with larger dimensions the cut-on frequencies for one or several higher-
order acoustic modes may lie within the frequency range to which ANC is
applied. In such situations it is generally necessary to use a multiple-channel
feedforward ANC system with several secondary sources, error sensors, and
perhaps reference sensors. Such a system has a significantly higher complex-
ity than a single-channel ANC system. This paper describes an alternative
approach. Instead of using a multiple-channel feedforward ANC system on
a duct of large dimensions, the idea is to divide the duct into several, more
narrow, parallel ducts. In this way the complexity of the ANC system may
be reduced. In the experiments conducted for this paper, a duct was di-
vided into two more narrow ducts. The noise propagating in each duct was
controlled by a feedforward ANC system based on the leaky filtered-x LMS
algorithm, using different reference and error microphone configurations. The
different configurations were compared to a configuration in which the noise
in respective narrow duct was controlled using a basic single-channel ANC
system per duct. The results preliminarily show that this approach yields
high attenuation of low-frequency noise in a duct of large dimensions.

1 Introduction

One example in which ducts of large dimensions may be used is in large venti-
lation systems. In such systems it can be desirable to mount a silencer close to
the fan, since this may reduce the total number of silencers required in the whole
ventilation system. However, the duct connected closest to the fan is generally of
large dimensions. Accordingly, the cut-on frequency of one or more higher-order
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acoustic modes usually lie within the frequency range in which noise reduction with
the aid of active control is desirable. In the plane wave region, a relatively simple
single-channel feedforward ANC system may be used to attenuate low-frequency
ventilation noise [1, 2]. The active control systems for plane wave control will be-
come decreasingly effective as the frequency of the noise increases [3]. Control
systems for higher order modes are generally required to increase the frequency
range. A multiple-channel active noise control system based on several loudspeak-
ers, error sensors, and possibly reference sensors, is required to control the higher
order modes [4–6]. Active noise control of noise radiating from a spray dryer
exhaust stack has been the subject of recent research [4, 5, 7]. In that work, the
exhaust stack had a diameter of 1,6 meters and the developed feedforward control
system was based on 6 loudspeakers and 12 error microphones.
One problem associated with multiple-channel ANC systems is that they can re-
quire a large number of control channels and a relatively complex implementation
resulting in a large amount of computing power [4]. Such systems may also converge
slowly and suffer stability problems [4]. One way to get around theses problems,
may be to reduce the number of dependent control channels; for instance, by using
a number of independent controllers that only uses a part of the total number of
sensors and control sources in the total ANC system [4]. In case of a duct, this
may be achieved using e.g. several parallel independent single-channel ANC sys-
tems. When implementing a multiple-channel ANC system it may also be difficult
to find the number and locations, of the control sources and error sensors, where
high attenuation is achieved [5].
If one wishes to extend the operational frequency range using only single-channel
active control systems to above the cut-on frequency of the first higher order mode,
it may principally be possible to achieve this by dividing up the duct cross-section
into several segments. Alternatively, the large duct may be rearranged into several
parallel ducts with smaller diameter. The cross-section size of each segment/duct is
thus rendered sufficiently small, so that only plane wave propagation exists within
the intended active control frequency range in each segment/duct. The controller
can be implemented as a multiple-channel controller or as several single-channel
controllers. Thome and Carme [8] describe the installation of parallel ANC sys-
tems in a duct of large dimensions. Here, a square duct of large dimension was
divided into four separate square ducts, each with an ANC system installed. This
produced an attenuation of broadband noise of approximately 8-16 dB between
50-350 Hz. However, in this installation [8], the reference and error sensors (as
well as the secondary source of each ANC system) was installed as a tubular core
inside the ducts. This approach can be disadvantageous from an installation and
maintenance point of view, and may cause an additional pressure drop over the
silencer.
Thus, this paper investigates an alternative duct design, which enables the reduc-
tion of control system complexity from multiple-channel ANC to several indepen-
dent single-channel control systems. In this design, ANC system components are
placed outside the duct but have acoustic coupling to the duct interior. In the
experiments conducted for this paper, a rectangular duct was divided into two
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more narrow ducts. The noise propagating in each duct was controlled either by a
two-channel feedforward ANC system or by two single-channel feedforward ANC
systems. In both cases different reference microphone configurations were used.
Results preliminarily show that high attenuation of low-frequency noise in a duct of
large dimensions may be achieved using this approach. The attenuation achieved
with ANC was approximately 5-20 dB measured using an evaluation microphone
placed at the duct outlet. Further, the results preliminarily show that two, inde-
pendent, single-channel ANC systems may produce similar levels of attenuation as
a two-channel ANC system, provided that the acoustic coupling between the two
parallel ducts is sufficiently low.

2 Control system design

The experiments conducted for this paper utilized feedforward control, and two ref-
erence microphones, two loudspeakers, and two error microphones were installed
on the duct system (as illustrated in Fig. 3). Either a two-channel feedforward
ANC system based on the leaky multiple-channel FXLMS algorithm or two single-
channel feedforward ANC systems based on the leaky FXLMS algorithm were used.
In both cases, four different reference signal configurations were used. The different
reference signals were achieved by summation of the output signals from the two
reference microphones with different weightings. The reference signal configura-
tions are further described in the result section, and illustrated in Fig. 5. In the
following, a general description of the implemented algorithms is provided.

2.1 Single-channel ANC system

Figure 1 shows a block diagram illustrating the control system structure when using
two separate feedforward single-channel ANC systems based on the filtered-x LMS
(FXLMS) algorithm. In Fig. 1, W1 and W2 are the adaptive FIR-filters, y1(n) and
y2(n) are the outputs to the secondary loudspeakers, L1 and L2, e1(n) and e2(n)
are the error signals from the two error sensors, and the grey area illustrates the
forward paths between the secondary sources and the error microphones. Further,
F̂11 and F̂22 are the FIR-filters constituting the estimates of the physical forward
paths between L1 and e1, and L2 and e2 respectively. The reference signals are
denoted x1(n) and x2(n).
Consider the controller for loudspeaker L1. In the single-channel case when using
the FXLMS algorithm, the cost function to be minimized is given by ξ̂1 (n) = e21 (n)
where the update equation for the adaptive filter weights is given by w1 (n+ 1) =
w1 (n) − 2µxF̂11

(n) e1 (n). In a practical installation, using the leaky version of
the FXLMS algorithm for stability, a general description of the update equation
for the l:th adaptive FIR-filter, Wl, is given by [1, 9]

wl (n+ 1) = vwl (n) − 2µxF̂ml
(n) em (n) , (1)

where µ is the step size, and the leakage factor is in the bound 0 < v ≤ 1. Further,
xF̂ml

(n) is a filtered reference signal vector produced by filtering the l:th reference
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Figure 1: Block diagram of two separate single-channel ANC systems based on the
FXLMS algorithm.

signal, xl(n), with the FIR-filter estimate, f̂ml, of the physical forward path between
the l:th secondary loudspeaker and the m:th error microphone. In the single-
channel case m = l.

2.2 Multiple-channel ANC system

Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the control structure when using a two-channel
feedforward ANC system based on the multiple-channel FXLMS algorithm. In the
multiple-channel case the cost function for the multiple-channel FXLMS algorithm

is given by ξ̂ (n) =
M∑

m=1
e2m (n) [9], where M is the number of error sensors, in this

case M = 2. In accordance with the single-channel system above, using the leaky
version of the multiple-channel FXLMS algorithm, results in the update equation
for the l:th adaptive FIR-filter, given by [9]

wl (n+ 1) = vwl (n) − 2µ

M∑
m=1

xF̂ml
(n)em (n) . (2)

3 The experimental setup

Measurements were carried out on a duct system built in a laboratory at Blekinge
Institute of Technology (BTH), Sweden. A diagrammatic illustration of the duct
system used in the experiments conducted for this paper is shown in Fig. 3. The
noise source was a loudspeaker installed in a circular closed box. This loudspeaker
was connected to a rectangular duct via a transition from circular to rectangular
duct (denoted transition 1 in Fig. 3). The rectangular duct in which the reference
and error microphones and the secondary loudspeakers were installed was 0.75 m
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Figure 2: Block diagram of a two-channel ANC system based on the multiple-
channel FXLMS algorithm.

wide and 0.25 m high. The rectangular duct was divided into two, more narrow,
parallel rectangular ducts each with a height of 0.25 m and width of 0.375 m,
using a baffle consisting of a 0.6 mm thick metal plate with 50 mm thick sound
absorbing material on each side, as illustrated in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 (a). Neglecting
mean flow in the duct, the reduction in width from 0.75 m to 0.375 m, shifts up
the cut-on frequency for the first higher order acoustic mode from approximately
229 Hz to 457 Hz. The ANC system was set to operate in the frequency range up
to 400 Hz in which only plane waves propagate for the two ducts having a width
of 0.375 m. Downstream from the rectangular duct there was another transition
from rectangular to circular duct (denoted transition 2 in Fig. 3). Transition 2 was
either undivided (as in Fig. 3) or was divided into two equal parts using a baffle, as
illustrated in Fig. 4 (b). A 90◦ bend, a passive silencer (Lindab SLU 100), and a 3
m long circular duct with a diameter of 315 mm were all located downstream from
transition 2. An evaluation microphone (denoted ev.mic in Fig. 3) was positioned
at the duct outlet to monitor the attenuation achieved with the ANC system.
The feedforward active noise control system was comprised of two loudspeakers
(denoted L1 and L2 in Fig. 3), two reference microphones (denoted r1 and r2 in
Fig. 3), two error microphones (denoted e1 and e2 in Fig. 3) and a control unit.
The control filters consisted of 256 coefficients and the forward paths (the paths
between the loudspeaker inputs and the error microphone outputs), were estimated
off-line with adaptive FIR-filters having 256 coefficients. The sampling frequency
was 2 kHz.
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Figure 3: Schematic illustration of the experimental setup, where transition 2 was
either undivided or divided into two parts, as illustrated in Fig. 4 (b). The baffle
consists of a metal plate with sound absorbing material on both sides.
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Figure 4: In (a), a picture illustrating the division of the rectangular duct into two
more narrow rectangular ducts using a baffle, and in (b) a schematic illustration
of the division of transition 2 into two equal parts using a baffle.
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4 Results

Results concerning the attenuation produced using ANC were obtained using ten
different configurations of the ANC system, and with transition 2 either undivided
or divided. The different configurations are henceforth referred to as Config.1 - Con-
fig.10, and are summarized in Table 1. Four different reference signal configurations
were achieved by summation of the outputs from the two reference microphones
with different weightings. The reference signal configurations are henceforth re-
ferred to as Ref.config.1 - 4, and are illustrated in Fig. 5 (a) - (d), respectively. In
Fig. 5 r1 and r2 represent the reference microphones with the same denotation in
Fig. 3, while x1 and x2 are the reference signals used by the adaptive algorithms
as illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
The different reference signal configurations (Ref.config.1-4) were either used by a
two-channel ANC system or by two independent single-channel ANC systems, re-
sulting in Config.1-4 and Config.5-8, respectively. Config.9 is the same as Config.1
except that transition 2 was divided in Config.9. Config.10 is the same as Config.5
except that transition 2 was divided in Config.10.
The attenuations achieved with ANC at error microphone e1 for Config.1-4 and
Config.5-8 are shown in Fig. 6 (a) and Fig. 6 (b), respectively. The attenuation
achieved with ANC at the evaluation microphone for Config.1-4 and Config.5-8
are shown in Fig. 7 (a) and Fig. 7 (b), respectively. Figure 8 (a) compares the
attenuation achieved with ANC at the evaluation microphone using Config.1 and
Config.5. Figure 8 (b) compares the attenuation achieved with ANC at the eval-
uation microphone using Config. 5 and Config. 10. Figure 9 shows examples of
the power spectral density (PSD) with the ANC system off (solid line) and with
the ANC system on (dashed line) at the error microphone e1, and the evaluation
microphone, for Config.1.

Config.number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Ref.config.number 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 1

Two-channel ANC system X X X X X

2 single-channel ANC systems X X X X X

Transition 2 divided X X

Table 1: Summary of the different configurations of the ANC system and the duct
system.
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Figure 5: The different reference signal configurations. In (a) Ref.config.1. In (b)
Ref.config.2. In (c) Ref.config.3, and in (d) Ref.config.4.
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Figure 6: 1/3 octave band spectrum of the attenuation with ANC at the error
microphone e1 (see Fig. 3). In (a) for Config. 1-4 and in (b) for Config. 5-8.
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Figure 7: 1/3 octave band spectrum of the attenuation with ANC at the evaluation
microphone (see Fig. 3). In (a) for Config. 1-4 and in (b) for Config. 5-8.
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Figure 8: 1/3 octave band spectrum of the attenuation with ANC at the evaluation
microphone (see Fig. 3). In (a) for Config. 1 and Config. 5, and in (b) for Config.
9 and Config. 10.
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Figure 9: Power spectral density (a) of the error microphone e1 signal and in (b)
the evaluation microphone signal. ANC system off (solid line) and with the ANC
system on (dashed line). For Config. 1.

5 Summary and conclusions

The attenuation achieved with ANC was approximately 5-20 dB measured at the
error microphones (see Fig. 6), and 5-20 dB at the evaluation microphone placed
at the duct outlet (see Fig. 7). The choice of reference configuration seemed to
have little impact on the resulting attenuation levels at the evaluation microphone
irrespective of whether two separate single-channel ANC systems were used, or a
two-channel two-channel system was used(see Fig. 7). However, the attenuation
levels tend to be somewhat higher in the 50 Hz and 63 Hz bands for config.4 and
config.8.
The low attenuation level in the 160 Hz band at the error microphone e.g. for
config.1-4 (see Fig. 6 (a)) is due to the low level of primary noise around 160 Hz at
the error microphone (see the solid line in Fig. 9 (a)). Also, the level of primary
noise is relatively low between 50-100 Hz, both at the error microphone position,
and the evaluation microphone position (see the solid lines in Fig. 9) which some-
what explains the lower attenuation levels in these frequency bands.
Further, when transition 2 was not divided into two parts, the attenuation at the
evaluation microphone was somewhat higher when using a two-channel ANC sys-
tem as compared to using two single-channel ANC systems (see e.g. Fig. 8 (a)).
However, when dividing transition 2, the difference in attenuation level was almost
insignificant (see Fig 8 (b)). Also, the attenuation levels at the 50 Hz and 63
Hz bands became somewhat higher when dividing transition 2, both when using
the two-channel ANC system and the two single-channel ANC systems (compare
Figs. 8 (a) and (b)).
However, the most significant improvement when dividing transition 2 and using
two separate single-channel ANC systems, was that the systems became signifi-
cantly more stable and the step size could be doubled in value.
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In conclusion; the initial investigations reported in this paper show that dividing
a duct into segments (where only plane waves propagate within the operational
frequency range of the ANC system), may be a solution that can produce high
levels of attenuation in ducts of large dimensions, using a control system of rela-
tively low complexity. Further, the results show that several single-channel ANC
systems may produce similar attenuation levels as a multiple-channel ANC system,
provided that the acoustic coupling between the duct segments is sufficiently low.
This, in turn, may further reduce the complexity and computational power of the
control system.
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In many kinds of buildings, the ventilation sys-
tem constitute a well known source of broad-
band noise. Traditionally, duct born noise is at-
tenuated using passive resistive silencers which 
produce a high level of attenuation over a broad 
frequency range. However, they tend to become 
large and bulky if designed for low frequency 
attenuation.

The active noise control (ANC) technique is 
known for its ability to produce high levels of 
attenuation in the low frequency range even 
with a relatively moderate sized ANC system. 
Accordingly, a combination of active- and pas-
sive techniques, i.e. the construction of a hybrid 
active/passive silencer, provides a duct silencer 
solution of manageable size which also covers 
the low frequency range. However, adequate le-
vels of attenuation are not likely to be obtained 
if the installation of the ANC system is not de-
signed to account for the physical factors that 
may degrade its performance.

This thesis focuses on applying ANC in ventila-
tion systems, with particular emphasis on analy-
zing the limiting effect of some of these physical 
factors on the controller, and installation design 
for the purpose of reducing the influence of 
them. The degrading factors of particular inte-
rest include: flow induced noise in the microp-
hone signals, acoustic feedback between the 
control loudspeaker and reference microphone, 
and standing waves and higher order acoustic 
modes inside the ducts. With respect to instal-

lation design, focus is also placed upon industry 
requirements for the ANC system. This has led 
to a module based approach, in which the mi-
crophones and the loudspeaker are installed in 
separate modules based on standard duct parts.

This thesis is comprised of six parts. The first 
and third parts analyze the influence of flow-
induced noise on the adaptive digital controller 
theoretically, through simulations and experi-
ments. The second part describes investigations 
of several microphone installations intended to 
reduce flow induced noise. Further, results of 
measurements conducted in an acoustic labo-
ratory according to an ISO-standard are pre-
sented. The attenuation produced by the ANC 
system was approximately 15-25 dB between 
50-315 Hz, even for airflow speeds up to 20 m/s.

The fourth part focuses on the possibility of 
using a passive silencer in combination with 
ANC, to reduce acoustic feedback and standing 
waves, while the fifth part investigates the pos-
sibility of using a passive silencer to reduce stan-
ding waves in the duct when the ANC system 
is not installed near the duct outlet. In ducts 
of larger dimensions, higher order acoustic mo-
des may be in the frequency range adequate for 
ANC. The final part presents initial investiga-
tions concerning the feasibility of dividing a duct 
of large dimension into two more narrow ducts 
to remove higher order acoustic modes in the 
ANC frequency range, and the feasibility of app-
lying single-channel ANC in each duct.
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